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Land Warfare: Preparation, Combat, and 

Power Projection 
 Chapter Eight has described several key lessons of the land offensive: The importance 

of properly characterizing the threat, the validity of the key concepts and tactics of the 

AirLand battle, the value of ideas and action, the impact of joint and combined operations, 

the impact of higher tempos of combat and continuing "24 hour a day" operations, and the 

importance of linking any major military campaign to a clear picture of its grand strategic 

objectives. Chapter Eight has also shown that it was the synergy between a wide range of 

new land and air capabilities -- and not a few dominant factors -- that shaped the Coalition's 

ability to defeat the Iraqi Army so quickly and at so little cost. 

 There are many additional lessons that can be drawn from the preparation for the land 

offensive, and the battle that followed. These include lessons regarding the impact of new 

tactics and technologies in shaping the ability to fight at night and in poor weather, new 

forms of combined arms, more lethal and long range armored warfare and artillery, the 

capability of air assault forces, and the importance of attack helicopters. There are also new 

lessons regarding sustainability and other aspects of AirLand warfare, in preparation and 

power projection of land forces, and in associated issues like fratricide and the role of 

reserves. 

Key Uncertainties in Analyzing the Detailed Lessons of the 
Land Battle 
 It is important to preface any analysis of such lessons, however, with a number of 

caveats. Chapter Eight has shown that Coalition land forces were highly effective, and 

achieved record rates of maneuver and success in armored and artillery engagements. It is 

clear from the land battles during the Gulf War that many Coalition weapons systems and 

land warfare technologies were far more effective than those of Iraq. It is also clear that 

most new major weapons systems worked well and contributed to dramatic increases in the 

effectiveness of the land forces that used them. 

 At the same time, there are serious limitations in the data available. The battlefield 

was never properly or systematically surveyed after the land battle.1 As has been noted in 

the previous chapters, no reliable data exist on the numbers of combat equipment 

destroyed, the casualties inflicted, or the effectiveness of given weapons as killing 

mechanisms. While many claims have been made about kill rates by individual combat 

units, and the advocates of given weapons, such claims can -- at best -- be validated for 

limited engagements involving small portions of the land battle. 
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 Problems emerge in many of the official and unofficial histories and sources that 

describe land combat. Such sources tend to exaggerate the operational impact of given 

units, weapons, or combat arms. While such exaggeration is a natural aspect of human 

behavior -- and is reflected in the similar problems in the claims made in histories of the air 

and naval battle -- its effects are compounded in the case of land units by the fact that many 

sources were written using uncertain estimates of the size of the Iraqi units engaged, and of 

damage done to these units by air before the land war began. In some cases, the source data 

also failed to distinguish whether engagements were with entire Iraqi formations or with 

elements of those formations. 

 Even where detailed data appear to be available on individual land battles, such data 

generally apply only to narrow encounters like "73 Easting," and do not cover broader 

patterns in Corps and theater-level warfare.2 Some analyses do not clearly distinguish 

between the expenditure of given munitions and actual killing effects, and some do not 

seem reliable in distinguishing between the effect of one combat arm and another. Most of 

the clashes during the Gulf War involved multiple engagements by different types of 

weapons systems and it is often difficult to determine which element had a given impact on 

Iraqi forces. 

 The exaggerated tank kill claims of many US divisions seemed to reflect a number 

of problems.  Different tank crews, and crews firing anti-tank weapons, seem to have 

claimed "kills" of the same vehicle. Some kill claims seem to have been made against Iraqi 

weapons that had already been killed by other causes or which had simply been abandoned. 

A number of sources seem to claim tank kills when it is unclear that it was possible to 

distinguish what kind of Iraqi vehicle was attacked. There is also a tendency in some 

reporting to credit indirect fire weapons with kills when it is impossible to distinguish 

between kills, retrievable damage, retreat, or suppression from the data available. 

 More broadly, the US military services sometimes engaged in "cheer leading" after 

the war. They credited weapons with high levels of effectiveness and revised its military 

histories to put a positive cast on events, and ignored many real world problems and 

uncertainties in the process.3 This "cheer leading" seems to have contributed to a failure to 

properly document the process of adaptation and modification that made equipment 

effective during the land battle, and a similar failure to document relevant changes to 

maintenance efforts, support activities, and sustainability requirements.4   

 In reality, US, British, and French armies faced a continuing struggle to modify and 

adapt much of their equipment so that it could engage in sustained high tempo land combat. 

For example, sand ingestion problems were a major problem for many heavy armored 

weapons, and for helicopters operating out of unimproved fields. They required 
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modifications and new maintenance procedures for Coalition forces to achieve high 

availability rates in combat. Many sophisticated electronic and mechanical systems either 

required modifications of some kind, or required major changes to maintenance procedures 

and far more rapid replacement of certain key parts and subassemblies. Fuel requirements 

were often higher than anticipated, and the logistic load was often much higher than was 

anticipated before Desert Shield. 

 The ability of the men and woman involved in the logistic, maintenance, support, 

and modification effort to deal with these problems before and during the land battle is one 

of the great achievements of modern arms. It is a tribute to the value of readiness, training, 

and the morale of all-volunteer forces in  the  US, British, and French armies. The need for 

such efforts is an important lesson of the war and one that literally required millions of man 

hours. Yet, much of the summary reporting on the land war systems virtually ignores this 

effort, and tends to portray "perfect" weapons. This may aid in funding and selling given 

weapons systems but it understates the real-world value of readiness, the importance of 

training, the role of men and woman in making modern forces work, the problems in power 

projection, and the need for adaptation and ideas.5 

The Importance of Manpower and Training 
 The importance of readiness, human factors, and training are lessons that are 

dangerous to forget. The detailed descriptions of land combat surveyed for this study 

indicate that such factors were at least as important in shaping the Coalition's victory as 

were tactics and technology. The land battle in Desert Storm could never have been as 

quick and decisive if the US, Britain, and France had not been able to draw on a large core 

of combat ready all-volunteer forces that had exceptional readiness and training, and if US 

and British land forces had not had ample opportunity to retrain for combat in Saudi Arabia 

before the land war began. 

 The years of effort to improve the readiness of US land forces, and the realism of 

the US and British training methods described in Chapter Three, were critical to preparing 

the XVIII Corps, VII Corps and the I MEF for the Gulf War. The US not only had high 

quality troops, it had troops with experience in realistic combat training at centers like the 

US Army National Training Center at Fort Irwin, the US Marine Corps Air-Ground 

Combat Center at 29 Palms, the US Air Force Tactical Fighter Weapons Center and its Red 

Flag exercises, and the US Navy Strike Warfare Center at Fallon.6  

 Years of major joint exercises also helped prepare US forces for their role in Desert 

Storm. These exercises included the Gallant Eagle series of exercises in the US which 

trained US forces to aid allied forces in repelling an invasion, and the Bright Star exercises 
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the US had conducted in the Middle East with nations like Egypt and Oman in 1983, 1985, 

1987, and 1990. While the US Reforger exercises were directed at reinforcing NATO, they 

helped prepare US forces for global deployments. The Red Flag exercises trained many 

officers from all of the US services in joint operations and exercises involving up to 100 

aircraft and 3,500 sorties. 

 Specialized training after the Iraqi invasion was equally important. US Army 

combat units conducted preparatory training for desert warfare at the National Training 

Center and at the Combat Maneuver Training Center at Hohenfels, Germany.7 Special 

battle command training programs were set up, tested in Saudi Arabia, and then used for 

training US division and corps commanders. US Marine Corps training at 29 Palms was 

used to prepare Marine Corps forces. These facilities proved critical during November, 

1990 in preparing Marine forces to use the 108 M-1A1 tanks (provided to the Marine Corps 

by the US Army), and in developing and testing the engineering equipment and the 

techniques used to penetrate minefields and breach the Iraqi defenses. The USMC Reserve 

6th Combat Engineer Battalion  created extensive models of Iraq's defenses and then 

refined its breaching techniques using these models.8   

 The US created new training areas in Saudi Arabia once it began to deploy to the 

Gulf. By the end of September, it had established live fire and live bombing practice ranges 

in the Saudi desert, and the US had begun multi-echelon training in squad and platoon 

maneuver live fire exercises, command post exercises at all levels, and indirect fire 

integration exercises. Many of these exercises involved joint and combined forces. The US 

also began chemical decontamination exercises, and training cultural and regional 

cooperation. By mid-October, this training had expended to company and battalion level 

exercises and artillery live firing, joint air attack exercises with the USAF, and combined 

fire coordination exercises with Saudi and other Coalition forces. 

 These exercises expanded to include training in Mission-Oriented Protective 

Posture (MOPP) gear for chemical and biological warfare, amphibious exercises, and major 

breaching exercises. The US and elements of allied forces carried out three major exercises 

simulating the penetration of "worst-case" Iraqi defenses. Marines and Army forces 

practiced crossing and penetrating these defenses again and again. The British 1st Armored 

Division and the Saudi Army forces carried out similar training. These breaching exercises 

greatly reduced the problems that Coalition land forces encountered during the actual 

breaching operation. Similar training helped prepare US land forces to operate in wet sand, 

and in the rough terrain in Iraq.  

 As this training proceeded, the US learned it had to adapt to many maintenance, 

logistic, and sustainability procedures to suit warfare in Saudi Arabia. The US also carried 
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out extensive exercises that combined land forces, attack helicopters, and close air support 

aircraft to improve joint operations capabilities, and adapt tactics and procedures to desert 

warfare conditions.  

 The value of such training in the region for the specific conditions of combat to be 

encountered is a major lesson of the war, as is the value of the kind of high quality troops 

that can rapidly adapt to new conditions of warfare. So is the value of the concepts the US 

emphasized in  its training activities:9 

o  A balanced mix of maneuver, gunnery, sustainment, and leadership training 

o Unit cohesion  

o A 24 hour-a-day training environment that involved testing of all aspects of unit 

operations, training in the field and under field conditions 

o Combined arms, combined operations 

o Training in the field, under realistic field conditions 

o Effective use of new technologies and weapons under conditions designed to 

disclose major operational problems and maintenance needs 

o Full exercise of maintenance activity and achieving a goal of 90% readiness in 

equipment readiness 

o Developing logistic strategies to overcome enormous distances 

o Preparing for chemical warfare 

o Ensuring physical fitness for high tempo operations 

 The British 1st Armored Division was able to draw on prior training experience 

somewhat similar to that of the US Army and USMC during their Medicine Man exercises. 

These exercises are held at the British Army Training Unit Suffield in Canada, about 250 

miles southeast of Calgary, because of the severe training restrictions imposed in Germany 

and Britain. British forces also created a training area of nearly 1,000 square kilometers for 

their forces in Saudi Arabia on October, 1990 -- using what had been some of the best 

camel grazing land in Saudi Arabia.10 

 This training experience is a warning as well as lesson. The US land forces 

deployed to the Gulf were the best trained US land forces in American military history, but 

they still required months of special training to prepare for the land battle. British forces 

had to radically step up many aspects of their training to prepare for Desert Storm in ways 

which indicate that their training had previously been sharply underfunded. The mortar 

platoon of the British 7th Brigade, for example, fired over 3,000 rounds of ammunition to 

prepare for Desert Storm -- or about five years of training ammunition by previous 

standards. Milan anti-tank missile operators fired 10-12 missiles in a single two and one-

half day exercise, versus a total of one to two missiles a year in peacetime conditions. 
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Similar increases took place in tank, mechanized infantry, artillery live firing, and 

maneuver activity once British forces began to train in Saudi Arabia.11  

 Studies since the Gulf War have shown that advanced combat training must be kept 

at high levels to be effective. They have also shown that even combat units that fought in 

the Gulf War -- such as the US 24th Mechanized Division -- benefited from training at 

facilities like the National Test Center shortly after the war.12 They have confirmed lessons 

that the US Army and US Marine Corps drew long before the Gulf War  -- that the 

effectiveness of training depends on a high quality and well-educated manpower pool, on a 

high degree of continuity in units and crews, and on providing the funds needed for 

extensive live fire training and large scale exercise activity that tests and trains all aspects 

of military operations. 

 These are difficult capabilities to sustain in an era of force cuts. Computer training 

and simulation nets like Symnet may reduce the need for some aspects of these efforts, but 

it is far from clear that they can act as a substitute for live training and large scale exercises, 

and they certainly cannot act as a substitute for manpower quality and readiness.13 

 These points are also important for what they say about the future of coalition 

warfare. Most other Coalition land forces did not have the advanced training of US and 

British forces and did not arrive in theater in time to conduct similar training -- although it 

is important to note that Saudi land forces conducted joint exercises with US forces and 

worked closely with US advisors to increase their training activity. The Coalition as a 

whole did not enjoy major advantages in human factors and training over Iraq. Most 

Coalition land forces had many of the same defects as Iraqi forces, and US, British, French 

and Saudi forces were not combat ready to fight in the area at the time that Iraq invaded 

Kuwait.  

 As a result, nothing about the Coalition's overall advantages in human factors and 

training during the Gulf War can be taken for granted in future wars. No force enjoys 

inherent advantages in manpower or training over any other force: Such advantages are the 

product of proper funding, continued effort, and proper adaptation to specific combat 

conditions. They are advantages that depend on extensive strategic warning or a major pre-

crisis training effort, and they are advantages that can disappear in a few years of 

underfunding or neglect.14  

Combined Arms, Combined Operations, Jointness, and 
Roles and Missions 
 The value of combined arms, combined operations, and jointness is another clear 

lesson of the Gulf War. Virtually every aspect of the activities of the VII and XVIII Corps, 
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and the I MEF demonstrated that combined arms had been integrated to a degree that had 

never previously been possible. Synergy is a much overworked word, and it is often more a 

matter of rhetoric than reality. In the Gulf War, however, synergy was so real that it often 

makes it difficult to analyze the impact of given arms and combat branches. 

 Armored forces, mechanized infantry, indirect fire, and air assault forces were able 

to move quickly and in coordination. Each element was more lethal, more maneuverable, 

and more sustainable than in previous conflicts. Each element had its own superiority or 

"edge" in training, tactics, and technology relative to the opposing Iraqi force, but there 

were only limited times that any given element of combined arms was forced to test the 

impact of this "edge" without support from other arms. The rapid shift from one element of 

combined arms to another constantly kept Iraqi forces off balance, and allowed the 

Coalition to use decisive force in ways that Iraq did not expect. 

 As was the case with air power, many elements of this combined arms experience 

were transitional and are already being drastically improved. The US was just deploying 

JSTARS and improved land communication systems when the war began. The forces using 

the M-1A1 and M-2/M-3 Bradley were often using these weapons for the first time, or in 

new ways, but they still demonstrated that future combined arms combat can take place at 

tempos of maneuver and firepower that require changes to C4 systems, training, tactics and 

support. The US and UK used the MLRS and ATACMS in combat for the first time -- and 

did so with considerable success -- but the forces using such advanced indirect fire weapons 

lacked many of the battle management and targeting capabilities, and the smart 

submunitions, that will  make such systems even more effective.   

 Air assault forces were used flexibly and with great effectiveness both to deploy 

forces by air and in the close air support role. However, the ATO did not allow the full 

exploitation of systems like the AH-64. Attack helicopters were not yet supported with the 

kind of targeting data that will be available in the near future, by advanced scout helicopters 

like the Comanche, and they did not have true fire and forget weapons like Longbow. 

Although there also were serious limits to the flexibility of the ATO and associated battle 

management and targeting systems, the Coalition was still able to employ fixed wing 

aircraft in support of advancing ground troops with far more success than had been possible 

in the past, and reached an ability to achieve integrated theater-wide force management that 

is a clear indication of the shape of things to come. 

 The Gulf War is a lesson in how much combined arms has changed since Vietnam, 

but it is a lesson that ongoing changes can be expected to make equally dramatic changes 

over the next decade. At the same time, it may also be a lesson that the term "combined 

arms" is obsolete, as may be the term "combined operations." As Chapters Seven and Eight 
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have shown, many elements of air power were coordinated,  but not integrated  with land 

forces. The same lesson emerges from the analysis of naval warfare in Chapter Ten. 

Moderate to serious problems existed in the coordination of the US Army, Navy, Marine 

Corps, and Air Force that must now be eliminated to fully exploit the potential of modern 

war. What is needed is true jointness or "integrated operations."  Much more 

comprehensive tactics and doctrine are needed to fully integrate land-based weapons, attack 

helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, and long-range strike systems like the cruise missile into a 

truly integrated concept of warfare. 

 This lesson has been broadly accepted within the US armed services, and in the 

Joint Staff.15 It has been made a key part of US doctrine and is reflected in key publications 

like Joint Publication 3-0, the Doctrine for Joint Operations, and the June, 1993 edition of 

FM 100-5, the US Army field manual on operations.16 It is increasingly being reflected in 

major training exercises and simulations. At the same time, achieving such integration will 

not be easy in a time of budget cuts and competition between military services, branches, 

programs, and projects. This will be particularly true if the Congress attempts to micro-

manage the process or emphasizes the rationalization of service roles and missions over the 

integration of the capabilities of the different services.  

 "Integrated arms" will also be a far more difficult lesson for other Coalition forces 

to act upon -- most of which have much more severe limits to their ability to C4I/BM 

systems and advanced weapons to conduct truly integrated military operations and to fund 

the necessary changes and training. Improved integration of force elements is difficult at 

any time, but it is particularly difficult when "force integration" becomes a synonym for  

"force reduction."  

 In this regard, it is important to point out that the Gulf War does not provide 

dramatic lessons about the need for changes in roles and missions, or the relative 

importance of given force elements. The AirLand interface needs to be improved, but it is 

not clear that this involves any need to change roles and missions or the uniform of those 

involved. Air power clearly was not a substitute for land power. Fixed-wing interdiction, 

fixed-wing close air support, and rotary wing attack operations all played an important role 

where the lesson is the need for better coordination and force management, not giving one 

capability added weight over another. Land combat during the Gulf War largely validated 

efforts to simultaneous improve armor, mechanized warfare, and indirect fire, and nothing 

in the history of the land war described in Chapter Eight indicates that it provided lessons 

that one of these elements should receive new emphasis at the expense of the others. 

 If anything, the Gulf War is a lesson that future shifts in roles, missions, or the 

weight given to specific arms should not be made solely on the basis of studies, 
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commissions, or doctrine, but should only be made after such changes are validated by 

demanding and realistic exercises and by test and evaluation. There is no doubt that major 

improvements can be made in the combined arms capabilities deployed during Desert 

Storm. Many such improvements are already in progress. At the same time, there is little 

incentive to take something that isn't broken, and worked well in combat, and to attempt to 

fix it with a piece of paper. The AirLand offensive in Desert Storm worked because it was 

the product of years of evolution through large scale exercises, training, and test and 

evaluation. Military reform must be validated in the same demanding way. 

AirLand Integration 
 If AirLand integration was better during the Gulf War than in any previous 

conflicts, it is obvious that major additional improvements are both possible and needed. 

The need for precise night and low visibility navigation, better target acquisition capability, 

and smarter missiles and submunitions have been discussed in Chapter Seven. So was the 

value of the close air support mission, and the need for all services to be able to operate 

using standard coordinates, integrated C4/BM systems, and a rapidly updatable ATO, and 

the need for aircraft that can perform the mission of the A-10.  

 There are, however, additional lessons that emerge from the land battle. One is the 

need to improve the fusion between intelligence and operations so that a better interface 

exists in allocating targets and air resources at the theater-level, and the effectiveness of 

given strike systems in inflicting damage on threat forces that can be evaluated in near real 

time. A similar fusion is needed in managing strike assets. The ATO and the JFACC were 

not true joint operations in the sense that they ensured the best allocation of air resources 

for preparing the battle field, and executing interdiction missions during the land offensive. 

Neither air or land forces should dominate the allocation of fixed and rotary wing air 

power, or long range artillery and missile systems.  

 The history of AirLand operations during operations by the VII and XVIII Corps 

also indicates that there is a need for improved AirLand integration at the tactical level. The 

system that the Coalition used to push air support forward and allocate it accordingly to 

"CAS flow and "demand pull" was workable. However, it scarcely represented a successful 

effort to find the most effective near real time allocation of fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing 

aircraft, and indirect fire. The creation of a special air control zone for the US Marine 

Corps, and the use of rigid zones and kill boxes, helped ensure air support was available 

with only a limited risk of fratricide, but it also restricted the ability to rapidly shift 

resources and concentrate different types of kill capability. The system also was only 
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workable because the Coalition had nearly total air supremacy, and was dealing with a 

relatively passive land enemy.  

 A much quicker and more tactically oriented decision cycle is needed to allocate 

fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft, and indirect fire against an enemy that retained 

significant air power, which preserved theater-wide cohesion and mobility, and which was 

more aggressive and effective in using land forces. Such a system is also needed to fully 

integrate fixed and rotary wing operations which now remain under separate service control 

in ways that present serious problems in terms of allocating forces, targeting, flexibility in 

using the CFACC and ATO, "fratricide," and battle damage assessment. This particular 

lesson seems to have been recognized by the US Joint Chiefs, but only in response to a 

highly publicized incident on April 14, 1994, where two USAF F-15s shot down two US 

Army UH-60s over the Kurdish enclave in Iraq  and killed 26 people, not as a result of the 

lessons of the Gulf War.17  

 Exactly what form these improvements should take is already under study by the 

US, Britain,  and France, as well as by such observers of the Gulf War as Russia and 

Germany. Many of the recent exercises held by the US military services are promising, 

although there is a risk that the US may seek solutions that are too ambitious, and attempt a 

C4I/BM architecture that is too integrated. Integration does not have to mean centralization 

or automation.  

 What may be needed during the next decade or so is a series of evolutionary moves 

towards integration that seeks to expand freedom of action and responsiveness at the 

tactical level, and which stresses continued innovation and flexibility within major combat 

arms. The whole process of air and land combat discussed in previous chapters requires the 

understanding that decisions need to be allocated to the Corps and wing level, that 

improved direct communication may be needed between forward land combat units and 

strike aircraft, and that theater assets like the JSTARS, ABCCC, and E-3A need to be used 

in ways which enhance targeting and flexibility at the forward tactical level, rather than 

trying to create theater or battle-wide C4I architectures.  

 No matter how well new approaches to jointness and integrated operations are 

tested in exercises and simulation, they must be capable of rapid adjustment and adaptation 

to the realities of a specific war. The Gulf War is a further lesson in the long standing 

reality that even the best military planners cannot anticipate the nature of future 

contingencies, and the special local conditions to which they must adapt, are inevitably 

confronted with new realities in combat for which they are partially unprepared. Flexible 

C4I/BM will unquestionably be a key to the adaptation and innovation necessary to tailor 

AirLand integration to the needs of a special conflict. Such developments will, however, 
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require new and more sophisticated solutions to the fratricide and identification of friend or 

foe (IFF) problem. IFF capabilities are needed that enhance the ability to change tactics 

rather than bind commanders in dealing with new tactical challenges.  

Evolving Towards the Electronic Battlefield: Command, 
Control, Communications, Battle Management, Intelligence, 
Targeting and Damage Assessment 
 Some analysts  have talked about the Gulf War as the first use of the "electronic 

battlefield.” Chapter Eight has made it clear that the Gulf War was anything but such a 

battlefield. To the extent that electronic integration of C4I/BM took place, it took place 

largely at the national and theater level. It is clear from the descriptions of the land battle, at 

every level from the Corps downward, that even the US Army was using inadequate 

communications systems that needed better integration of satellite links and mobile 

command posts, that many easily automated force management tasks were still being done 

by hand, that most data processing and display systems were crude by modern business 

standards, and that the fusion of operations data and intelligence was awkward or 

inadequate. 

 As has been touched upon in Chapters Four and Five, all of the Coalition land 

forces engaged in the Gulf War experienced serious problems in basic communications at 

the Corps and theater level, and virtually all tactical operations ultimately had to rely 

heavily on the use of maps and grease pencils. New systems like JSTARS made an 

important difference, but the cohesion of combined arms and armored operations was far 

more a tribute to the  commanders involved, and the value of advanced and realistic 

military training, than to the availability of adequate C4I/BM technology at the tactical 

level.  

 As Chapter Eight has made clear, Coalition forces often lacked adequate situational 

awareness and the Gulf War was scarcely free of the traditional problems that tactical and 

Corps commanders experience in trying to communicate the true nature of their situation to 

the theater command level. Communications problems occurred the moment that land units 

moved beyond the 12-20 mile "line of sight" of communications using the VRC-12 and 

SINCGARS communications systems. The US Army Mobile Subscriber System could not 

keep pace with advancing armored forces, and the lack of automatic in the Maneuver 

Control System created processing and time problems. Inadequate communications 

channels and routing capability existed at the division level.  

 The US Marine Corps often had to give up the use of secure communications and 

rely on standard codes and call signs. It found its C2 Tactical Network Server and Tactical 
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Combat Operations systems to be inadequate, and identified a need for six major new 

digital communications systems: The Ground Mobile Force SHF satellite, the Multichannel 

SHF radio (TRC-170), the AN/TYC-39 message switch, a new Tactical Communications 

Distribution Node, a Light advanced Switch System, and a Digital Technical Control 

Facility.18 

 After the war, the commander of the 1st Marine Division stated that major 

improvements were needed in the most basic tactical C4 functions:19   

"Joint communications is another area we've got to grow in -- but good old 

communications. We've got to stop this fancy stuff and get down to basics...If 

you look at a PRC-77 radio, technically its supposed to communicate about 3.5 

kilometers: our high powered gear on the vehicle mounts is supposed to go 

about 20 kilometers. We were stretching from the first element of my division, 

to the rear, about 100 kilometers." 

 As has been discussed in Chapters Five and Eight, adequate dedicated intelligence 

assets were not available at the tactical level, and national and theater intelligence were not 

transmitted effectively or in a standardized and timely form that allowed its immediate use. 

Fully interoperable intelligence, targeting, navigation, and battle damage assessment data 

could not be provided in near real time for operations or often in time for planning 

operations. Friendly vehicles had to be located by zones to avoid fratricide, and fire 

planning and detailed tactical movements had to be coordinated largely by voice with 

limited pockets of automation. 

 Even at the theater level, visits to Coalition command centers shortly after the war 

revealed a largely manual system for integrating data from the field, and intelligence that 

some times led to confusion about the location of Coalition and Iraqi forces, and instances 

where different reporting times were used for different force elements. The use of slightly 

different coordinates and maps compounded this problem, as did different mapping of 

phase lines, the precise location of objectives, and the estimated location of threat forces.20 

As the US Army history of the Gulf War notes,21  

"The Army tactical communications system...was structured to support 

operations in Europe. The wider fronts, greater maneuver depths, and 

tremendously greater tempo of movement associated with the desert offensive 

hampered the ability of General Franks' corps to maintain contact while on the 

move. The problem was lessened to some degree by subordinate commanders' 

thorough understanding of Franks' intent, the ability of VII Corps units to 

operate with considerable autonomy, and the availability of some tactical 

terminals. ...(Yet,) The image still lingers in the minds of many senior tactical 
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commanders of radio operators trying to punch through to adjacent units using 

30 year old FM radios and of operations sergeants drawing grease-pencil 

graphics on acetate overlays much as their grandfathers did in World War II.    

 Much of the technology necessary to automate the "electronic battlefield" simply 

was not available at the time of Desert Storm. Digital communications systems and satellite 

communications and processing equipment had to be deployed under emergency conditions 

and in limited numbers without overall systems integration and a cohesive systems 

architecture. Other technology was not exploited because it had not yet been tested in 

exercises or could not be deploy in a reliable form. The fact that the new tactical 

intelligence architecture being developed by the US Army was not yet available presented 

major problems, but so did the fact that new tactical communications systems like 

SINCGARS were only available in limited numbers, and the land forces leading the 

Coalition had inadequate satellite communications links to compensate for the shortfalls in 

even modern Army communications systems like SINCGARS.22 The automation of even 

simple battle management functions was generally lacking, and rapid transmission of 

imagery was not possible.  

 Taken as a whole, advances in tactical and theater C4I/BM lagged behind firepower, 

maneuver, and sustainability capabilities. Current C4 and battle management systems did 

not meet the needs imposed by new uses of combined arms, joint warfare, and new tempos 

of combat. These problems are clear throughout the discussion of the operations of the 

XVIII and VII Corps in the previous chapter, which often helped contribute to the problems 

that USCINCENT had in effectively coordinating with the XVIII and VII Corps 

commanders. 

 As has been noted in Chapter Eight,  Coalition forces faced major control problems 

in coordinating the movement of subordinate units because commanders often experienced 

communications problems in precisely locating their forces, and lacked an automated real-

time C4I/BM system to precisely locate all of their combat elements and to ensure they 

could be flexibly maneuvered without fratricide. This meant that they had to place strict 

limits on military operations to avoid fratricide that slowed down the tempo of operations 

over the entire battlefield, limited night warfare capabilities and maneuver capability, and 

slowed down any operation involving the crossing of lines, rapid shifts in artillery fire, and 

the sudden armored and attack helicopter thrusts. Advanced as the I MEF and the XVIII 

and VII Corps operations were, the state of the art in C4I/BM still placed serious limits on 

the operational art. 

 Once again, these are lessons that US forces are already acting upon. Interviews 

indicate that both the US Army and US Marine Corps are aware that the need to improve 
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tactical and theater level  C4I/BM is one of the major lessons of the war. The US Army and 

USMC have developed plans to acquire a greatly improved intelligence and battle 

management architecture. Work is also underway to develop a true electronic battlefield, 

although developing a proven approach to such an effort may take another decade. Already 

the US Army has begun testing concepts for a true electronic battlefield at Fort Irwin, but 

these tests have revealed just how difficult it will be to ensure that a future system does not 

impose as many operational problems as it has solved.23 

 The land offensive has demonstrated that rapid progress is needed, but field trials to 

date indicate that such progress must take the form of maintaining a steadily evolving war 

fighting capability , rather than seeking a revolution. Several of the solutions to providing 

the improved capabilities needed for future wars were tested during the Gulf War, and 

many of these technologies seem likely to grow progressively more valuable over the next 

few years.  

o Mobile Command Posts:  Although the mobile command posts available during the 

Gulf War were scarcely high technology platforms they offered new advances in 

secure communications and data processing. Since that time, office computers have 

become routine available at lower cost with eight to 30 times the speed and 

processing capability and well over 10 times the memory. Much better commercial 

displays are available, GPS data is readily available for integration into such 

systems, and the need for satellite communications systems and near real time 

secure imagery transmission is clear. 

o Satellite and other imagery dissemination systems using standardized force-wide 

coordinates:  The dissemination of imagery to tactical commanders was not 

successful during the Gulf War, and systems like the secure fax machine were too 

slow and error prone. However, these problems were more organizational than 

technical and can be corrected relatively quickly. Dissemination of near real time 

imagery to standard navigational coordinated, with some processing capability at 

the tactical level, should be available within the next few years.  

o JSTARS: Chapter Eight has shown that the J-8 JSTARS has immediate potential at 

the tactical and theater level. Commanders with access to data from the JSTARS 

were extremely pleased with the system's capabilities. JSTARS also provided four 

clear demonstrations of its potential. On January 22, it located an Iraqi division 

assembly area and a 60 vehicle convoy moving toward Kuwait, and helped target a 

Coalition air strike that destroyed 58 tanks. On February 5, the system reported that 

there were no approaching Iraqi follow-on forces to back up the initial Iraqi attack 

to the US Marine forces fighting in the town of Khafji. On the first day of ground 
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operations (February 24), JSTARS identified Iraqi elements moving into blocking 

positions while Coalition forces in the northern area command were conducting 

obstacle breaching operations, and the Iraqi force was interdicted by tactical air 

strikes. On February 26, JSTARS identified the heavy volume of vehicle traffic 

headed north from Kuwait City toward Basra. This helped shape the direction of the 

VII Corps and XVIII Corps battle, and Coalition air strikes interdicted a causeway 

in advance of the traffic to block its flow.  

o UAVs: While the UAVs employed during the Gulf War were inadequate in number, 

lacked sophisticated sensors, and were not netted into advanced communications 

and analysis systems, it is clear that such technologies are well within today's state 

of the art, and that Britain and the US are seeking to fully integrate UAVs into their 

AirLand operations. The rate of US progress is still surprisingly slow, but it should 

accelerate significantly in the late 1990s. 

 o The US Army ground station module (GSM): The GSMs used in the Gulf War 

were little more than test beds, but they successfully  processed JSTARS and OV-

1D Mohawk data. The US Army already has the ability to transmit situation data 

through the All-Source Analysis System (ASAS), and has shown that it can provide 

JSTARS targeting data through the artillery tactical data system to users and use the 

JSTARS to targeting ATACMS. JSTARS clearly offers theater and tactical 

commanders up to 100 kilometers of addition depth of view into the enemy as well 

as a much better overview of their own forces. 

o  GPS (Navstar Global Positioning System): The GPS has revolutionized many 

forms of land warfare, ranging from night maneuver, to targeting, and the placement 

of fire systems. GPS already has 15 meter accuracy in best military version and GPS 

succeeded in supporting virtually every aspect of land operations during the Gulf 

War. It was used to calibrate positions of JSTARS relative to targets and attack 

systems, and the VII and XVIII Corps used GPS extensively to verify their locations 

during encirclement of Republican Guards. Major improvements are in process in 

terms of improved precision, provision of a selective availability system to 

introduce spurious information on satellites and clock times, and reduced size. The 

US Army had discussed proliferating up to 100,000 systems, and procuring a five 

channel system weighing only 500-1,000 grams. 

o Wide area thermal vision systems: The Gulf War demonstrated that thermal vision 

systems were even more effective than had previously been predicted and were as 

important in improved tactical long range line of sight reconnaissance and target 

acquisition as in assisting fire control.  
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o Fixed/Helicopter/UAV FLIR and MTI Radars: FLIR and relatively simple moving 

target indicator (MTI) radars offer additional systems for providing tactical 

intelligence and targeting data at the tactical level. The French experiment with a 

helicopter-mounted Orchidee MTI radar is an interesting example of a low cost 

supplement or substitute for JSTARS that could support division or corps level 

operations.24  

o Counterbattery radars: Counterbattery radars not only assisted the Coalition in 

destroying and suppressing Iraqi artillery, they provided a relatively quick way to 

characterize and location threats from indirect fire. 

o ELINT and Electronic Warfare Systems: The US and several other Coalition 

countries used a wide range of land and air based systems to locate, characterize, 

and intercept  enemy electronic communications and sensor activity. Major 

improvements in the systems deployed within the Gulf are well within the state of 

the art. 

 This mix of assets, and improved satellite and tactical communications may not 

meet the ambitious goals of some advocates, but it may offer an affordable solution to 

many of the problems exposed by the Gulf War, and a solution that the US military services 

have either largely funded or included in their procurement requests. Its success will be 

heavily dependent on exercises and test and evaluation in terms of systems architecture, and 

on very well trained operators and commanders. However, some mix of such assets is the 

minimal solution to the lesson that the ability to exploit even existing maneuver and 

firepower capabilities, and increase the tempo of land operations, is now limited by 

inadequate   C4I/BM capabilities. 

 The US Army also has a far more ambitious program to "win the battlefield 

information war."25 Systems in production include a new Army data distribution system 

(ADDS), Guardrail, the light and special division interim sensor (LSDIS),  military satellite 

communications system (MILSATCOM), lightweight man-portable radio direction finding 

system, common hardware/software, and improved GPS. Systems finishing development 

will add many of the capabilities lacking in the Gulf War and which are normally described 

as part of the "electronic battlefield." These include the all-source analysis system (ASAS), 

forward area air defense command and control system (FAADC2), ground-based common 

sensor (GBCS), maneuver control system (MCS), short range UAV, combat service support 

control system (CSSCS) and military strategic tactical relay (MILSTAR) system.   

 The Army has an advanced field artillery tactical data system (AFATDS), the 

Comanche advanced scout helicopter, an integrated system control system (SYSCON), and 

Joint Tactical Control Station (JTAGCS) in the demonstration and evaluation phase, and a 
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new command and control vehicle, combined arms command and control system, global 

grid communication, survivable adaptive C4I/BM system, and battlefield distributed 

simulation system in conceptual planning or at the technology base level.  

 As these modern C4I/BM systems are deployed, US ground forces will acquire the 

C4I/BM to match and fully exploit their maneuver, firepower, and sustainability 

capabilities. At the same time, they will make interoperability a growing problem. The Gulf 

War showed that even the four US military services had serious interoperability problems -- 

ranging from serious interoperability problems in USAF and US Navy systems for 

managing the air war to a need for software modifications to make some US Marine 

communications systems communicate with US Army systems.  

 Developments in other Western and friendly regional forces are far more limited, 

which presents problems for future coalition warfare, cooperative security, and 

interoperability. The Gulf War revealed that the US had serious problems in maintaining 

secure voice communications with other Coalition partners that were solved by giving them 

STU-II and STU-III capabilities, and that most Coalition air and land forces could not be 

fully integrated into key aspects of the US battle management and command and control 

system.26 These problems in operating with foreign land forces could become far more 

serious once US forces come to rely on heavily automated secure digital systems for voice, 

data, and imagery transmission, and adapt their tempo of armored, artillery, and air assault 

operations accordingly.   

The New Tempo of Armored Operations. 
 The Gulf War validated most of the changes that the US and Britain were making in 

their technology, tactics, and training for armored warfare at the time of the Gulf War. 

Chapter Eight has shown that the US was able to exploit the GPS and the superior mobility 

of its armor to achieve record rates of advance, and then exploit the superior vision 

systems, gun range, stabilization systems, fire control, systems, armor, and mobility of its 

M-1A1 tanks to achieve a decisive advantage over Iraq's best troops, even when they were 

armed with T-72s and had prepared what might well have been an effective ambush in 

previous wars. A detailed examination of mechanized infantry engagements reveals that the 

Bradley armored fighting vehicle provided important advantages over Iraqi forces equipped 

with BMP armored fighting vehicles, and that the superior mobility, firepower, ergonomic, 

and protection of the Bradley made it far superior to even advanced models of the M-

113A1 in meeting combat needs. 

 The Challenger tanks and Warrior armored fighting vehicles of the 1st British 

Armored Division did not fight large scale engagements with Republican Guards armored 
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forces or with Iraq's best regular army armored forces. It is clear from British reporting, 

however, that enough engagements took place to make it clear that the Challenger and 

Warrior often played a decisive role in allowing British forces to rapidly maneuver, engage 

the enemy at long ranges, and increase rates of engagement. Advances like thermal sights, 

Chobham armor, faster speed and acceleration, and computer controlled gun equipment all 

proved useful in combat.  The Challenger was able to out-acquire, out-range and out-kill 

any Iraqi tank it encountered, and the Warrior provided the same broad advantages over 

Britain's previous generation of APC-like combat vehicles as the M-2/M-3 did over the M-

113. 

 These are important lessons of war because they indicate that armored warfare has 

made a significant advance in range and rate of engagement, fire on the move, speed, and 

cohesion of maneuver. At the same time, the Gulf War leaves a number of major 

uncertainties. Iraq's poor training and preparation for armored warfare make it difficult to 

generalize about what might have happened if US and British forces had faced a better 

opponent. Coalition armor was supported by combined arms in virtually all major battles, 

while Iraq made poor use of even basic weapons like unit artillery -- generally failing to 

even keep up with the rate of advance of Coalition armor. Thermal sights gave US and 

British forces a decisive advantage in target acquisition over an Iraqi force which does not 

seem to have trained or organized for poor visibility warfare or engagements of over 1,500 

meters. Even in the case of the best Republican Guards units, the air campaign had serious 

affected combat effectiveness before the land campaign began. 

 The Coalition could also only exploit its advances in armored technology because it 

had time in which to fully deploy its heavy armor, and "shake down," and retrain its forces. 

The US Army was further along in its modernization process. Many units had already been 

reequipped with the M-1A1 tank, with a 120mm gun, with the M-2A2/M-3A3 Bradley, M-

9 armored combat earthmovers, optical laser protection for improved TOW vehicles, and 

with HMMWV TOW systems. These advances in armor and anti-armor weapons were 

supported by the deployment of the MLRS, ATACMS, the AH-64, and the OH-58 Kiowa 

scout helicopter. Even so, the US Army had to modify much of its armor and upgrade its 

tank types in mid-deployment. The US Marine Corps was equipped as a much lighter force, 

and relied on the aging M-60A1 tank, the light armored fighting vehicle, and towed 

artillery, although it had large numbers of modern TOW-2 anti-tank weapons. Marine 

Forces had to suddenly borrow additional heavy weapons from the US Army. British forces 

began to deploy at a time when they still had major problems with their new Challenger 

tanks, and many units lacked modern armored fighting vehicles like the Warrior.27  
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 Fortunately for the Coalition, it had five and one-half months to modify its armor. 

The US Army had time to give its M-1A1s heat shields, additional armored plates, and an 

optical improvement program. These steps improved fire prevention, survivability, and 

lethality. It also had time to deploy 1,000 Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck -- 

which proved to be critical to supplying US armor with fuel and supplies in deep maneuver 

operations in desert or wet sand/marsh terrain. Time was available for the US Army to 

provide the USMC with 108 M-1A1 tanks, mine/countermine devices, and engineer 

systems to support armored operations.28 The US Marine Corps also provided improved 

reactive armor for some of its M-60 tanks, and accelerated the up-armored of its AA7A1s 

with appliqué armor to provide projection against rounds up to 14.5mm at 300 meters.29 

 Britain had time to modify its Challengers and change its maintenance systems to 

support them with key repairs during combat operations. It had time to requip a number of 

its units with Warriors to replace its obsolescent FV-432s.30 It added side skirts with 

Chobam armor to its Challengers and Warrior, and reactive armor panels to protect the 

front of its Challengers. It also added reactive armor to protect its Centurion ARVEs 

(Armored Vehicle Recovery Engineer) and strengthened side skirts and chains to its 

Chieftain ARVEs (Armored Vehicle Recovery Engineer).31  It also modified parts of the 

drive train, filtering systems, and other aspects of a number of its armored weapons.  

 Britain and the US also had time to adopt new maintenance techniques -- time 

which was vital because almost all of the Western armor that deployed initially had 

maintenance and reliability problems because of sand ingestion, heat, and other problems in 

desert warfare. It could provide fuel and logistic support for its advancing armor under 

conditions where it had total air supremacy, its opponent lacked long range targeting and 

effective indirect fire capability, and Iraq never posed a meaningful threat to Coalition 

LOCs. The Coalition had a monopoly on the use of systems like the GPS, and on advanced 

battle management systems like JSTARS.  

 In contrast, Iraq attempted a number of awkward up-armoring efforts which were 

deployed experimentally, and which did not materially improve its capabilities.32 The only 

improvements that it had attempted to systematically deploy were French designed add-on 

kits for its T-55s, using a multi-layer sandwich of rubber and steel. There is no indication 

that these improved combat survivability.33 

 Once again, this experience provides both lessons and a warning. The Coalition did 

not have some magical advantage in armored warfare over its opponent; it had an 

advantage that it earned. None of the Coalition's advantages in time, technology, training, 

and reorganization can be guaranteed in future wars -- although they may well occur in 

conflicts against Third World forces.  
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The Changing Nature of Tank Warfare 
 The Gulf War involved some of the largest concentrations of armored weapons in 

military history. It set several records in terms of sustained armored movements. It showed 

the value of advanced armor in engagements with tanks and anti-tank weapons, and it 

demonstrated that new fire control systems and thermal sights could radically change rates 

of engagement, ranges of engagement, and the ability to target and kill enemy armor at long 

ranges and under poor visibility conditions. 

 At least in the near term, the Gulf War indicates that forces equipped with modern 

tanks like the M-1A1/2, the Challenger 1/2, the Leopard 2, and the Le Clerc will have a 

decisive advantage over forces equipped with older Western or Soviet style tanks. This 

advantage will be greatest at long ranges and under poor visibility conditions -- where the 

more advanced tanks can sometimes kill other tanks and armored vehicles with near 

immunity. At the same time, the M-1A1 and the Challenger 1 showed high effectiveness at 

ranges as close as 100 meters, and survived anti-tank weapons as well as tank guns. This 

argues that superior rates of engagement, protection, and mobility will also be important in 

mountain and urban warfare.  

 It is not possible to generalize much beyond this point. The Gulf War revealed little 

about the value of anti-tank guide missile countermeasure systems, the current state of tank 

versus anti-tank weapons duels between well-equipped and well-trained forces, tank on 

helicopter engagements, engagement between first ranking modern tanks, and issues like 

the need to upgrade armor and gun size.34 

The M-1A1 Abrams Versus the Soviet T-55, T-62, T-72, and T-72M 

Tanks 

    The M-1A1 tank dominated tank combat. Britain employed the Challenger in 

limited numbers and but it did not encounter massive armored battles. France's new Le 

Clerc tank was not in production. Saudi and Egyptian forces fought with the M-60A1/A3 in 

a supporting role, and Syrian forces did not engage in significant armored conflict of any 

kind.  

 The US Army deployed a total of 2,300 M-1A1 tanks in  its forces in Saudi Arabia, 

but 528 were placed in the operationally ready float and war reserve status. As a result, it 

used 1,878 tanks in maneuver units, and 1,772 M-1A1s in combat units. A total of 1,178 of 

these tanks were regular M-1A1s with 120mm main guns, NBC overpressure systems, and 

improved armor. A total of 594 were M-1A1(HA) (Heavy Armor) tanks with additional 

armored packages made of depleted uranium. The Marine Corps deployed 277 M-60A1s, 

but used 16 M-1A1 Heavy Armors and 60 M-1A1(HA)s to spearhead its armored 
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operations. As a result, the US used about 1,850 M-1A1s in the forces that engaged in 

combat.35 

 M-1A1 tanks fought virtually all of the major armored engagements against Iraqi 

forces, and at one point, the US claimed to have destroyed over 2,400 Iraqi tanks with M-

1A1s.36 As Chapters Five and Seven have shown, these claims were exaggerated, and as 

Chapter Eight has shown, engagements with Iraqi armor often took place under favorable 

conditions. Iraq was never able to mass its armor or maneuver effectively even at the 

division level. As a result, engagements took place under a wide range of conditions against 

divided forces of Iraqi T-55, T-62, T-72 and T-72M tanks -- usually supported by AFVs 

like the BMP.  

 It is difficult to determine exactly what numbers of what types of Iraqi tanks were 

involved in many engagements, but it is clear that the M-1A1s were more effective against 

the T-72 than US experts expected before the war. Part of the M-1A1's superiority was not 

surprising. Iraqi forces had no vision systems to match the US ability to look through 

darkness, oil smoke, rain  and fog. They lacked modern fire control systems and had 

uncertain range-finding capability. The Iraqis had no meaningful training for long range 

engagements against US tanks that could fire on the move (while US tanks routinely fired 

while moving at 15-25 km/h), and could generally still get one kill for one shot. M-1A1 

crews were routinely able to detect Iraqi armor at ranges of 2,600 meters, and engage at 

ranges  in excess of 1,500 meters. Some engagements are reported to have taken place at 

3,000 meters.  

 What is surprising is that even at very long ranges of engagement, the US depleted 

uranium rounds achieved catastrophic kills against even the best armored T-72Ms -- often 

igniting their fuel and ammunition, or killing the crews with secondary effects from a Halon 

fire suppression system that did not shut off in time to avoid gas poisoning. US tests and 

estimates before the land battle had indicated that the T-72M would be a far more effective 

tank, given the case in actual combat. Some experts even felt that the T-72 outgunned the 

M-1A1.   

 In practice, however, US M-829A1 depleted uranium shells killed T-72s with ease, 

and sometimes made double penetrations of the hull of the T-72. M-1A1 crews were also 

able to easily target and kill the low profile turret of the T-72M, even when the tanks were 

largely hidden behind heavy berms. One round kills were common, and the thermal 

imaging systems in the M-1A1s gave US crews a distinct "see first, shoot first" advantage. 

Targets could normally be identified at 1,500 meters, and detected at much greater ranges, 

with a median detection range of 2,600 meters. Many kills of Iraqi tanks occurred while the 

M-1A1s were on the move.37 
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 The Soviet effort to protect the T-72 by placing ammunition under the crew, became 

a death trap once the T-72 was penetrated by anti-tank rounds or missiles.  TOW, HOT, 

Hellfire, Maverick, and the GAU-8 30mm gun of the A-10 also seemed to have achieved T-

72M kills with few problems.38  It should be noted, however, that Iraq did not have the 

Soviet T-72M1 and the T-72M2, which add appliqué armor to the glacis and turret of the T-

72M and reactive armor as well. 

 Further, seven US M-1A1 crews reported that they took direct frontal hits from the 

Soviet 2A46 125mm guns in Iraqi T-72 tanks without the rounds penetrating the M-1A1 

armor, and without temporary loss of function caused by shock to the crew. There is no 

record of a successful T-72 kill of an M-1A1 even under intense combat conditions like the 

Battle of Medina Ridge. German tests since the war have confirmed the fact that there 

seemed to be significant design weaknesses in the BM-9 to BM-22 generations of 125mm 

long-rod penetrating ammunition that the Soviet Union supplied for Iraqi T-72s -- although 

such tests have also shown such rounds to be superior to the 105mm rounds used by many 

NATO armies.   

 Only 18 US M-1A1 tanks were affected by combat incidents. Nine of these 

incidents were the result of fratricide, and the other nine were largely the result of mines, 

and left most of the tanks repairable. No personnel were killed as a result of fire from 

enemy armor, and none of the M-1A1 as hit by fratricide suffered a catastrophic penetration 

-- even when one M-1A1 was hit by two Hellfire missiles and another had its ammunition 

exploded by an Iraqi T-72 round.39   

 As for the Iraqi T-55s and T-62s that made up the bulk of Iraqi tank holdings, these 

tanks proved to be little more than death traps. Efforts to upgrade the armor and fire control 

system of the T-55 did not seem to have had much operational benefit. The severe 

ergonomic and visibility problems in the T-52, coupled with the fact that its gun could not 

penetrate modern tank armor, and that it still remained vulnerable even to 25mm armored 

piercing shells, made it obsolete. The T-62 proved to be marginally better and easier to 

fight, but its U-5TS 115mm gun did not prove effective against modern armor, and it was 

no match for modern Western tanks.  

 The importance of ergonomics is another lesson of the Gulf War. The M-1A1 was 

an easy tank to fight in. While no tank can be called comfortable, the M-1A1 produced less 

crew fatigue than any Soviet-made tank or earlier Western tanks like the M-60. The M-1A1 

proved to be extremely popular with its crews, and the US Marine crews converting from 

the M-60A3 to M-1A1 greatly preferred the M-1A1.40 Since the war, the US Marine Corps 

has retired all of the M-60s in its inventory, and has bought 221 M-1A1 Common tanks and 
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acquired 85 more from the US Army. Funding constraints, however, have left it nearly 100 

tanks short of its original procurement goals.41 

 The M-1A1 did, however, exhibit a number of problems -- several of which were 

equally important in the case of the Bradley and other US armored vehicles. The M-1A1 

did not have an on-board navigation and location system to aid in maneuver, or an 

advanced IFF system to reduce the risk of fratricide. The US Army provided Loran C 

systems, but M-1A1 and M-2 crews greatly preferred the more accurate GPS system. This 

system, however, was inoperative during parts of the day because the satellites were out of 

range.  

 The M-1A1's thermal sights could detect potential targets at ranges as long as 4,000 

meters, but it did little more than show "hotspots". The 3-power, and 10-power optics on 

the M-1A1 were not adequate for target identification and IFF purposes until crews closed 

to 1,500-2,000 meters in clear air and 500-600 meters in rain. Most M-1A1s were equipped 

with old VRC-12 radios instead of the SINCGARS which presented serious reliability and 

range problems.42 

 The M-1A1 achieved a readiness rate of 90%, but it had very high fuel consumption 

(about 240% of that of the M-60A3), tracks had to be frequently greased, and did not meet 

their design life, its air filters required frequent cleaning (at intervals as frequent as every 

three hours or 20 miles of cross country travel), its engine recuperator had reliability 

problems, and its oil pump was unreliable.43  

 The US Army found ergonomic improvements needed to be made to the thermal 

vision systems for the driver and commander, a turret/hull reference indicator is needed, 

and its sight needed more magnification and resolution. The M-1A1 also exhausted about 

60% of the spare parts in theater by the end of the war, although moving at record rates for 

200-370 kilometers affected this consumption. Much of the problem came from the fact 

that there was no way to estimate requirements based on prior experience.44   

 These problems had already led to a number of modifications in the M-1A1, 

including provision of an auxiliary power unit so the tank does not have to use its main 

engine for power while idling. The M-1 is also being upgraded to the M-1A2, with a digital 

information processing system, with more survivable electronics, built-in position location, 

continuous display of friendly tank locations, improved movement control, further armor 

upgrades, and faster and more accurate engagement capability.45 What such improvements 

cannot change is the high cost of an M-1 force, high fuel and logistic support requirements, 

and a need for substantial strategic and theater lift assets and special tank recovery systems.  

The Challenger 
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 Like the Tornado, the British Challenger tank received a great deal of criticism after 

the Gulf War for reasons that may have little to do with its current war fighting capabilities. 

It was deployed to the Gulf War as a less mature weapons system than the M-1A1, and 

without the prior exercise testing necessary to ensure that modifications were available to 

allow it to operated reliably in desert warfare. As a result, a number of reports have 

emerged that the Challenger was not reliable, and some reports have surfaced that the 

maneuver role of the  British 1st Armored Division had to be limited because of the 

uncertain range at which the Challenger could operate in sustained long range maneuvers. 

 The Challenger did present serious problems when it was first deployed. Its power 

packs -- engine and gear boxes -- failed so often through November of 1990, that the lack 

of serviceable tanks presented serious problems in training the 7th Armored Brigade. The 

British concluded that both the Challenger and Warrior needed additional bolt-on armor -- 

which was only provided in mid-December. Even in late December, the Challenger's power 

pack problems remained so severe that a failure occurred every five kilometers when the 

fleet of Challengers was used in training, and exercises had to be restricted to an average of 

15 kilometers per tank per week to conserve drive trains for the operation.  

 Some of these power problems grew worse as the size of the force increased and as 

training became more demanding. Power pack failures occurred at an average rate of one 

tank every 2.8 kilometers for the fleet by early January. However, by the time the land 

battle began, contractor and REME modifications had reduced the mean time between 

failures to one-third of the previous level. By G-Day various modifications and work-

arounds had reached the point where the Challenger was capable of sustained high speed 

maneuver, and could exploit its 120mm gun, advanced armor, and TOGS thermal sight 

system with much the same success as the M-1A1. 46  

 The Challenger did, however, require extensive field maintenance on its filters 

during the land campaign - as did the M-1A1. It still required major power train 

replacements in the field, which imposed a significant service burden. At the same time, the 

Challenger fought well, and consumed only 35-50% of the fuel of the M-1A1.47 The 

Challenger's passive armor seemed to have worked well, as did its gun stabilization system 

and new 120mm anti-armor projectile -- although detailed damage photos are available 

only for kills against T-55s. If the Challenger was scarcely perfect during the land 

campaign, there were a few indications that it failed to perform its mission or that any 

broad comparisons can be drawn in favor of the M-1A1. As Chapter Eight has shown, there 

is also no indication from combat records that the pre-campaign problems with the 

Challenger affected any major decisions about the line of advance for British forces. 48 
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 As was the case with the M-1A1, Britain went on to seek further modifications to 

the Challenger after the war. It is now seeking to procure the Challenger 2. Like the M-

1A2, Leopard 2, and Le Clerc, the Challenger 2 will have a modern digital fire control 

system and independently stabilized sights for both the gunner and commander. It will also 

have a 120mm gun, although the Challenger's gun will be rifled, rather than smooth bore. 

Britain feels that this rifling provides some kinetic advantages and reduces ammunition 

storage requirements. It will have further advances in armor --although the details of these 

advances are classified. It will have a 1,200 horse power engine, versus the 1,500 

horsepower engine of the other tanks, but will compensate with a six ratio gear box and 

advanced hydrogas suspension.49  

 How these details rank the Challenger relative to the M-1A1, Le Clerc, and the 

Leopard 2 is an issue that tank experts may debate for years.50 What is relevant to the 

lessons of the Gulf War is that they involve improvements very similar to those that the US 

is making in the M-1A1, and that reflect a high degree of common evolution towards a 

"hunter-killer" tank by the British, US, French, and German armies -- although only the M-

1A2 is currently designed for a high level of integration into the "electronic battlefield."  

Armored Recovery Vehicles and Heavy Equipment Transporters  

 Both the US and Britain made extensive use of heavy equipment transporters 

(HETs) during the Gulf War, and the Gulf War indicates that they have become an essential 

part of tank and other armored operations. The US used a total of 1,310 HETs during 

Desert Shield and Desert Storm. These HETs only included 489 US Army vehicles. The 

rest included 48 commercial vehicles, 51 US trucking industry vehicles, 333 Saudi 

commercial vehicles, 100 Egyptian vehicles, 60 Italian military vehicles, 181 German 

vehicles, and 40 Czech vehicles.51  The US could not fully exploit many of these vehicles 

because they did not provide adequate mobility for its heaviest tanks.  

 Both the US and Britain have drawn the conclusion that  power projection forces 

need large numbers of HETs to move tanks at high speeds and/or reduce wear. The need for 

HETs was not only validated by the Gulf War, but British and US analysts concluded that 

such vehicles must be designed to permit sustained movement in round trips of 400-600 

kilometers, rather than the shorter ranges previously used for planning wars in Europe 

which was the focus of contingency planning.  

 The US encountered operational problems in using its M911/M747 HET system 

because it was only designed for 60 ton vehicles and was overloaded by the M-1A1. It 

could not move the M-1A1, except on roads and at maximum speeds of 15 mph. It often 

blew tires or bent axles even under these conditions. This meant that tanks had to move on 

tracks when it would have been more desirable to drive them to the battle area in combat 
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ready form, which indicates the US badly needs the new M1070/M-1000.52 Although the 

British Commander HET was more successful, it exhibited signs of wear that indicate more 

improvement is needed.  

 It is interesting that the need for large numbers of HETs is one aspect of armored 

operations where US and British officers may be learning a lesson their Iraqi counterparts 

learned in the Iran-Iraq War. Experts have debated ratios of HETs to tanks of 1:7 to 1:1. 

The Iraq developed a high ratio of  1:3  during the Iran-Iraq War, although it could never 

exploit  its HETs during the Gulf War. A somewhat similar ratio now seems desirable for 

Western forces. While the US originally had a total of 456 HETs for all of its 5,000 M-1A1 

and Bradley armored vehicles at the time of the Gulf War, it concluded that it needed at 

least 1,200. As a result, it had to borrow 474 HETs and heavy trucks from other countries, 

and 365 HETs from Egypt and Saudi Arabia.53   

 The US and British armies also experienced serious problems with their armored 

recovery vehicles. The US Army M-88A1 was only designed to tow vehicles weighing less 

than 60 tons, and had severe power, braking, transmission, winching, and reliability 

problems at the time of the Gulf War. It could only tow an M-1A1 at a maximum speed of 

5 miles per hour, and it broke down so often that more M-1A1s ended up toward M-88A1s 

that recovered or towed M-1A1s. These failures led to many complaints from US forces 

during and after the Gulf War, and to a major redesign and modification program called the 

M-88A1E1. However, the M-1A2 will weigh 68.9 tons versus 60 tons for the original M-1, 

and sophistication comes at a cost in terms of support and power projection.54   

 Britain is considering improvements to its tank recovery and bridging tanks as a 

result of the Gulf War, since its existing systems lacked the speed and capacity needed to be 

fully compatible with its Challenger force. One of the lessons of the Gulf  War is that 

modern tanks do, in fact, survive direct engagements with other tanks and anti-tank guided 

weapons without catastrophic damage, and that recovery and field repair has high priority. 

Infantry And Mechanized Infantry Combat 
 The Gulf War involved a number of instances where infantry combat took place, it 

is difficult to generalize about the lessons of such combat. While Khafji was the one case 

where mechanized forces and regular infantry met on nearly  even terms, this battle had 

already been affected by the air battle that isolated the Iraqi forces in the city and left them 

without air or artillery support, or reinforcement. In most other cases, one of three kinds of 

combat took place:  
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o Mechanized infantry clashes took place between armored fighting vehicles as part 

of a broader armored engagement -- usually at ranges where thermal sights and 

superior fire power gave Coalition forces a major advantage in range. 

o Coalition mechanized infantry forces closed on unmounted Iraqi infantry that could 

take advantage of trenches and natural cover, but which lacked the anti-armored 

weapons, long range vision and targeting systems, and poor visibility vision systems 

to effectively engage Coalition mechanized forces, and which were highly 

vulnerable to combined arms fire from Coalition artillery, attack helicopters, or 

aircraft. 

o Coalition mechanized forces engaged unmounted Iraqi infantry at much longer 

ranges where the superior vision systems and range of Coalition forces, coupled 

with combined arms, allowed the Coalition to win without coming within the range 

of most Iraqi weapons, and under conditions where Iraqi forces could often be 

bypassed and mopped up at leisure. 

 In almost all of these encounters -- with the exception of a few successful Iraqi 

ambushes discussed in Chapter Eight -- Coalition forces enjoyed a decisive advantage in 

training, weapons, tactical position, and morale. This advantage was greatly enhanced by 

the impact of the air campaign during the preceding weeks, and by the fact that Iraqi forces 

could only launch a few counterattacks before the Coalition breaching operation either 

bypassed low grade infantry forces in the forward area, or isolated most infantry units and 

faced them with the option of surrender or retreat.  

 As was the case with tank operations, it is not possible to draw detailed lessons 

from the Gulf War based on encounters from closely matched forces, or isolate the impact 

of given infantry and mechanized tactics and technology. The US experience in having to 

"heavy up" the I MEF, the 82nd Airborne Division, and the 101st Airborne Division, and 

the French experience in having to "heavy up" its light forces did, however, lead a number 

of military analysts to conclude that light forces need to be made more lethal and given 

more anti-armor capability. This is certainly a lesson that many Western nations have begun 

to act upon since the war, and it is interesting to note that Britain and the US also had to 

increase the lethality of both their "heavy" forces by adding additional weapons, armor, and 

combat support capabilities.  

 At the same time, the Gulf War did produce some important lessons regarding 

mechanized warfare. It validated the need for true armored fighting vehicles that are 

protected against small arms, that can keep up with tanks, and that can serve as fighting 

platforms without their crews dismounting. The Bradley and the Warrior are both examples 

of such vehicles, and their value was validated in many engagements in the Gulf War. 
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The M-2/M-3 Bradley 

 The US deployed a total of 2,200 M-2/M-3 Bradley armored fighting vehicles in 

theater at the time of the ground campaign, with 1,1615 in maneuver units, 75 in division-

level ORFs, 345 in the theater war reserve, and 161 counted as excess.55 Because of its 

concern with the Iraqi tank threat, the US rushed 692 new A-2 models of the Bradley to the 

theater with add-on armored tiles, an improved spall liner, a larger engine, and improved 

ammunition storage. The A-2s were deployed because the original version of the Bradley 

have proved to be more vulnerable than was predicted during its design phase. As a result 

an A-2 version was developed with added armor, weighing 60,000 pounds versus 50,000 

for the original, and an improved version with add-on tiles was then developed weighing 

66,000 pounds. This increase in weight was partially compensated for by increasing the 

power from 500 to 600 horsepower.56 The additional deployments of the A-2 brought the 

total number of A-2 models in-theater to 1,056. Another 240 were improved A-1 models. 

 The Bradley M-2/M-3 comes in a wide variety of configurations. The M-2 is largely 

an infantry fighting vehicle while the M-3 is a cavalry fighting vehicle. Both have 25mm 

guns as their main armament. The M-2 can carry a nine-man infantry squad (three crew) 

and the M-3 carries a five man scout squad. Some have TOW anti-tank guided weapons as 

well.  

 Both the Department of Defense study of the lessons of the war and combat unit 

histories indicate that the Bradley performed well. Like the M-1A1, the M-2/M-3 achieved 

90% availability during the land war, in spite of unit movements of 100-300 kilometers 

over a 100-hour period. At the same time, the Gulf War exposed a long list of further 

modifications that are needed in the vehicle: better heaters, engine access door pumps, 

lower side armor skirts, radiators, and vehicle hatches. Commanders also found that the 

Bradley's exhaust blew in their faces, had inadequate storage for individual equipment, and 

that the Bradley machine gun and TOW launcher both required modification to reduce their 

vulnerability to sand ingestion.57 

 Several problems are important in terms of general lessons regarding armored 

combat. Like M-1A1 crews, Bradley crews found that they needed an on-board navigation 

device. Like the M-1A1 crews,  Bradley crews found their thermal sights to be of critical 

value for maneuver and targeting -- but that they lacked the needed resolution to recognize 

and identify specific targets at long ranges. Bradley crews could not move the vehicle while 

the TOW was still in flight, and this meant the M-2/M-3 had to be a stationary target for up 

to 100 seconds when the Bradley crews fired the TOW to its maximum range.  This led 

some crews to ask for a fire and forget weapon. 
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 Bradley crews found that they needed laser range finders. TOW gunners were able 

to engage at ranges of 2,500-3,500 meters, but the Bradley's lack of a range finder made it 

impossible to determine whether long range targets were in range. The 25mm gunners also 

found that they could engage at longer ranges than were expected -- particularly against 

bunkers and lightly armored vehicles -- and were hampered by the lack of a laser-range 

finder.  58  

 Bradley drivers experienced problems because they only had night vision devices 

rather than thermal sights. As a result, their vision at night and in dust and fog was sharply 

inferior to that of the commander and gunner. This experience closely matches that of some 

British units which had to have vehicles that only had night vision devices follow vehicles 

with thermal vision systems because inadequate light or visibility was available for the 

passive night vision systems. While it is too early to reach any definitive conclusions, this 

may indicate that thermal vision systems are needed to replace conventional night vision 

systems. 59  

 Bradley operators found that they had inadequate maneuver speed in reverse 

because the M-1A1 can reverse at speeds of up to 20 miles per hour while the Bradley can 

only reserve at seven. While this problem may seem minor, many crews concluded that any 

armored fighting vehicle that fights with tanks must have at least the same speed and 

maneuverability as the tank in all regards. 

 The advanced armor on the Bradley A-2 worked well, as did its spall liner. Fire 

suppression systems also worked well. But, as was the case with the M-1A1, more 

Bradley's were killed or damaged by fratricide than by the Iraqis. While estimates of the 

number of Bradleys damaged or destroyed varies slightly by source, the office of the Chief 

of Staff of the US Army reported that 20 Bradleys were destroyed and 12 more were 

damaged-- four of which could be quickly repaired. Friendly fire accounted for 17 of the 20 

destroyed Bradleys and four of the damaged ones. This again highlights the need to 

improve IFF systems.60  

 This experience during the Gulf War has helped lead the US Army to procure an 

upgrade program for the Bradley with some similarities to the upgrade program for the M-

1A1. This program will add armored protection for rounds up to 30mm to those vehicles 

that now lack such protection, and will bring all vehicles up to 600 horsepower, provide 

modifications to correct the detailed problems exposed by the Gulf War, add a laser range 

finder, an IFF or combat identification system, and GPS to the entire fleet.61 The US is also 

developing a developmental version of the Bradley with the same advanced digital 

electronics for the "electronic battlefield" as it is considering for the M-1A2.62 

The M-113A1 Generation of Armored Fighting Vehicles 
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 These lessons relating to the M-1A1 and the M-2/M-3 highlight the rapid evolution 

of armored vehicles to support much more intense rates of combat, combat in poor weather 

and at night, and combat at long ranges. They are reinforced by the fact that the US Army 

discovered that its US armored vehicles (which used the older M-113 armored personnel 

carrier chassis), had serious limitations in supporting modern armored warfare. The 

vehicles using the M-113 chassis included the M-548 cargo hauler, M-577 command 

vehicle, and M-981 fire support vehicle used for artillery spotting.63  

 With the exception of the most advanced M-113A3 chassis vehicles, the M-113s 

could not keep up with the M-1A1s and Bradleys, and often forced US units to slow down 

their road marches. This experience led the US 1st Infantry Division after action report to 

conclude that the M-113 series "must be upgraded or replaced" and that the M-548, "is a 

piece of junk." The US Army Armor Center concluded that the M-113s were inadequate, 

except for the M-113A3s, and the M-577 was "inadequate" for modern warfare. These 

comments are particularly striking because more than 90% of the Third World's inventory 

of other armored fighting vehicles of all types has the capability equal to or inferior to the 

M-113 family of vehicles.64 

 Whether the problems in vehicles like the M-113 can be solved with upgrades is 

uncertain. Since the Gulf War, the US has attempted to deal with some of the problems in 

the M-981 fire Support Team Vehicle (FISTV) and the M-901 Improved TOW Vehicle 

(ITV) -- which both use the M-113 chassis --  by providing a power upgrade, enhanced 

night sights, low voltage sensors, auto turret positioning, GPS, and a commander's video 

viewing device. These improvements will improve rates of engagement, the commander’s 

surveillance capability, and will reduce the exposure of crews and commanders outside the 

vehicle, protect against laser illuminators, and provide added mobility to keep up with 

modern tanks.65 What they cannot address is armored protection and maneuver capability, 

or whether thermal vision systems are needed instead of night sights. Just how important 

these missing capabilities are in combat may prove to be a lesson of the next war.66  

The AAV Assault Amphibian Vehicles 

 The US Marine Corps employed another type of vehicle which makes an interesting 

contrast to the M-2/M-3 and the M-113 family of vehicles. The Marines used three versions 

of the AAV7 Assault Amphibian Vehicle during the Gulf War: The AAVP7A1, which is 

the principle combat vehicle and which normally has a 0.50 caliber machine gun turret or a 

40mm machine gun and 0.50 caliber machine gun; the AAVC7A1, which is a mobile 

command post, and the AAVR7A1 which is a recovery vehicle for the AAV7s and smaller 

vehicles and which has a crane of engine swaps and other repairs in the field.  
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 The AAV7 is designed primarily for amphibious operations and can carry 21 

marines or 10,000 pounds of cargo. It has light aluminum armor about 1.4-1.75 inches thick 

and can travel at 6 MPH in water, and at 20-30 MPH on land. The Marine Corps deployed 

473 AAVP7A1s, 40 AAVC7A1s, and 19 AAVR7A1s in the I MEF. An additional 93 

AAVP7A1s, six AAVC7A1s, and four AAVR7A1s were deployed in the amphibious 

forces.67  

 The AAVP7A1's amphibious capabilities were never tested -- an issue that may be 

of importance in future wars because a number of Marine officers feel that its speed on 

water and ability to deal with high beaching angles and beach obstacles is uncertain. It did, 

however, provide armored mobility for the maneuver forces in the I MEF, fire support for 

embarked infantry, and carried breaching teams with line charges and combat engineers 

during the early  phase of the battle.  

 Its performance in the land combat role revealed a number of problems similar to 

those encountered in operating the M-113. The AAV7's suspension system had been over-

stressed by the time of the Gulf War by the addition of modification kits and production 

improvements, and by the weight of engineer mission kits; the AAV also suffered from 

life-cycle fatigue. It had limited cross-country mobility and speed and could not keep up 

with the M-60s and M-1s in Marine forces. It had no night or thermal sights for its 

weapons, and lacked a laser-range finder. As a result, gunners experienced problems during 

night warfare and often attempted to fire their weapons at targets beyond their useful range. 

Its communications gear also tended to overheat. Further, it did not have GPS or a position 

location reference system, which presented navigation problems in the desert.68 

 These problems would almost certainly have had a much more serious impact on 

the outcome of combat  if the Iraqi forces that the I MEF encountered had not been greatly 

weakened by the air campaign,  if Iraqi armored forces had conducted sustained aggressive 

counter-attacks, and if the Marine forces had not had a monopoly of fixed and rotary wing 

air power.   

 The problems in the AAV7 have also led the Marine Corps to examine ways to 

update the commander, gunner, and driver vision systems since the Gulf War, consider 

adding a new suspension and power training, GPS, and a position location reference 

system. The fact these modifications track so closely with some of the modifications being 

made to the M-113 family of vehicles indicates that they are important lessons of the Gulf 

War. Once again, however, it is unclear how well they will succeed against a threat which 

is armed and training to make effective use of modern tanks, anti-tank weapons, and anti-

tank helicopters. 

The Guardian Light Armored Infantry Vehicle 
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 The Marine Corps made use of another light armored vehicle, which reinforces 

these lessons: the Guardian light armored vehicle or LAV. The LAV came in six variants, 

of which the most common was the LAV-25 scout/reconnaissance vehicle with a 25mm 

chain gun and 7.62mm machine guns. There was also an LAV-AT with TOW, an LAV-M 

with an 81mm mortar, a LAV-L for logistics, an LAV-C2 for command and control, and a 

LAV-R for recovery.  The Marine Corps deployed more than 350 LAVs -- 193 LAV-25s, 

54 LAV-ATs, 26 LAV-Ms, 30 LAV-C2s, 47 LAV-Ls and 22 LAV-Rs -- during the Gulf 

War. The LAVs were used in scout missions and in a number of close contact missions 

with Iraqi forces before and during the ground campaign.69  

 Unlike the AAV, the LAV had a high maximum speed of 62 miles per hour and 

proved that it could travel faster cross-country than tanks. This speed and maneuverability 

was critical in giving the Marine corps combined arms capabilities that did not limit the 

speed of its armor advance. The LAV also benefited from the use of GPS, although not in 

sufficient numbers to equip each vehicle70  

 Once again, the US concluded as a result of the Gulf War that passive night sights 

were inadequate because they required more ambient illumination than was always 

available, and because they provided no day or night capability on an obscured battlefield. 

Most LAVs suffered from the fact that they only had passive night sights and lacked 

thermal vision systems. The LAV-AT, however, was equipped with AN/TAS-4 thermal 

sights for its TOW missiles, which the Marine Corps called, "the single most significant 

system enhancement of Operation Desert Shield/Storm"71  The Department of Defense 

lessons of the war study found that, "Without thermal imaging, the LAV battalion 

experienced severe operational restrictions in low visibility conditions. " As a result, it was 

recommended that the LAV be equipped with thermal sights and vision devices." 72  US 

studies also concluded that all LAVs should be equipped with GPS systems. A new version 

of the LAV, with a 105mm gun turret, is currently being tested.73 

The Warrior 

 Fewer technical details are available on the experience of the British 1st Armored 

Division in using the Warrior and other British armored fighting vehicles during the Gulf 

War. In broad terms, however, interviews and British writing on armored combat in the 

Gulf War, indicate that the Warrior provided the same benefits in converting Mechanized 

Infantry from armored mobility to mounted combat capability as the M-2/M-3.74  

 This conversion of British and US forces to mounted combat capability has come 

about a decade later than the conversion of German, French, and Soviet forces, but it has 

been validated in British exercises as well as during the Gulf War. It not only offers the 

ability to engage armor and attack strong points on the move, but also the ability to move 
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into defended positions and often up to the edge of trenches. The Gulf War has shown that 

vehicles like the M-2/M-3 and Warrior, equipped with thermal sights and long range anti-

tank guided weapons, can engage tanks at long ranges as well as other targets. It is also 

clear that British soldiers are as anxious to get rid of "armored taxis" like the FV-432 as 

American soldiers are anxious to get rid of the M-113.75 

 Further, it is clear that the British forces went through many of the same 

modification and adaptation problems in deploying the Warrior that US forces went 

through in deploying the M-2/M-3. Whole new maintenance and spares systems had to be 

developed. Sand ingestion and air-filters were a problem, and vehicles had to be up-

armored, and adjustments were need to make anti-tank weapons easier to operate. British 

crews identified the same need for thermal vision systems and for GPS as US crews, and 

encountered the same fratricide problems as US forces.76 

Russian and French Armored Fighting Vehicles 

 The lessons of the Gulf War relating to armored warfare are less clear in three other 

areas: The relative capability of Russian and French-made armored fighting vehicles; the 

proper mix of tanks and armored vehicles, and the survivability of lightly armored or 

unarmored vehicles operating with modern tanks and APCs. 

 Few data are available on the performance of French armored vehicles. It is clear 

that the French force moved relatively slowly, and had a number of tire failures, but it is 

hard to generalize about their combat performance on the basis of their combat experience.  

French forces did not have large scale encounters with Iraqi armor, or fight significant 

battles against first line Iraqi troops. French forces did not encounter terrain with the kind 

of gaps, mud and soft earth, or other problems to resolve some of the long-standing 

questions that arise regarding the ability of wheeled armored vehicles to keep up with 

modern tracked armor. It also did not have to move quickly enough through demanding 

terrain to indicate which types of French vehicles can provide scout and armored 

reconnaissance functions for modern high speed tracked armored vehicles.77 

 Iraqi experience with Soviet armored fighting vehicles is also difficult to interpret. 

Iraq had tank-heavy forces. The bulk of Iraq's roughly 2,000 APCs were typical armored 

battle taxis like the BTR-50, BTR-60, BTR-152, OT-62, OT-64, MTLB, YW-531, M-

113A1/A2 (captured from Iran), Panhard M-3, EE-11, and Urutu. Iraq did not seem to have 

employed any of these types of vehicle effectively even in using them to conduct organized 

retreats. There are a number of possible reasons for this failure. The air campaign seems to 

have left many Iraqi units in the forward area without organized armored mobility, and only 

Iraq's Republican Guards seemed to have retained enough organization to retreat with 

something that approached unit integrity. Iraq's APCs were also more vulnerable to cannon 
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and light anti-tank weapons than Coalition armored fighting vehicles like the Bradley and 

Warrior.  They lacked the night/thermal vision devices needed for longer range 

engagements, and there is little evidence that Iraq had ever really trained most of its 

infantry to fight mounted. 

 Iraq had about 1,500 armored reconnaissance vehicles -- including BRDM-2s, 

AML-60/90s, EE-9 Cascavels, and EE-3 Jararcas. None of the descriptions of armored 

battles during the Gulf War indicate that Iraq conducted armored reconnaissance 

effectively. Once again, they seem to have been trained for a much slower pace of daylight 

warfare in which long range vision systems and killing capability was not important. It is 

also unclear that it really trained its troops to exploit armored reconnaissance capability 

aggressively or to exploit such systems in delaying actions in a cohesive tactical action. At 

the same time, the air campaign almost certainly deprived Iraqi units of significant numbers 

of their armored reconnaissance vehicles before the war began, they were vulnerable to 

virtually all Coalition anti-tank weapons, and they lacked vision systems to match those of 

the Coalition forces using advanced night vision systems and/or thermal vision systems. 

 There are a number of Coalition accounts of engagements with Iraq's Soviet-made 

BMP-1 and BMP-2 vehicles. Some of these accounts are suspect in the sense that it is 

unclear that those recording the battle carefully distinguished between the BMP and other 

types of Iraqi armor. There are enough detailed accounts to indicate, however, that M-1A1s 

and M-2/M-3s often engaged BMPs at ranges of 100-3,000 meters.  

 Coalition forces virtually always won these engagements by high ratios. It is 

impossible, however, to clearly distinguish the cause. A number of different factors were at 

work which affect many other Third World countries that use the weapons: There were 

severe problems in Iraqi training for rapid maneuver warfare, and severe ergonomic and 

visibility problems in the BMP. At the same time, there is no doubt that the Coalition 

benefited from its superiority in indirect fire and air support, tank fire, vision systems, 

superior sights and fire control, longer anti-tank weapons with superior ergonomics, and 

weapons with faster rates of the engagement.  

 These factors interacted to give the Coalition a decisive advantage. Interviews and 

tours of the battlefield indicate that a number of encounters occurred where Iraqi armored 

forces were engaged at ranges where they could not characterize the size of the Coalition 

forces opposing them, nor counter-target Coalition armor, but simply attempted to retreat in 

disorder.78  

 Tours of the battlefield also indicate that Iraqi forces sometimes abandoned their 

other armored vehicles, sometimes intact -- often to be destroyed later by Coalition forces 

securing the area. The poor ergonomics and vision capabilities of Soviet other armored 
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vehicles armor probably contributed to the problems that Iraqi crews faced in fighting their 

vehicles at long ranges, and then abandoning  their vehicles when the situation seemed 

hopeless. So may the sheer momentum of the Coalition advance. Some of the BMPs and 

other combat vehicles left on the western and southern sections of the  battlefield were still 

had their main weapons secured and unready to fire. It seems like from inspecting vehicles 

hit with catastrophic or near-catastrophic damage that the Iraqi crews experienced the same 

problems in rapid evacuation from the vehicle that Soviet forces experienced in 

Afghanistan. Such indications, however, are inconclusive.    

Mixes of Tanks and Other Armored Fighting Vehicles: The Role of 

Armored Cavalry 

 US and British armored forces clearly demonstrated the value of the synergy 

between advanced tanks and advanced armored fighting vehicles. The detailed descriptions 

of US armored battles against the Republican Guards and first line regular Iraqi Army 

armored and mechanized divisions are filled with cases where the interaction between the 

Abrams and Bradley allowed US armor to advance under conditions where it could 

simultaneously suppress and kill Iraqi infantry and mechanized infantry while it destroyed 

Iraqi tanks. This interaction not only helped protect the US tanks, it ensured that the rate of 

advance and shock power of US armor could over-run Iraqi positions without US infantry 

having to dismount or take substantial casualties. 

 For example, mixes of M-1A1s and M-3s in the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment 

proved to be very effective during the battle of "73 Easting". The M-3 also demonstrated 

the value of a tracked system that could keep up with the M-1, and maneuver as quickly, in 

most respects. Bradley M-3s found the gap between the Iraqi 12 Armored Division and 

Tawakalna Division.  

 What is less clear is that the Gulf War demonstrated the need for a particular set of 

performance characteristics for armored cavalry or armored scouting missions. The 

Coalition  advantage was so great in so many areas of land warfare, and the capabilities and 

reactions of Iraqi forces were so limited, that the M-3, LAV, and HMMWV's with TOW 

were also used with great success in the armored reconnaissance role. Lighter Marine forces 

were able to carry out scouting missions with LAVs and HMMWV's. Further,  many of the 

scouting activities using different types of armored fighting vehicles were supported by 

other weapons like the OH-58 and the AH-64 helicopter. Once again, Coalition superiority 

in combined operations capability and joint warfare also made it difficult to draw specific 

lessons about the impact of given weapons.79   

Anti-Tank Guided Weapons 
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 The Coalition enjoyed a distinct advantage in anti-armored warfare using anti-tank 

guided missiles. There is no doubt that missile systems like TOW and Milan proved highly 

effective. There are many reports of cases where Coalition forces were able to use their 

thermal sights and anti-tank guided missiles to engage Iraqi armor at long ranges, and with 

great effectiveness. Once again, thermal vision systems play a critical role in such targeting 

activity. There is also no doubt that Iraq's anti-armor weapons were generally very 

ineffective. The Coalition took negligible losses to such weapons, and there are anecdotal 

accounts of Iraqi rocket launcher rounds bouncing off of advanced US and British armor, 

and of Iraqi anti-tank guns and missiles being unable to track M-1A1 tanks firing on the 

move. 

 In contrast, US and British forces made effective use of anti-tank guided weapons in 

many maneuver and combined arms situations. The TOW  (Tube-Launched Optically 

Guided Wire Command-Link Guided) anti-tank weapon proved to be effective in killing T-

72M tanks, even at its maximum range. It was used  at battalion level; on armored vehicles 

like the M-2, LAV, and Improved TOW vehicle; on unarmored vehicles like the HMMWV; 

and on the AH-1S Cobra helicopter. The TOW was used many times. It was particularly 

effective at the battle of Khafji, in Marine Corps scout units, and in US Army M-2 and M-3 

units.  

 The TOW is a "crew portable" weapon whose ground launcher weighs 240 pounds. 

The missile weighs 62.4 pounds. It has a maximum range of 3,750 meters, and it is far 

easier to operate than the Soviet AT-3 and AT-4. The gunner only needs to keep the cross 

hairs of the missile on target. A computer in the launcher corrects any deviation from 

crosshairs and sends corrections to missiles via two thin wires. This makes TOW far easier 

to fire in combat than those ATGM systems which require the gunner to track both the 

target and a flare in the rear of the missile and manually guide the missile to the target.  

 As has been noted earlier, enough long range fire opportunities existed to indicate 

that TOW gunners needed a range-finder to prevent them from trying to fire at ranges 

beyond 3,750 meters, while thermal vision systems provided a critical advance in allowing 

TOW gunners to detect targets at night and in poor vision conditions. Other lessons are 

more uncertain. Some crews asked for a fire and forget weapon. While this would be 

desirable, and a number of systems are under development to provide such capability, such 

weapons are not yet available. It also is difficult to determine whether there was a need for 

the improved versions of TOW. The versions of TOW deployed during the Gulf War seem 

to have been very effective in killing all types of Iraqi armor, but no Iraqi weapon had the 

kinds of advanced armor for which systems like the TOW-2A and TOW-2B are designed.80  
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 British reports are equally favorable in describing the effectiveness of the Milan, an 

ATGM with a maximum range of about 2,000 meters and a 1.8 kilogram warhead, versus 

5.9 kilograms in the TOW. They also praise the value of thermal sights. It is not possible, 

however, to do more than guess at average ranges of encounter, and the ratio of missiles 

fired to armored vehicles killed. This ratio seems to have been relatively low, but only 

anecdotal evidence is available. There is also no indication that Iraq ever attempted to make 

effective use of its IR jammers. 

 It is impossible to translate this experience into any lessons about the quality of 

Iraq's anti-tank weapons. Iraq's performance was much worse that its holdings of modern 

anti-armor weapons had led many Coalition planners to expect before the fighting began. 

Iraq had large numbers of Soviet AT-3 Sagger and AT-4 Spigot, and Western SS-11, 

Milan, HOT, and ATGMs. It also had 85mm and 100mm anti-tank guns, and 73mm, 

85mm, and 100mm rocket launchers and recoilless rifles. It also had IR jammers designed 

to defeat the guidance systems on some West ATGMs. On paper, this should have given it 

considerable capability to attack Coalition armor during the breaching operation, and in 

later tactical encounters.  

 In practice, however, Iraq's anti-tank weapons crews seem to have organized to use 

the relatively static defensive tactics that Egypt employed in deploying its ATGMs in 1973, 

but lacked the training that Egypt gave its forces. This may have been a result of Iraq's past 

combat experience. Iraq had  had only limited experience in using anti-tank guided 

weapons during the Iran-Iraq War. It seems to have seen anti-tank weapons almost 

exclusively as defensive weapons, and to have carried out little realistic training. Iraq also 

relied primarily on the Soviet AT-3 and AT-4, both of which require exceptionally high 

training levels and which may have defective or unrealistic training aids and simulators -- 

requiring live fire training to be effective.81 Egyptian officers using similar systems felt that 

Iraq failed to carry out a realistic review of its tactics, defensive employment of such 

systems, and training needs before the Gulf War.82 

 Iraq often failed to properly position its anti-tank weapons  in its forward defenses 

during the Gulf War, which had little effectiveness in defending Iraq's defensive belts.83 

Iraq did not provide its weapons crews with effective night vision and thermal vision 

devices. It had not trained its anti-tank guided missile (ATGM) crews effectively for long 

range fire or fire against rapidly moving targets. It had not prepared its crews to use such 

weapons aggressively in maneuver warfare, and it had not prepared them to deal with 

combat where visibility was poor, and where ATGM and ant-tank gun crews faced a 

constant threat of air attack or from indirect weapons. 
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 Is unlikely that future wars will be fought under conditions where the anti-tank 

weapons of one side have so little effect. Not only was Iraq exceptionally poorly trained 

and organized to use such weapons, the Coalition had many unusual advantages. The Gulf 

War involved combat at long ranges with flat open spaces, and under conditions where 

thermal sights were particularly useful. The Coalition had absolute mastery of the air, and 

was the only side to employ attack helicopters. It had overwhelming superiority in indirect 

fire capability, and could fire large amounts of suppressive fire before an engagement and 

then roll-in indirect fire to support armored advances, and suppress Iraqi ATGMs with 

considerable precision. Some of these advantages will certainly affect US and other 

Western operations against Third World forces in the future, but not all. 

Tube Artillery, Multiple Rocket Launchers, and Assault 
Weapons. 
 The Coalition introduced new indirect fire capabilities during the Gulf War that are 

likely to radically change the effectiveness of indirect fire and its role in combined arms. 

New navigation aids like the GPS allowed Coalition artillery to locate itself and its targets 

more accurately than in any previous war. Improved counterbattery radars allowed far faster 

and more accurate counterbattery fire. Imagery, near-real time reconnaissance data from 

manned systems and RPVs, and long range targeting systems like JSTARS improved target 

acquisition and the accuracy of target location, and new battle management systems 

allowed more rapid and accurate shifting and concentration of fires and tracking of moving 

targets. Improved conventional munitions and rocket systems with bomblets improved the 

lethality of artillery. Improvement in overall battle management improved the 

synchronization of artillery, fighters and helicopters, and armor. 

 A Chapter Eight has shown, Iraq failed miserably to use its massive artillery assets. 

This was partly the result of the air campaign, but it was also the result of a long history of 

stressing weapons numbers and sheer mass over target acquisition, fire management, 

maneuver, and combined arms. As the US Army history of the Gulf War notes,84 

"In this engagement and in all subsequent artillery ambushes executed before G-

Day, the Iraqis never took the bait. Relief among the VII Corps artillery men was 

mixed with curiosity. What had happened to Saddam's most fearsome arm?...In a 

word, Saddam's artillery men had simply failed to make technological 

improvements in their over-the-hill gunnery that had be available for 20 years. 

Surprising their Israeli opponents, the Egyptians dramatically demonstrated the 

precision-guided munitions revolution in the opening tank and anti-tank missile 

engagement in the October War. The precision revolution progressed more slowly 
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to indirect fire because hitting an unseen target with the first round required 

refinements in the ability to locate both the target and the firing position, as well as 

the ability to very accurately predict the ballistic course of a projectile in flight. 

Target acquisition radars, laser-range finders, and the now indispensable GPS 

allowed a similar precision in locating targets and firing positions. If all the parts are 

assembled and employed properly, the radius of error for a "dumb" artillery 

projectile is easily cut in half. DPICM or bomblet artillery munitions, in turn, have 

almost tripped the kill radius for artillery. This quantum jump in precision  and 

lethality meant for the first time in history that the artillery kill radius was greater 

than the radius of error. In other words, if American artillery shot at an Iraqi 

position, it died. Iraqi artillery, on the other hand, possessed long range, but little 

else. The Iraqis avoided activating what few artillery radars they had for fear of 

immediate detection and destruction. They had failed to invest in the technology 

necessary to achieve a first-round kill, learning the hard way that range without 

precision is no advantage at all." 

 These changes in the role of artillery and indirect fire are all key lessons of the Gulf 

War, but several points must be kept in mind. First, the rate of combat and the constant use 

of combined arms makes it almost impossible to determine how lethal indirect fire really 

was, although its lethality and shock effects were greatly improved over previous wars. 

Chapter Eight has described many cases were it was possible to track the volume of fire but  

this has never been a measure of effectiveness. Second, the Iraqi military were so 

incompetent and ineffective in using artillery that it is impossible to make judgments about 

relative effectiveness against an enemy with better training and leadership and more 

modern artillery tactics and technology. Third, many of the technologies deployed by the 

US were transitional. The US Army had not deployed most of its new tactical intelligence 

and target technology, and self-guiding or "smart" submunitions were not available. Finally, 

the Coalition advantage in air power and combined arms was so decisive that the Gulf War 

only provided a limited picture of the role of indirect fire in combined operations against an 

enemy with air attack capabilities and something approaching parity in combined arms. 

 This said, the Gulf War teaches a number of other lessons about artillery and 

indirect fire. First, it teaches that indirect fire cannot be measured in terms of the number 

and capability of major fire units. As a number of US Army experts have long pointed out, 

indirect fire must be viewed as a "system of systems" where weapons are part of a broader 

system of joint battle management systems, artillery battle management systems, related C4 

systems, target acquisition systems, and projective lethality characteristics. Like all 

weapons on the modern battlefield, indirect fire weapons must also be judged by their 
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maneuver and sustainability capabilities. Any military force that views artillery in terms of 

weapons mass, or as an arm which does not require all of these capabilities, has 

fundamentally failed to learn the lessons of modern war.  

 The US and British army made effective use of this "system of systems" in giving 

indirect fire new effectiveness during the Gulf War.85 While Table 9.1 shows that many 

Coalition weapons were theoretically outranged by Iraqi weapons, the Coalition had vastly 

superior artillery-related C4I/BM and beyond-visual-range targeting systems. It also could 

concentrate and shift fires to keep up with rapidly advancing armor, and sustain artillery 

with ammunition in rapidly redeployments. The key Coalition forces leading the armored 

advance had the MLRS and/or ATACMS. Coalition fire support coordinators had far 

superior intelligence and response times. The US was also able to supplement the GPS 

navigation data with PADS (gyro navigation system). It used the Bendix M-31 

meteorological system, TACFIRE, and light TACFIRE for fire computation. In many cases, 

the US was able to achieve 10-20 meter accuracies against targets, which greatly reduced 

the number of rounds that they needed to fire for effect, or suppress or kill an Iraqi system. 

 Iraq had little capability to respond. Its theoretical advantage in numbers and range 

was useless without long range target acquisition capability and effective computerized 

battle management capability. By the time the breaching operation began -- when Iraq 

should have been able to make the best use of its artillery -- Iraq had already lost much of 

its artillery to air power and counter-battery fire. The Coalition always had superior 

concentration and targeting during the breaching operation, while Iraqi fire -- when it did 

occur -- often lagged behind the Coalition advance, and fired at positions that Coalition 

troops had vacated. In some cases, Iraqi fire was desultory. The US 1st Division, for 

example, fired 6,000 rounds and 414 rockets during its attack on the Iraqi forward line, and 

received little fire in return.  

 Iraq also experienced problems because many of its artillery positions were laid out 

in exactly the same way and relied on fire on preplanned positions in the same kinds of 

areas. This made it easy for Coalition forces to create a "template" for attacking Iraqi 

artillery during the preparation of the battlefield, and made it easier to use counter-battery 

radars and predict where Iraq would put its preplanned target positions. Iraq also deployed 

the artillery that it used to support its forward defensive belts some 10-20 kilometers behind 

lines, or so far behind other forward positions, that it could only fire for effect when it got 

timely information from artillery spotters. Iraqi artillery was never able to adjust to the fact 

that the US did not pause to engage in long artillery duels before its armored attacks, and 

closed to attack in a continuous movements that closed on Iraqi positions so quickly that 
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the Iraqi C4 system often ordered its artillery to fire on presurveyed target areas when 

Coalition forces were not there, or had already passed through them. 

 Once the Coalition advanced beyond Iraq's forward defensive positions, Iraqi 

artillery encountered new problems. It was trained and organized as a daylight force that 

relied on line or sight and visual targeting, and whose tempo of operations was geared to an 

Iranian infantry threat with poor combined arms coordination. In many cases, US artillery 

could attack and suppress it before it could target US artillery, and the US advance then 

rolled directly over the Iraqi position, leaving it no time to organize or recover. 

 Iraq's towed artillery could not begin to cope with the Coalition rate of maneuver. 

Most units were overrun before they could attempt to bring in artillery tractors and attempt 

to move. Iraqi self-propelled artillery proved to be more flexible, but many units seemed to 

have retreated comparatively early in counterbattery exchanges, and only the Iraqi units in 

the northern part of the KTO seemed to have had time to effectively maneuver their 

artillery. 

 Iraq relied on hard-wired communications with signal flags for back up, and its C4 

capability degraded sharply the moment that it had to move away from land line 

communication, and the quality of instructions that it received was degraded by the pace of 

combat. Iraq had little automated gunnery equipment, and was afraid to used its counter 

battery radars because of its fear of HARM and other anti-radiation missiles. Its best 

artillery units, which used self-propelled equipment like GHN-45 and G-5 howitzers and 

ASTROS multiple rocket launchers, tended to retreat the moment it came under pressure, 

and had little ability to mass fires beyond battery or battalion level.86 

 The Coalition had problems of its own -- some of which are lessons for future wars. 

It suffered from problems in long-range communications, and the same lack of sufficient 

tactical and theater targeting and damage assessment assets as air units. The Coalition also 

had problems in massing enough artillery to achieve decisive tactical effects. French forces, 

which relied heavily on long range mortars (13.5 kilometer maximum ranges) estimated 

that they needed twice the number of weapons per unit deployed during the Gulf War.87 

The US Army  found that it needed to mass artillery at the battery, rather than at the platoon 

level, and that it needed to improve its rear echelon efforts to reduce target density. 
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Table 9.1 

 

Maximum Nominal Range of Artillery Weapons Used in the Gulf War 

 
Artillery Weapon                                   Type                                       Maximum Range in Kilometers 
 
US Systems 
 
M-119A1 105mm conventional round 14.3-14.9 
 rocket assisted projectile 19.5 
M-109 155mm conventional round 14.6 
 rocket assisted projectile (RAP) 23.5 
M-110 203mm conventional round 23 
 rocket assisted projectile (RAP) 29.1 
MLRS multiple rocket system 32 
ATACMS tactical missile system 85? 
 
Iraqi Systems 
 
Soviet M1938 122mm conventional round 11.8 
Soviet D-30 122mm  conventional round 15.4 
Saddam 122mm  conventional round 17.1 
Soviet M-1937 152mm conventional round 17.3   
Austrian GHN-45 155mm improved round 40 
South African G-5 155mm improved round 30 
Brazilian Astros Multiple 
Rocket Launcher rocket 30, 40, & 60 
Iraq Al Faw 210 mm* improved round 40  
 
* Developmental 
Source: Jane's Armor and Artillery, various editions, Army, January 1993, pp. 31, and US Army, Weapon 
Systems: US Army 1992, Washington, Department of the Army, 1992. Note that the maximum ranges shown 
are nominal and differ significantly from source to source 

 

Tube Artillery and Battle Management Aids 

 Counter-battery radars played a major role in giving indirect fire a new degree of 

precision. The radars that had the most use during Desert Storm were the AN/TPQ-37 

artillery locating radars, and the AN/TPQ-36 mortar locating radar -- a smaller and more 

mobile unit. Both are automatic target locating systems that use advanced phased array 

antenna techniques and computer controlled signal processing systems. They can spot 

enemy projectiles in flight, backplot their trajectory, and report the position of the enemy 

weapon in grid coordinates that feed automatically to artillery fire centers. They have 12 

meter accuracy under ideal conditions, and can interchange data with the OV-1D Mohawk 

and the RC-12D with the Guardrail COMINT/ELINT systems. 

 US forces found the AN-TPQ-36 and AN-TPQ 37 Firefinder counterbattery radars 

to be effective, and to exceed their ranges and accuracy specifications in flat desert terrain -

- particularly when they were employed in rapid movements. US forces attacking Iraqi 
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artillery in preparation for the land battle used these radars to try to trap Iraqi artillery. US 

forces would fire on Iraqi artillery, and then move the fire unit immediately. Other fire 

elements, supported by the AN-TPQ-37, waited for the Iraqi response. In a number of cases 

these artillery ambushes proved successful in attacking Iraqi artillery. These tactics 

permitted comparatively long range engagements, and US units found that they needed the 

extra range provided by the  M-549 RAP round in a number of these counter battery  

exchanges.  

 US forces successfully used the mobile AN-TPQ-36 to continuously track Iraqi 

artillery fire as US units moved forward. This allowed them to respond immediately with 

counter-battery fire. This system of "firing from the hip" was felt to significantly improve 

combined arms operations and artillery support of armored maneuver.88 

 The AN-TPQ-36 and AN-TPQ-37 were also critical to supporting the "scoot and 

shoot" tactics of US Army artillery units. The radars were often moved forward to the point 

where they could "see" furthest gun in Iraqi artillery formations. They still had rapid 

mobility and low vulnerability in such positions. Operators also found that they could use 

the radars to radiate continuously because the Iraqis could not triangulate the radars. 

 The Bendix M-31 meteorological system proved vital to maintaining accuracy in 

rapidly changing weather conditions, and the combination of GPS with the Battery 

Computer System, TACFIRE, and/or light TACFIRE helped with automated fire. However, 

US Army units found that TACFIRE was too sensitive to movement and weather, and 

presented major problems because it needed extra air conditioning and had to be moved on  

8X8 HEMMT trucks. Only a few units had the new light TACFIRE based on the AN/PYC-

1 briefcase terminal, and some units had to rely on the Battery Computer System with no 

automation above the battery level. The need for reliable lightweight fire computers and 

battle management aids is a lesson of the war. 89 

 Those artillery units that had support from Pioneer RPVs found it very useful. 

Support from Guardrail SIGINT aircraft and Mohawk OV-1D spotter aircraft with SLAR 

was also useful when those aircraft could operate in the area. There were, however, 

problems in getting data from tactical and theater assets to artillery units, and the Gulf War 

indicates that providing dedicated RPVs at the tactical level for targeting and battle 

management could make significant further improvements in artillery effectiveness. So 

would some way of providing "fusion" of the data from imagery, JSTARS, RPV and other 

sources using standardized coordinates suitable for indirect fire targeting.90 

 Some US units found that they needed a more responsive way to call in fire on line-

of-sight targets. They felt that the US battle management system was not responsive enough 
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to allow artillery to provide immediate support on a target of opportunity basis and that this 

may require changes in the forward control system.91 

Artillery Mobility 

 The Gulf War again demonstrated that artillery and artillery command and support 

vehicles must be able to move at the same speed as tanks and armored fighting vehicles. 

The M-109 155mm self-propelled howitzer -- the standard US artillery weapon -- presented 

problems because it  could not keep up with the M-1A1s and Bradleys. It also experienced 

suspension problems and weight problems with a full ammunition load.  

 Modifications are currently underway, as part of the  M-109A6 Paladin to increase 

its speed, provide an on-board ballistic computer and GPS system, better secure 

communications with some digital transfer capability, driver's night vision capability, an 

improved cannon and gun mount, improved NBC protection, and the automotive 

improvements to allow it to keep up with the M-1A1 and M-2/M-3.92  

 At the same time, the US Army identified a requirement for an advanced field 

artillery system with a range of 30 kilometers with conventional ammunitions, and 40 

kilometers with RAP. This weapon was to have a maximum rate of fire of 12-16 rounds in 

5 minutes and 3-6 rounds per minute, and be able to put four rounds "simultaneously" on 

target.93 These kinds of requirements provide a good indication of the kinds of artillery 

systems needed  in future wars. 

 Some artillery experts also noted the need for better all-terrain trucks that could 

keep up with artillery units even in wet mud, for better dedicated armored combat vehicles 

to support forward artillery control and battle management. The US Army identified a 

requirement for an Armored Resupply Vehicle that could carry 200 rounds, move at speeds 

of 53 miles per hour, rearm self-propelled artillery at 12 rounds per minute, and refuel 

artillery at 35-50 gallons per minute.94  

 While it is unclear that the US Army can fund the new systems that it wants, these 

lessons seem valid in two respects. Moving artillery rounds to US artillery was a problem in 

wet and soft terrain. As has been discussed earlier, the M-113-based artillery support 

vehicles also presented problems in terms of speed, agility, and capacity -- and the need for 

improved support vehicles is likely to grow as artillery is progressively "netted" into 

steadily more sophisticated fire management and targeting systems. 95 

Laser-Guided Projectiles and DPICM Rounds 

 It is difficult to draw any firm lessons regarding smart artillery projectiles and dual-

purpose improved conventional munition (DPICM) ammunition. While approximately 90 

laser designated M-712 Copperhead artillery rounds were fired, and some with considerable 

success, insufficient fire took place to fully validate the use of this round and its expensive 
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development program. It is interesting to note, however, that teams with hand held-lasers 

and OH-58D helicopters with masthead designators  were able to use such round to destroy 

a number of  Iraq's artillery spotting towers in the forward area.96 

 The US made extensive use of dual-purpose improved conventional munition 

(DPICM) ammunition for its tube weapons, and for the MLRS and ATACMS. These 

DPICM rounds have submunitions or "grenades" that can kill personnel as well as destroy 

light armored equipment. A typical grenade is about 38.7 mm in diameter and weighs 210 

grams, including 30.5 grams of composition A-5 explosive. There are variations in design 

to improve stability with rifled or rocket weapons, and to handle the added acceleration of 

extend range or "base burn" rounds. 

 The standard 155mm M-483A1 projectile carries 64 M-42 and 24 M-46 grenades, 

or a total of 88. The extended range M-684 projectile carries 48 M-42 and 24 M-46 

grenades, or a total of 72.  The M-509A1 203mm. projectile carries 180 M-42 grenades, 

and the M-26 rocket for the MLRS carries 644 M-77 grenades. The Navy had DPICM 

rounds for the 16" guns of its battle ships, but did not use them during the Gulf War. 

Rounds with a total of up to 30 million such grenades were delivered into the theater during 

the Gulf War.97 

 The initial reporting on the Gulf War often credited DPICM with high effectiveness, 

and as "destroying" Iraqi artillery. Later -- limited -- surveys of the battlefield produced 

much more conservative reports -- indicating that DPICM largely suppressed Iraqi artillery 

and light armor by causing casualties among exposed crews or associated ammunition 

stocks and support equipment.98 Some artillery weapons were seriously damaged, however, 

and one Iraqi tank was destroyed when the explosive jet from an M-42 grenade penetrated 

its armor and exploded its exposed ammunition. It seems likely that DPICM ammunition 

was significantly more effective than regular ammunition, but insufficient data are available 

to draw detailed quantitative comparisons, or lessons about the relative merit of US DPICM 

designs in comparison with Soviet, German, French, South African, and Israeli rounds. 

 There is also an unresolved debate over the dud rate for such grenades which some 

sources have said was as high as 10-20%, versus the design goal of 2-5%. This has led 

some to argue that DPICM grenades should be modified to include larger fusing systems 

and a self-destruct mechanism, although this would reduce the number of grenades per 

projectile, and present additional potential reliability problems. Certainly, the grenades 

seem to have had a much lower dud rate than the Rockeye, which left many unexploded 

bomblets in the areas where it was used. 

The Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) and Army Tactical 

Rocket System (ATACMS) 
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 The US and Britain employed two major new indirect fire weapons systems during 

the Gulf War: The multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) and the Army Tactical Missile 

System (ATACMS). The MLRS fires a long-range free-flight M-77 rocket up to 32 

kilometers with great accuracy. As has been noted above, each rocket holds 644 dual-

purpose grenades. One M-77 rocket can disperse grenades over an area of six acres. 

Rockets are shipped in "pods" of six rockets each, which are normally deployed in two pods 

on M-270 lightly armored self-propelled tracked loader-launch vehicles, using a variant of 

the Bradley chassis. An M-270 can fire all 12 rockets in less than one minute, and a full 

volley can cover an area of up to 30 acres. The M-270 has a maximum speed of 40 miles 

per hour and can normally keep pace with armored movements.99 

 An MLRS unit normally has nine launchers at the battery level, and Corps level 

units normally have one or more battalions of 27 launchers each. The US and Britain 

deployed a total of 189 launch units during the Gulf War and fired 9,660 rockets at targets 

like artillery, convoys, logistics sites, and troop positions. The MLRS demonstrated 

excellent mobility and "shoot and scoot" performance. While the MLRS only had about 

half of the maximum range of the ASTROS multiple rocket launchers in Iraqi forces, the 

Coalition's vastly superior battle management and targeting capability allowed it to make 

use of the long range strike capability of the MLRS while Iraq was never able to exploit the 

ASTROS.100  

 Although only anecdotal information is available on the effectiveness of the MLRS, 

the US often employed it as a way of carrying out a massive barrage before an armored 

assault without having to wait hours for tube weapons to achieve the same weight of fire, 

and give targeted forces time to reorganize. The effect of this "steel rain" in disrupting Iraqi 

operations, as well as in suppressing and damaging area targets, soft targets, and artillery 

positions was confirmed in a number of prisoner of war reports.101 There were reports of 

cases where an Iraqi artillery battalion lost 64 guns to air raids and 46 to the MLRS, and a 

case where MLRS rockets and two 203mm battalions cost an Iraqi division a loss of 97 out 

of 100 guns. As has been touched upon earlier, such reports seemed to be exaggerated and 

to have confused suppression with destruction.102  

 Aside from the general problems in grenade reliability and lethality that affects all 

DPICM rounds, the only major criticism of the MLRS emerging from the Gulf War were 

its range limitations. A number of occasions occurred where the US might have been able 

to exploit such a system at ranges of 40-60 kilometers, where it was clear that relative range 

could become a critical issue against an opponent with effective long range targeting 

capability, and equipment maneuver and battle management capability. This explains why 
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the US is developing an extended range MLRS round with a DPICM warhead and a range 

of 50 kilometers or greater.103 

 The ATACMS was still a developmental system at the time of the Gulf War. It is a 

large 13-foot long solid-fueled semi-guided ballistic missile system with a 1,300 pound 

payload. It has five different warheads -- anti-armor, hard target, runway, mine, and a 

DPICM warhead carrying 950 bomblets. The DPICM warhead was the only one used in the 

Gulf War.104 

 The ATACMS can be fired by the M-270 launcher, which can carry two ATACMS 

per vehicle. It can use the same support and C4I/BM equipment as the MLRS. The missile 

has a nominal range of 85 kilometers, although some sources cite the range as being 100 

kilometers. The ATACMS was rushed to the Gulf in response to an USARCENT request 

on January 1991. USARCENT requested that the system be deployed for critical theater 

deep strike missions and suppression of enemy air defense operations. The US Army 

deployed 105 missiles, and kits for two MLRS batteries, with a total of 18 launchers, to fire 

the missile.  

 Although ATACMS was viewed as a "precious asset", and placed under ARCENT 

control to limit expenditures to high value targets, it proved highly responsive in meeting 

fire support requests from spotters like the A-10 aircraft. It also demonstrated that it could 

go from a call to fire during a road march to actual fire in as little as 13 minutes. US forces 

fired 32 ATACMS against surface-to-air missile sites, logistics sites, Scud positions, 

howitzer and rocket batteries, and tactical bridges. Initial battle damage assessment data 

indicated that the ATACMS destroyed, or rendered inoperable, all its targets. The US Army 

reported that ATACMS destroyed 200 unarmored Iraqi vehicles that were attempting to 

cross a bridge, and that its destroyed an SA-2 unit at a range of 85 kilometers.105 Once 

again, destruction seems to have been confused with suppression, although update reports 

still indicate that the ATACMS were highly effective. 

 It is important to note that the MLRS and ATACMS were used during the Gulf War 

in ways that may sharply understate their future value. The US Army had not deployed its 

new intelligence architecture, and the battle management and targeting methods used to 

draw on fixed-wing intelligence platforms were still relatively crude. The US Army and US 

Air Force had to improvise tactics and joint doctrine for employing long range land-based 

strike systems, which sometimes limited the effectiveness of both weapons.106  

 Equally important, smart submunitions like the Sense and Destroy Armor 

(SADARM) submunition or the Brilliant Anti-Armor Submunition (BAT) were still in the 

developmental stage. These systems allow an artillery shell, MLRS rocket, or ATACMS to 

disperse munitions which can autonomously locate, attack, and destroy tanks and lightly 
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armored vehicles like artillery. An MLRS rocket will be able to carry six SADARM 

rounds, and deploying such smart ordnance should greatly increase the kill capability of 

indirect fire systems against all forms of armored vehicles.107 

The Precision Revolution and Indirect Fire 

 As was the case with the "electronic battlefield," the indirect fire systems that the 

US and Britain used during the Gulf War were more advanced than those used in previous 

wars, but they were also highly transitional. As the previous discussion has shown, much 

more lethal rounds and deep strike capabilities, and much more effective C4I/BM systems 

should be available by the year 2000, or shortly thereafter. Such systems will further blur 

the distinction between land-based indirect fire, rotary wing attack aircraft, close air support 

aircraft, and battlefield interdiction aircraft and will steadily extend the depth of the FEBA 

to distances of up to 100 kilometers. 

 These changes are likely to be more evolutionary than revolutionary, but they are 

still likely to increase the qualitative differences between First World and Third World 

forces and the extent to which artillery mass is obsolete relative to precision and smart 

indirect fire capability. In this sense, the most important lesson to be drawn from indirect 

fire during the Gulf War is not what happened during the conflict, but that the Gulf War is a 

first indication of much more sweeping changes to come.     

Helicopter Operations 
  As was the case with armor and indirect fire weapons, helicopters made a major 

contribution to the new tempo of warfare in the Gulf conflict. As Chapter Eight has 

described, assault helicopters played a major role in securing the Coalition's western flank, 

and in leapfrogging to new bases during the advance of the XVIII and VII Corps to the 

West. Attack helicopters played a major role in supporting the advance of the I MEF, and 

providing a new day/night and poor visibility deep strike capability for US armored forces 

in many of the actions of XVIII and VII Corps. 

   As was the case with armor and indirect fire weapons, however, many of the 

capabilities of helicopters in the Gulf War involved transitional technologies or tactics. 

Further, the Gulf War may be unique in the extent to which one side could exploit 

helicopters while the other could not. Helicopter combat was shaped by the Coalition's 

overwhelming air superiority and Iraq's passive strategy and tactics.  

 While Britain, France, and the US made aggressive use of both attack and transport 

helicopters, Iraq only used helicopters in rear areas, and made no serious attempt to exploit 

its own helicopter forces. Iraq's helicopter forces had considerable strength. The Iraqi Army 

air corps had at least 160 combat helicopters to Iraq's air strength, including 40-45 Mi-24 
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Hind with the AT-2 Swatter, 20-50 SA-342 Gazelle (some with HOT), 56 Bo-105 with SS-

11 and HOT, 30 SA-316B Alouette III with As-12, and 10-13 SA-321 Super Frelons. Some 

of the Super Frelons were equipped with AM-38 Exocet and some with AS-12 missiles. 

However, none of Iraq's attack or troop lift helicopters played a significant role during the 

Gulf War. 

 In contrast, the US made massive use of both attack and transport helicopters. The 

US Marine Corps deployed four active squadrons with 50 AH-1W attack helicopters, and 

two reserve squadrons with 26 AH-1Js -- flying a total of 8,278 hours. The US Army 

deployed 145 AH-1S helicopters, flying a total of 10,000 hours, and 274 AH-64 Apache 

attack helicopters, flying a total of 18,700 hours. It also deployed 132 OH-58D scout and 

armed reconnaissance helicopters. The use of the AH-64 and OH-58D marked the first US 

use of a true attack helicopter and scout helicopter in combat.  

 US air assault forces used 489 UH-60 Blackhawk assault helicopters, which flew 

more than 44,000 hours. This included equipment for 18 UH-60 assault companies. US 

helicopter lift assets included 120 USMC CH-46Es, 42 USN CH/HH-46Ds and 163 CH-47 

Chinooks. The CH-47 was the major heavy lift helicopter used in US air assaults, such as 

the record air assault that the 101st Airborne Division conducted on the first night of the 

war.108  

 The US used helicopters to help prepare the battlefield. It conducted major attack 

helicopter and air assault operations in the VII and XVIII Corps, I MEF areas, and in 

support of some allied forces. It was able to use helicopters to seize forward advanced 

bases, and until the last day of the war, it planned a major air assault operation to seize 

blocking positions north of Basra.109  This plan to use the 101st Airborne Division to 

leapfrog north of Basra may not have had the full support of the highest levels of command. 

However, air assault forces did leapfrog to the Euphrates carrying 1,000 men in 66 

Blackhawks, supported by AH-64 and AH-1 attack helicopters. Such operations symbolize 

the kind of advanced air assault operation that may occur in the future. It is also important 

to note that helicopters, like armor and indirect fire weapons, often operated under night 

and poor weather conditions that would have halted operations in previous wars. 

 British ground forces deployed a reinforced helicopter battalion with 24 Lynx attack 

helicopters with 6 TOW anti-tank guided missiles each, and with 24 Gazelle scout 

helicopters. The RAF provided 16 Puma and 11 CH-47 Chinook medium transport 

helicopters.  British Lynx helicopters armed with TOW, and Gazelle Scout helicopters, 

supported the British 1st Armored Division, and the British Lynxes evidently destroyed a 

number of Iraqi armored vehicles. They did not, however, encounter extensive Iraqi 

armored forces and were used largely in a supporting and scout role.110  
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 The French 6th Light Armored Division had the 5th Combat Helicopter Regiment 

with 10 SA-341 20mm gunships and 30 SA-342 attack helicopters with HOT, and the 1st 

Transport Helicopter Regiment with 62 SA-330 Pumas. French forces had a total of 139 

helicopters, roughly 60 of which were armed. France and the United States conducted 

extensive helicopter operations in the XVIII Corps area. French forces used their Gazelles 

in a light cavalry role, ranging well in front of the Coalition forces to probe enemy 

defenses. They also used them to secure supply lines and guard the flanks of the French 

advance. The Puma transport helicopters were employed largely in support missions, 

although they performed some troop transport functions. Pumas were assigned to the 

medevac and combat search and rescue mission, but rarely had to be used in such a role.111  

 These Coalition helicopters encountered a number of C4I/BM and AirLand 

integration problems. Helicopter operations were limited by problems with helicopter 

navigation and night vision systems, and by rigidities in the ATO system that limited their 

effectiveness. Communications and battle management systems also limited the flexibility 

and reaction times of helicopter operations in ways that might not be repeated in the future, 

and helicopters -- like armor -- encountered serious fratricide problems that technology may 

be able to correct.  

 At the same time, helicopter operations had the ability to operate in an environment 

of nearly total air supremacy, and against enemy ground forces that had been severely 

damaged by the air campaign. Iraqi forces were also inept in using their short range air 

defenses against helicopters. No OH-58s were lost in scouting operations -- although 

limitations in night flying capability led to a reliance on the AH-64s for night scouting 

missions and limited the exposure of the OH-58 in some defended areas.112 Only one AH-

64 and two UH-60s were lost to enemy action, although these aircraft flew many missions 

in areas where Iraqi forces had large numbers of anti-aircraft weapons.113  

 While some CH-47s were fired upon, none was hit by an anti-aircraft weapon.114 

Some of this survivability was the result of improved aircraft survivability equipment. 

There were four crew reports of infrared and radar guided missile engagements against  

CH-47, EH-60 and UH-60 helicopters. No aircraft were lost as a result of these 

engagements, and their survivability equipment either allowed the aircraft to evade attack, 

or caused the missiles to miss the aircraft.  

 There is no doubt that helicopters emerged as a major new element of combined 

arms -- which like the MLRS and ATACMS -- bridged the gap in range and lethality 

between land and air power. The relative effectiveness of helicopters may, however, be 

very different against forces with effective air and air defense capabilities, and which 

aggressively employ helicopters of their own.  
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General Lessons Regarding Helicopter Operations 

 There are several lessons that emerge from the Coalition's experience with 

helicopters during the Gulf War that may apply to a broad range of systems in future wars. 

One lesson is the need to either carry out more demanding test and evaluation in all 

possible combat environments, or to allow for a period of adaptation and modification. 

French forces encountered fewer problems in operating in the Gulf because they had 

already adapted to similar problems while operating in Chad. Even so, they had problems 

with accurate navigation, because of the limits of Doppler systems, and had to daily apply 

tape to the leading edges of their rotor blades to protect against sand erosion.115 

 While French forces were experienced enough with similar desert environments in 

North Africa to adapt to Saudi requirements, Britain and the US had to develop new 

maintenance and support cycles for operations in the Gulf, and maintenance work hours 

rose sharply. US Army aviation draw downs of spare parts exceeded three times the normal 

rate during Desert Shield, and flying hours for many helicopters were cut from 15 hours per 

month to 6-10 hours to conserve them for operation in Desert Storm, and over 40,000 

flying hours had to be cut from the operations of non-deployed AH-64, OH-58D, UH-60, 

and CH-47D aircraft to provide the added parts and supplies needed to support this systems 

during the Gulf War.  

 British Lynx helicopters initially had so many problems with sand ingestion that -- 

even with sand filters -- engine life dropped from 1,200 hours to 100 (10 without sand 

filters).116 A detailed examination of the maintenance and service cycles for US helicopters 

reveals a pattern of modification and adaptation, somewhat similar to that needed for 

armored vehicles. Virtually all of the US helicopters operating out of unimproved bases 

experienced serious problems with sand ingestion, turbine blade erosion, and rotor blade 

wear. Temperature affected electronics and other systems.  

 These problems do not represent design or planning failures. No one can anticipate 

all of the requirements imposed by being deployed to a new and stress filled environment. 

At the same time, they are a warning that it is one thing to rapidly deploy helicopters to a 

new area of operations, and quite another thing to sustain them in effective combat. 117  

 Similarly, the after action reports on the British, French, and US helicopters used in 

the Gulf War reveal a common need for improved night and poor visibility vision and 

targeting systems, for precise navigation systems like the GPS, for better pilot displays to 

ease the work load in demanding night/poor visibility flight and in flying over featureless 

terrain like deserts, for better environmental protection and filters, and for better secure 

long range communications.118  
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 British helicopters were given night vision goggles and a limited night sight 

capability for TOW, but found that they were not properly equipped for night combat.119 

French forces had night vision capability, but no night sights for their HOT missiles, and 

could only be given a limited night scout capability in time for the land battle.  

 The US had the only helicopters fully equipped for night combat, and the Gulf War 

confirmed the value of years of US Army and USMC training in night operations, but it 

also showed that the shift to new tempos of "24 hour a day" warfare required US 

helicopters to be better equipped for such warfare. Systems like night vision goggles simply 

were not sufficient for either night or poor visibility missions, particularly because the US 

emphasized "nap of the earth" low altitude flight capability during both night and day to 

ensure survivability and maximum surprise.120 The OH-58, for example, was only equipped 

with ANVIS-6 night vision goggles and could not keep up with the AH-64 in night 

operations. This meant that the AH-64 often had to act as its own scout.121  

 While helicopter  survivability equipment was not really tested during the Gulf War, 

it is clear from the flight profiles of US Army and USMC attack and assault helicopters, 

that it was not possible to employ helicopters in high tempo operations and avoid extensive 

exposure to enemy anti-aircraft systems. Even though Iraqi forces were comparatively 

static, there were many occasions where US helicopters flew through areas where it was 

impossible to determine that Iraq had not deployed light air defense systems before the 

mission took place. This experience indicates the value of superior aircraft survivability 

enhancements even in comparatively low lethality air defense environments.122 

 British, French, and US operators seemed to agree that attack-helicopters should be 

allocated at the tactical level and be available for on-call support as well as strike 

operations. There seemed to be no support for centralizing operations at a higher echelon. 

The value of a mix of scout and attack helicopters was validated by all three countries, 

although only the US was able to deploy a scout helicopter with fully integrated night 

warfare and low visibility warfare capability.  

 Several units mentioned the need for integral long range targeting and surveillance 

capability to improve deep strike capability. Several units also felt that the present FAC 

system was not capable of calling for support under poor visibility conditions, or where 

targets were spread over depths in excess of 3,000-4,000 meters, and felt that FACs needed 

better intelligence or battlefield surveillance systems. British and French forces did not 

encounter serious "fratricide" problems, but it was obvious to helicopter operators in all 

three countries that helicopters need advanced IFF and friend or foe identification systems 

for high tempo AirLand operations.123  
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 Finally, any examination of the performance of helicopter units during the Gulf War 

reveals the same need for high rates of readiness and trained manpower as for fixed wing 

aircraft, armor, indirect fire systems and other sophisticated weapons systems. It is not 

possible to trace the extent to which each country was forced to draw down on world-wide 

inventories of spares and equipment, but interviews often indicate that it would not have 

been possible to sustain operational readiness without surging far more spares and 

equipment into the area that had been planned before the war. High pre-deployment pilot 

and ground crew readiness was critical to adapting to the need conditions of the desert, and 

almost all accounts of helicopter operations reveal a major surge in the man-hours needed 

to maintain combat readiness.  

French Experience 

 France came to the Gulf after extensive operating experience in Chad and other 

similar environments. Crews and maintenance personnel were accustomed to Saudi-like 

conditions, flying over featureless terrain, and dealing with sandstorms. French helicopters 

were already outfitted to take sand filters and intake particle separators. Yet, it still took 

about two weeks after deployment before French forces were able to support full-scale 

operations. French forces also had to rapidly upgrade their aircraft survivability equipment 

because this had been underfunded in previous defense budgets. They fitted improved radar 

warning receivers, SIGINT systems, and flare systems to some helicopters -- and equipped 

some helicopters with Mistral air-to-air missiles and gun sights suited for air-to-air combat 

-- although  Iraq's defenses proved so weak that none of these systems were really tested in 

combat.124   

 As has been touched upon earlier, French helicopter crews found that night vision 

goggles were not adequate because insufficient light was often available, particularly in fog, 

heavy cloud and storms. They concluded that they would have benefited from FLIR, other 

thermal vision systems, and dedicated navigation aids. They also lacked night strike 

capability because the Vivane stabilized night sight was not yet available, which limited 

operations. The most that French forces could do in the time available was to fit three 

Keops thermal imaging cameras to Gazelles to act as night scouts.125  

 French forces found that the use of advanced Mark IV IFF equipment helped reduce 

fratricide problems and the problems of operating the same type of helicopters as Iraqi 

forces. They also found the same need for improved communications as US helicopter 

forces. The French RITA mobile subscriber communications system worked well, but 

French helicopters had to land to erect the required antenna.126 

 French helicopter forces did not engage in extensive anti-tank operations, but did 

fire 240 HOT missiles. These were expended largely against trucks, staff vehicles, and 
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secondary targets -- French commanders had to give orders not to expend such high cost 

systems on low value targets. In general, the HOT seems to have been accurate and reliable, 

although no precise data are available. Some sources do indicate, however, that many 

engagements took place at 1,500-2,000 meters, and that sand obscuration presented a 

problem near the HOT's maximum range of 4,000 meters.127 

 As has been mentioned earlier, France also deployed a developmental version of the 

Orchidee battlefield radar. This system had originally been designed to give helicopters a 

deep strike targeting capability in Europe at ranges of 150 kilometers, largely for targeting 

the Hades tactical nuclear missile. It was designed to locate and identify helicopters, 

vehicles, and low flying aircraft. The demonstrator, which the French Army called "Horus" 

used a less capable radar with a range of about 70 kilometers mounted on a standard AS-

332 helicopter.   

 The US originally opposed deployment of the system because it required the 

helicopter to fly at heights reserved for fixed wing aircraft. Once deployed, however, it 

helped deal with the lack of dedicated tactical intelligence assets that limited all Coalition 

forces and the French commander passed the data gathered directly to XVIII Corps. The 

system was used to target Iraqi army electronic-jamming stations at the start of the air war 

for US A-10 and A-6 aircraft, and supported US Army helicopters by locating Iraqi ground 

forces. It was also deployed in front of French forces during their 160 kilometer advance 

into Iraq.  

 French forces felt that the system validated the need to procure and deploy a less 

costly version of Orchidee that will be called Horizon. Each of the Horizon systems consist 

of two Cougar helicopters and a ground station. The Cougar helicopters will use a long-

range S-Band moving target indicator observation radar with a rotating antenna and GPS. 

The radar has a maximum range of 150 kilometers (93 miles), and the on-board operator in 

the helicopter can detect, localize and identify targets, while providing data directly to the 

ground station for analysis and dissemination. The software for the ground station is still 

being developed, but is intended to automatically designate targets, detects and track unit 

and convoy movements, and automatically compare current tracks with previous data. It 

will also have an ELINT function to track, characterize, and target enemy emitters and 

radars.  It is unclear that Horizon will be funded, but this experience is another lesson in the 

value of adequate tactical intelligence assets directly allocated to major land 

commanders.128 Further, Britain is developing a somewhat similar system called Castor, 

and Italy is experimenting with adding AB-212 radars to a helicopter.129 

The AH-1 Attack Helicopter 
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 The AH-1 attack helicopter is similar to many of the attack helicopters deployed in 

other military forces, although many of the AH-1s that the US deployed had been modified 

to a high level of sophistication. The AH-1 has a speed of 140 knots and a combat radius of 

140 miles. It can be armed with TOW, Hellfire, Sidewinder, Sidearm missiles, and 2.75" 

and 5" rockets. It does, however, lack a night targeting system -- such as FLIR, an 

autonomous laser designator  --  and a precise navigation system like GPS. The 26 AH-1Js 

in the USMC reserve forces lacked anti-armor and anti-air capability.130 This mix of 

capabilities makes the US experience with the AH-1 relevant to many of the world's attack 

helicopters -- which have an equal or lower level of sophistication. 

 The US Marine Corps reported after the war that its 50 AH-1Ws had destroyed 97 

tanks, 104 armored personnel carriers and vehicles, 16 bunkers, and two anti-aircraft 

artillery sites without a single loss to enemy fire. Like most such damage claims, the exact 

figures are uncertain, but there is little doubt that the AH-1W provided effective support for 

I MEF forces. The capability to fire both TOW and Hellfire proved particularly useful, and 

the Marines used small detachments of 2-4 AH-1Ws, operating from remote locations, to 

provide rapid reaction close-in fire support. On at least one occasion these aircraft detected 

and attacked an Iraqi armored ambush.131  

 The US Army AH-1Fs were used for daylight reconnaissance and armored 

reconnaissance, and attack Iraqi armored movements. On one occasion, an AH-1F killed 

the lead Republican Guard vehicle on a causeway over the Euphrates, blocking the convoy. 

AH-1Ws and AH-1Js were also able to use TOW and Hellfire missiles to attack armor and 

fortified positions outside the FEBA, which often led small groups of Iraqi forces to 

surrender to the attack helicopters.132 

 At the same time, the USMC and US Army experienced significant adaptation 

problems with the AH-1W. Canopies required protective covers to reduce degradation from 

sand and head, and tape had to be applied to the leading edge of main rotor blades; engine 

life was sharply reduced due to turbine blade sand erosion in spite of frequent engine 

washing, and helicopters operating from remote locations during the advance experienced 

problems, indicating that they would have had trouble in sustaining operations much 

beyond five days. These problems illustrate the need for more demanding test and 

evaluation in areas outside the US and Europe to ensure that equipment can be made ready 

for sustained operations in a wide range of theaters.133 

  AH-1 operators also found the need for improved navigation and night/poor 

visibility warfare capability described earlier. They found that the helicopter is most 

effective at night or in poor visibility when it is least vulnerable, and has the most shock 

and killing effect. As a result, a night targeting system and an on-board laser designator is 
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being added in the Cobra Night Targeting System. A navigation FLIR is being considered 

as an upgrade to the AH-1W, and GPS is being added. These changes reflect much the 

same emphasis on night and all-weather warfare capability for attack helicopters that has 

long been placed on attack fighters. 

 AH-1 operators also indicated the need to provide a combat-qualified external fuel 

tank to extend range, and a better "fast FAC" and tactical battle management support to 

fully integrate attack helicopters into what has effectively become a close air support 

mission. They also note the lack of a clear doctrine and tactical support for allocating 

independent strike missions to attack helicopters, and the need to clarify the role of 

helicopters relative to artillery and fixed wing aircraft, and to improve targeting and target 

identification systems so that helicopters can take immediate advantage of the long range of 

their anti-armor systems. Targeting and sight systems sometimes forced helicopters to fly 

much closer to hull down tanks or other revetted targets than their main weapons systems 

required. Some operators also felt that their experience indicated limits to the Hellfire 

because the laser beam from its designator did not reflect back to the missile adequately in 

flying sand or rain -- a comment also made by French helicopter crews who had been 

briefed on the US system.134  

Apache: AH-64 

  The AH-64 Apache was the most sophisticated attack helicopter deployed during 

the Gulf War, and was equipped with the Hellfire missile and advanced avionics. It has a 

speed of  145 knots, a combat radius of 162 miles, and a self deployment range in excess of 

1,000 NM. Its service ceiling is 20,000 feet, and the crew station has armor plating and 

blast fragment shield. It has a mission endurance of up to 2.5 hours carrying 8 Hellfire 

missiles, 38 Hydra-70 2.75" rockets, and 1,200 rounds of 30mm cannon ammunition. Its 

avionics include FLIR systems, a TADS target acquisition and designation sight, an 

integrated helmet and display night system, and a pilot's night vision system (PVNS). The 

TADS and PVNS are the keys to its advanced performance and night/all weather capability. 

 AH-64s, led by Special Forces MH-53, were used in the first strike in Desert Storm. 

Two teams of four Apaches each attacked the Iraqi early warning ground control radar sites.  

The teams achieved complete surprise. The eight Apaches fired 27 Hellfire missiles, 100 

2.75 inch rockets and 4,000 rounds of 30mm ammunition. The Apache crews experienced 

no 30mm. gun jams. They destroyed both radar sites, and the mission created a corridor 

used by the air force to begin Desert Storm's air campaign. The mission took 15 hours and 

covered 950 nautical miles round trip. All of the aircraft returned without  damage. While 

this mission has sometimes been criticized for deliberately "showing off" the capabilities of 
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the Apache, when other systems like the F-117A might have been used, it is still an 

impressive demonstration of the long-range strike capabilities of advanced helicopters. 

 AH-64s were used in raids to prepare the battlefield before the land campaign, to 

scout out Iraqi defense positions, and designate targets like the Iraqi artillery spotting 

towers for attacks by Copperhead artillery rounds. They were used for armed 

reconnaissance in many occasions where no other aircraft could operate because of fog, low 

visibility, smoke, or poor weather. They were used in a forward role to help keep US forces 

separate, and for deep night reconnaissance. Apache units initially claimed to have killed up 

to 500 Iraqi tanks, and the 4th battalion, and the 229th Aviation Brigade claimed to have 

destroyed approximately 50 tanks in a single battle.135 The 1st Battalion of the 24th 

Aviation Brigade claimed to have killed 32 T-72 tanks, 50 armored vehicles, 38 air defense 

and artillery pieces, 54 wheeled targets, and other targets during a single mission. Later 

reporting indicated that the Apache might have destroyed or damaged as many as 278 

tanks, over 500 light and armored vehicles, over 100 pieces of artillery, and a variety of 

other targets during Desert Storm -- although this corrected total may still include a 

significant number of double kills and kills of inactive systems.136  

 While there are significant problems in the way the Army counted "missions," and 

some "missions" involved multiple sorties against different targets, while others only 

involved a single sortie, it is clear that the Apaches flew 83 missions and 652 flights during 

the air campaign. It flew 46 missions during the air campaign: 29 of these missions were 

armed night reconnaissance, 10 were attack missions, 5 were security missions to protect 

Army land forces, 1 was rescue, and 1 was escort. Apaches flew 37 missions during the 

land war: 24 were attack missions, 6 were armed reconnaissance, and seven were security. 

Apaches engaged enemy targets during 28 of the 37 missions during Desert Storm.137 

 There is no way to validate the need for the advanced capabilities provided by the 

Apache during Desert Storm in quantitative terms, but Chapter Eight has described their 

value in the XVIII and VII Corps operations, and the fact that they gave the US Army a 

unique deep strike capability as well as close-in support. Chapter Eight has also shown that 

the Apache might have been considerably more effective if it has not been restricted by the 

ATO, if better "deep strike" targeting data had been available, and if the US had carried out 

its plans for a long range air assault to establish a blocking position north of Basra. 

 At the same time, the Apache was scarcely without weaknesses. It had the same 

long range radio communications problems that affected most of the helicopters used in 

long range missions during Desert Storm. The IFF problems encountered by all attack 

helicopters were compounded in the case of the Apache by the fact that its TADS could 

detect targets at long ranges, but its IR sensors were saturated by very hot targets, and the 
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AH-64 found it difficult to discriminate between different types of vehicles. The return 

reflected by its laser system from targets to its Hellfire missiles was weakened by rain, 

flying sand, and ground fog, and forced the Apache to close to shorter ranges.138 

 The Department of Defense study of the war noted,139  

"The aircraft's auxiliary power unit, environmental control unit, and shaft driven 

compressor lacked adequate filtration systems to counter the hard desert 

environment. Excessive amounts of sand were ingested, damaging these 

systems. Limited radio transmission ranges hindered the ability to communicate 

with AH-64s, particularly at low altitudes and during deep interdiction 

missions."  

 Apache readiness rates exceeded the US Army standard throughout Desert Storm, 

but this came at a high cost in terms of the draw down on world-wide parts inventories and 

man-hours of maintenance. The Apache also experienced serious problems with its 30mm. 

gun, and with the reliability of its night vision and targeting systems. High operational rates 

during the land campaign were only maintaining by "peaking" the aircraft before the 

campaign began, and flying in parts for direct swaps; maintenance crews could not keep up 

with the AH-64s once the advance into Iraq began.140  

 These problems led to a long debate after the war over the relative effectiveness of 

the Apache -- triggered in part by the long standing opposition to the program of the US 

General Accounting Office and Congressman John Dingell, the Chairman of the House 

Committee on Special Investigations.141 This debate is interesting because it raises the issue 

of how sophisticated and complex an attack helicopter should be, and the fact that an 

aircraft like the Apache is approximately as sophisticated and as costly as a fighter plane 

raises obvious problems in terms of trade-offs between force quality and force quantity.  

 The experience of the AH-64 during the Gulf War cannot answer this question, but 

an examination of the record makes several points clear: 

o Apache operations had problems that are unlikely to occur in most conflicts. The 

Iraqi forces collapsed so quickly that they retreated before the logistic support for 

the AH-64 force could be moved forward. As a result, multi-battalion deep AH-64 

raids were delayed until late on February 26, and only three could be competed 

during the rest of the 26th, and through the evening of the 27th. Yet, attacks like the 

AH-64 raid on the causeway crossing the Hawr al Hammar still showed that such 

raids could be extremely lethal in destroying retreating Iraqi armor.142 

o Placing mission restrictions on the Apache during the air campaign was not a 

product of its vulnerability or limitations, but a prudent effort to conserve a critical 

asset for the land campaign.  
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o It is clear from Chapter Eight that many of the mission restrictions placed on the 

AH-64 during the land campaign were the product of rigidities in the ATO system, 

and broader problems, in deciding on the day-to-day execution of the land battle 

that affected the use of armored forces and all major combat elements. There also 

were severe limits in the intelligence support given to AH-64 units relative to fixed-

wing units. AH-64 units often did not get imagery and other mission planning data 

available to fighter units, or they got imagery that was up to 48 hours old.143 

o Many of the maintenance and operational problems encountered by the Apache only 

seem exceptional when they are taken out of context, and occurred with many other 

systems -- including the Lynx Helicopter and both the Abrams and Challenger 

tanks. Many other helicopters, including the UH-1, UH-60, OH-58D, and CH-47D 

required major refurbishment after service in the Gulf War.144  

o The AH-64's stated IOC date of 1986 disguises the fact that AH-64 was the first 

fully dedicated attack helicopter design to enter service, and was still evolving into a 

final weapons system at the time the Gulf War began.  

o Much of the technology of the AH-64s used in Desert Storm dated back to the late 

1970s and early 1980s. Advances in solid state systems and many other aspects of 

helicopter design are progressively lowering the cost and weight penalties of 

advanced long-range strike and night warfare capabilities. These advances are 

reflected in the conversion plans for the AH-64 Longbow and the design of the 

Comanche scout helicopter. 

 The Army has since corrected many of the problems in the AH-64, including adding 

GPS, SINCGARS, improved fire control computers and systems, fixes to the 30mm gun, a 

flight data recorder, and substitution of more reliable components. However, some of the 

problems with the AH-64 during the war may be another lesson of the war. It is impossible 

to prove that the Army and program manager failed to properly  subject the AH-64 to test 

and evaluation before the Gulf War, although at least one retired Army officer feels this to 

be the case.145 Some of materials provided on the Apache by the US Army since the war 

indicate, however, that the Army was not properly responsive to the complaints of operators 

in the field, that it failed to realistically test the aircraft and/or to react to the results of its 

own tests, and that it created a climate where "good news" and "success" was expected.  

 This experience is scarcely unique to the US Army. It is a reason that this study 

makes so little use of manufacturer reporting and data, and Chapters Six and Seven have 

shown that "cheer leading" and exaggerated claims affected much of the initial analysis of 

the air campaign. The fact is, however, that innovative and experimental systems like the 

AH-64  require program management that honestly accepts risks and the need for a long 
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cycle of test and evaluation, and "fixes" before a weapon is fully ready. This experience 

with the AH-64 is also a warning of the practical absurdity of some current concepts that 

call for developing weapons to production readiness as a substitute for investment in actual 

force modernization.  The AH-64 is scarcely unique in taking five years from IOC to true 

combat readiness. Not one major weapons system examined in this study was truly combat 

ready when first deployed; every system examined in detail reflected years of post 

deployment refinement, modification, and adaptation. 

 Hellfire 

 A somewhat similar debate arose over the performance of Hellfire following the 

Gulf War, which is also of broader interest because of what it reveals about the 

performance of missile systems. The Hellfire is a third generation airborne ATGM that is 

the primary weapon of AH-64. It homes in on a laser spot designated by AH-64 or ground 

unit. It can be fired in a number of modes, including homing on ground designation, and as 

a single shot or in ripple fire. It has a maximum range of 6,700 meters, and is to be 

deployed in four different versions: The basic version has a semi-active laser seeker; an 

improved version with a precursor for reactive armor; the Hellfire Optimized Missile 

System (HOMS) for future armored threats; and the Long Bow, a developmental version 

with a fire and forget millimeter seeker.146 

 The analysis of Hellfire is conspicuously omitted from the Department of Defense 

analysis of the lessons of the war -- one of the few new weapons systems that was not 

included in Annex T of the study.147 US Army reporting immediately after the war noted, 

however, that the Apache used the Hellfire in the first hostile action of operation Desert 

Storm, and that its initial expenditure reports showed that approximately 2,900 missiles 

were fired, that this figure could increase to as many as 4,000 to 5,000 missiles when all 

units have reported, and that the system proved to be highly effective against radar sites, 

bunkers and tanks.148  

 Later investigations by the GAO found that Hellfire fell substantially short of its 

desired 90% hit rate (although the same problem occurred with virtually every form of 

guided ordnance used in Desert Storm). These investigations concluded that Hellfire 

accuracy ranged widely from as low as 46% to 100% depending on the unit,  and averaged 

around 65%-79%, and that Apache units fired around 1,000 Hellfire missiles during Desert 

Storm. They also found that 81 of 167 Apache pilots interviewed experienced some 

reliability and accuracy problems with the Hellfire system for many of the reasons 

discussed earlier. These problems included (1) environmental conditions such as blowing 

sand, smoke, and haze, which at times prevented the Apache's targeting laser from locking 

onto intended targets; (2) mechanical problems with the missile launcher; and (3) a weak 
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targeting laser power unit, which guides the missile." (A problem that sometimes forced 

AH-64s to close to ranges under 1,500 meters).149  

 Such problems were serious enough to require retraining of two battalions to teach 

them how to compensate for obscuration -- retraining that was the result of a failure to 

include such problems in the training simulator and the low rate of peacetime fire training 

imposed by the missile's cost. Crews also had to require new tactics like "lock-on after 

launch" to overcome backscatter problems when the laser initially locked on the reflection 

of blow sand. Bugs covering seeker heads may have affected other missions, as did smoke 

contrails from the missile that interfered with the targeting laser. There were also problems 

with system failures, improperly positioning the missile on launch rails, failures of the 

missile to leave the launcher when commanded, and five missiles that fired during training 

and maintenance without command.150 

 Once again, it is important to keep this experience in context. The problems in the 

Hellfire are typical of the real-world problems in virtually all of the "smart ordnance" used 

in Desert Storm. The lesson is not that Hellfire was not effective, but that real world 

operational results remain radically different from the high kill probabilities and damage 

expectancies specified for most weapons, and that emerge from initial combat claims. 

 The US Army has modified the improved the version of Hellfire, or "Hellfire II, 

after the Gulf War, to solve the laser obscurant/back scatter problem, provide electro-

optical countermeasure hardening, improve target reacquisition capability, add an advanced 

warhead capable of defeating reactive armor, add reprogramability to adapt to changing 

requirements and threats, allow shipboard compatibility, and reduce the missile back to the 

100 pound, 64 inch size of the original missile.151 The need for these modifications is a 

lesson in the fact that war remains the best form of test and evaluation, and a further lesson 

in the growth potential of many of today's platforms and weapons. Like most of the 

weapons that the US brought to Desert Storm, Hellfire will be a much more effective 

system in the future because of US combat experience.  

 More broadly, if the problems in using the Hellfire are combined with the problems 

in the AH-1 and AH-64 discussed earlier, and with some of the problems encountered by 

French forces, they also argue for an all-weather-night combat attack helicopter with the 

kind of fire and forget capabilities. If war is to take place at high tempos for 24 hours a day, 

if armor is to maneuver at new rates and with new lethality, and if indirect fire is to 

continue to change in lethality, helicopter capabilities must keep pace. Further, only a 

helicopter with such mission capabilities can counter many of the operational problems in 

fixed-wing aircraft discussed in Chapter Seven, or ensure the success of the kind of long 
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range air assault operations described in Chapter Eight in an environment where the 

opponent is more effective than Iraq. 

 This makes the growth capability of the Hellfire for use in the Longbow system is 

particularly important because it would give the US its first true all-weather fire and forget 

system. The helicopter part of the Longbow system consists of adding a mast mounted 

millimeter wave fire control radar (FCR), a radio frequency interferometer (RFI), and a 

radio frequency Hellfire missile to the Apache. The FCR will allow the AH-64 to detect 

ground or air targets, and the RFI will allow it to detect emitters. A central processor will 

then classify and prioritize targets and pass the target information to the missile seeker.  

 The AH-64D modification of the AH-64 will also provide a digitized and 

multiplexed cockpit with greatly improved multi-function displays to reduce pilot 

workload. It will have improved cooling, additional power, expanded avionics bays, 

upgraded processors, integrated avionics, and data modems that allow situation and target 

data transfer to compatible systems on the "digital battlefield. These improvements will 

allow the pilot to engage targets with greatly reduced decision and exposure times, 

regardless of weather and many forms of camouflage and ground cover.152  

 The improvements to the Hellfire missile add a fire and forget millimeter wave 

seeker to the Hellfire II missile body. This millimeter seeker will function in rain, snow, 

fog, smoke, and in spite of most battlefield obscurants. The missile will also have 

resistance to millimeter wave countermeasures, and an improved warhead to increase the 

ability to defeat reactive armor.153 With integrated into the AH-64D, it will theoretically 

allow the aircraft to simultaneously track up to 16 targets and engage them within one 

minute. One has only to consider what such a capability would have accomplished during 

some of the more critical phases of the land battle in Desert Storm to realize how much this 

system reacts to the lessons of that conflict. 

 The US now plans to equip 11 AH-64 battalions (or 273 aircraft) and about one-

third of its new Comanche helicopters with Longbow. The range of the Longbow system is 

classified, but AH-64s were able to find targets at ranges up to 12 kilometers with their 

existing sights during the ground war, and the Longbow system offers a potential stand-off 

kill capability relative to many land-based air defense systems, as well as the ability to 

attack formations in considerable depth.154   

 Kiowa Warrior, OH-58C/D  

 As has been noted earlier, the OH-58C/D was the only dedicated scout helicopter used 

in Desert Storm. Its key feature is a mast-mounted sight with day and night target 

acquisition sensors, and with a laser range finder-designator located above the rotor to 

improve survivability. The OH-58C/D had a highly accurate navigation system with target 
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handover capability. It was used during Desert Storm to handover targets to the AH-64 and 

designate them for Hellfire. Some Kiowa-Apache teams reported 15-20 tank kills per 

mission, and two OH-58Ds, operating from the USS Nicholas, were used as part of a task 

force to destroy Iraqi air defense emplacements on oil platforms on January 21st.155  

 The US Army deployed 132 OH-58Ds, primarily for night reconnaissance and 

intelligence support and joint team deployments with the AH-64. OH-58Ds also operated 

with the US Navy and Marine Corps, and helped to coordinate fire support and lead joint 

fixed and rotary wing attack teams. OH-58Ds were used to designate targets for F-111Ds. 

They also supported SEAL operations, designated targets for Copperhead, and led the 

advance of the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment.   

 In broad terms, the OH-58D validated the need for an advanced scout helicopter with 

advanced night and poor visibility capability in a wide range of missions -- although, as has 

been noted earlier, it lacked sufficient night and poor visibility avionics to keep up with the 

AH-64.156 It is difficult to generalize beyond this conclusion on the basis of its performance 

during the Gulf War, particularly because the poor performance of Iraqi air defense forces 

never stressed the capabilities of the AH-64 to the point where the value of the added 

survivability provided by a small high maneuverability scout helicopter was fully tested.   

 The US Army concluded, however, that its experience with the OH-58D validated the 

need for the more advanced RAH-66 Comanche scout helicopter, and for upgrading the 

OH-58D with better night flight support for the pilot, a system processor capable of 

multiple target tracking, an eye-safe laser range finder, and imbedding GPS into the 

aircraft's existing inertial navigation system.157 

 Blackhawk: UH-60 

 US experience with the its new UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter is interesting in 

several respects. The US deployed 486 UH-60s to the Gulf and often found that it needed 

the added range that the UH-60 provided over the UH-1 (The UH-60 has a basic range of 

396 miles, which extends to 803 miles with its External Support System and Extended 

Range Fuel System). It found that it needed the added survivability provided by the 

Blackhawk airframe, and that both its range and survivability were important during 

operations like the advance of the 101st Airborne Division to the Euphrates. The Army also 

solved some of its long range communications problems by equipping 17 Blackhawks with 

the AN/ASC-15B-2 C2 console. This gave commanders a combined secure VHF/UHF, FM, 

and tactical satellite communications capability.158   

 At the same time, the US found that the UH-60's Doppler navigation system did not 

function properly in featureless terrain, and that the aircraft needed GPS, that the UH-60 

had a variety of sand ingestion and abrasion problems, that better night flight equipment 
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was needed, and that night vision goggles did not provide enough data for low altitude 

flight or night sling operations. These lessons repeated the broader lessons discussed 

earlier. 

 The CH-46 Sea Knight and Chinook CH-47 Transport 

 Helicopters 

 While a number of other transport helicopters were used during the Gulf War, the 

CH-46E and CH-47 carried out most transport, supply, and troop movements under combat 

conditions. The USMC used 120 CH-46Es, and the US Navy used 42 CH-46Ds. This 

experience raised serious questions about the performance of the CH-46. The aging 

aircraft's performance was restricted by rotor head problems, and its range was restricted to 

102 miles with no loiter time (110 miles with no restrictions). It lacked adequate night 

flight capability because night vision goggles did not prove adequate without a supporting 

FLIR system. It also lacked the GPS system needed for accurate navigation. The aircraft 

also suffered from typical problems with sand ingestion and turbine blade erosion.159  

 Some of these problems are being corrected in a CH-46 upgrade program, but any 

review of the various accounts of USMC experience with this aircraft indicate that it lacks 

the range, lift, speed, and sophistication to support either amphibious or land operations in 

a demanding environment. It needs rapid replacement, and to the extent that it is typical of 

many of the other types of transport helicopters used throughout the world, it indicates that 

low performance day-only transport helicopters do not meet the needs of modern combat. 

 The CH-47 was more successful. A total of 163 were deployed by US forces, and 

CH-47s were used by several other countries. The CH-47 has a range of 360 miles,  a 

maximum speed of 150 NMPH, and a 13,100 foot single engine ceiling that can hover up to 

17,250 feet and carry payloads up to 24,000 pounds. It was the only helicopter capable of 

rapidly repositioning heavy equipment, and was used to move M-198 howitzers, fuel and 

ammunition, and the fire support equipment that the 101 Airborne Division needed in its air 

assault into Iraq. It was used extensively to establish refueling and rearming sites points in 

support of deep operations, to conduct long range rescue missions, and to move large 

numbers of enemy prisoners of war.  One aviation battalion flew 338 missions at night into 

Iraq, at ranges of 120 nautical miles, preceding an XVIII airborne corps attack.  

 It should be noted, however, that the vulnerability of a large transport helicopter like 

the CH-47 was never fully tested because of Iraq's lack of capability. The CH-47 

experienced typical rotor blade, engine, and oil cooler problems with the sand and heat in 

Desert Storm, and that the US Army also found the same need for GPS, a modern 

ANVIS/HUD system for night operations, and improved communications as it did for 

virtually all of the helicopters used during Desert Storm.160 These lessons have had broad 
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applications in terms of the modernization needs of transport helicopters for regional 

contingencies and night operations.   

 The Changing Role of Helicopters in the AirLand Battle 

 There are obvious dangers in generalizing from the Coalition's experience during 

the Gulf War, but the range of British, French, and US experience with helicopters during 

the war highlights the steadily increasing role that helicopters can play in the land battle, 

and the degree to which new tactics and C4I/BM systems may be needed to fully integrate 

them into both the land and air battles. Like so many aspects of Desert Storm, helicopter 

operations and capabilities were both more advanced than in any previous combat, and 

subject to so many problems and limitations, that they must be regarded as a transitional 

step in the evolution of new tempos of combat and depths and speeds of operations. 

 There is, however, one more aspect of helicopter operations that at least deserves 

passing mention. While many innovative uses were made of helicopters, much of the 

documentation of the land battle and air campaign seems to treat helicopter operations in 

terms of artificial or traditionalized limits in their role relative to the role of fixed wing 

aircraft or armor and indirect fire. There is a particularly striking lack of direct comparison 

of the role of fixed and rotary wing aircraft in close air support in virtually all of the various 

analyses of the lessons of the Gulf War by the Department of Defense, US Army, US Air 

Force, and USMC. This "bureaucratization" of the role of helicopters in the AirLand battle 

may  reduce the friction between and within the US military services -- as it does in a 

number of other countries -- but it also seems to inhibit military planning and analysis. 

 These problems are symptoms of a much broader problem in using the AH-64, and 

in US helicopter operations. In spite of its AirLand battle doctrine and a great deal of 

rhetoric about jointness, the US had not developed a true doctrine for joint or integrated 

fixed and rotary wing air operations at the time of the Gulf War. As a result, it left the 

details of fighter-attack helicopter cooperation to unit commanders, and solved many of its 

problems in allocating helicopters and fixed wing aircraft by separating them in terms of 

flight zones, altitudes, or operating areas. In short, the US "deconflicted" fixed wing and 

rotary wing operations, rather than integrated them. This problem was recognized by a 

number of US Army helicopter pilots during the war, but it was not drawn as a broad lesson 

until the incident on April 14, 1994, where two USAF F-15s shot down two US Army UH-

60s over the Kurdish enclave in Iraq.161 

 This failure to learn from the Gulf War was clearly recognized in the memo the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs sent to the Secretary of Defense reporting on the UH-60 

shoot-down.162 This memo recognized serious problems in the way in which the US used 

the AWACS and its IFF systems in integrating fixed and rotary wing operations. More 
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broadly, it recognized a lack of proper joint doctrine and integration of all phase of fixed 

and rotary wing operations: 

"I will order that all Commanders-in-Chief review their Joint Task Force 

operations to ensure that they are conducted in accordance with published joint 

doctrine...I will direct my staff to complete within 90 days the doctrine for air 

operations between joint forces. This doctrine will address both operations in 

war and operations other than war. This will enhance existing guidance 

contained in Joint Pub 3-52, Doctrine for Joint Airspace Control in the Combat 

Zone."  

Land-Based Air and Missile Defenses 
 The Coalition won air superiority so early in the Gulf War that the capabilities of 

Coalition land-based air and missile defenses were only tested by the Scud attacks 

discussed in Chapter Eleven. The  effectiveness of Iraqi surface-to-air missiles and anti-

aircraft systems against Coalition aircraft had been discussed in Chapter Six. However, 

some aspects of Iraq's performance were so bad that they are still puzzling. 

 Iraq had some 6,100 mobile anti-aircraft guns, with a number of ZSU-23-4 radar 

guided self-propelled weapons, and 2,404 towed heavy AA guns ranging from 85mm to 

130mm, in inventory at the time of the Gulf War. Iraq also had some 8,000 mobile and 

man-portable surface-to-air missile launchers, including 6,500 SA-7s, SA-8s, 400 SA-9s, 

192 SA-13s, 288 SA-14s, and SA-16s, and roughly 100 Roland fire units on self-propelled 

armored vehicles.163 By the time Desert Storm began, there were at least 100 fixed anti-

aircraft sites in Kuwait with at least 124 guns and an unknown number of missiles. There 

were an additional 167 sites and 442 guns near Basra, and 73 sites and 180 guns in the area 

at the northern edge of the KTO 164  

 These systems proved to be Iraq's most effective way of attacking Coalition aircraft 

and -- as Chapter Seven describes -- they forced many Coalition strike/attack aircraft  to fly 

high and use delivery profiles that reduced their effectiveness. Yet, this vast array of air 

defense systems still only caused the lost of nine aircraft to AAA systems, 13 aircraft to 

short range infra-red guided systems, and 10 aircraft to all types of radar-guided systems. 

These aircraft losses are summarized by type in Table 9.2, and it is clear that there is little 

point in trying to draw lessons from the loss rate by type per sortie flown. Iraqi air defenses 

were extremely ineffective, and Coalition losses were largely stochastic -- rather than a 

function of aircraft type or mission flown.165 

 It is also striking that Iraqi short range air defenses had so little effect even in hitting a 

frequently exposed rotary wing aircraft like the AH-64, often flown over parts of the 
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battlefield during the land campaign, where US forces had no time to survey the precise 

density and location of Iraqi anti-aircraft systems. Only one AH-64 suffered enough 

damage so the aircraft was downed. Its crew survived and was recovered, and the aircraft 

was actually destroyed by US forces to prevent Iraq from recovering the aircraft. This loss 

seemed to have been the result of a hit by a 79mm. AA round from an unguided gun. Six 

other AH-64s took some kind of combat damage, but almost none of it came from AA 

weapons -- particularly from sophisticated systems like missiles or radar guided guns: Five 

of the seven Apaches were hit by small arms fire, one by a missile fragment, and one by 

either small arms or an AA gun.166   

  As has been discussed in Chapter Six, it is difficult to understand exactly why Iraqi 

defenses were so ineffective. Part of the explanation is certainly the Coalition use of air 

defense suppression systems, the use of high altitude strike/attack profiles, and the  constant 

air defense suppression effort of Coalition air forces. Pilot reports and some land 

engagement reports only rarely indicate a high rate of fire by Iraqi short-ranged air defense 

systems, and a number of observers indicate that Iraq often did not use its radars because of 

its fear of HARM attacks, and where crews felt that this would lead to follow-up attacks, 

they did not use their short-range air defenses  

 This still does not fully explain the low kill rates reflected in Table 9.2. A 

supplementary explanation may be that Iraq ended the war with much of the same tactics in 

employing short-ranged air defenses that it began with. Iraq did not attempt to aggressively 

create more effective "traps" by redeploying different missiles into overlapping kill zones in 

areas where it was certain to be struck by Coalition air forces, or tailor its deployments to 

deal with specific threats like the A-10, AV-8B or AH-64. It used its attrition strategy far 

too passively, and seems to have initially assumed that its short ranged air defense systems 

were far more lethal than they were. 

 The question for future wars is whether other Third World nations will be so grossly 

inept. Egypt's performance during 1970-1973 indicates that they will not, as does the 

Afghan experience using only limited numbers of Blowpipes and Stingers. However, 

Syrian performance in 1982 was only marginally better than that of Iraq in 1991. The key 

point is that the Gulf War does not conclusively demonstrate that the kind of short-range air 

defenses common to the land forces of many nations will be as ineffective as Iraq's defenses 

were in the Gulf War. 
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Table 9.2 

 

Coalition Losses to Iraqi Land-Based Air Defenses in the Gulf War 
 
Country and Service      Aircraft Type       Number of Coalition Aircraft Lost to Iraqi Defenses   Total Sorties 
                                                          AAA         IR SAM        Radar SAM          Total       Flown 
 
USAF A-10 0 4 0 4 8,840 
 AC-130 0 1 0 1 104 
 F-15E 1 0 1 2 2,172 
 F-16 1 0 2 3 13,087 
 F-4G 1 0 0 1 2,683 
 OA-10 0 2 0 2 660 
USN A-6E 2 0 1 3 4,824 
 F-14 0 0 1 1 4,005 
USMC AV-8B 2 3 0 5 3,359 
 OV-10 0 2 0 2 482 
  Sub-Total  7 12 5 24 40,216 
 
Saudi AF Tornado GR.1 1 0 0 1 667 
 
RAF (UK) Tornado GR.1 1 1 4 6 1,644 
 
Kuwaiti AF A-4 0 0 1 1 651 
 
TOTAL  9 13 10 32 43,178 
 
Source: Adapted by the author from US Air Force, Gulf War Air Power Survey, Volume V,  pp. 316-317, 
641. 
 

Night Vision and Poor Visibility Warfare 
 It is impossible to cover all of the potential lessons relating to the land battle that 

emerged from the Gulf War. There are, however, a number of additional lessons that are of 

considerable importance. These include the need to properly equip forces for night and poor 

visibility warfare, the need for adequate barrier and mine warfare capability, the need for 

adequate battlefield sustainability and mobility, the problem of fratricide, the role of special 

forces, logistic, and the issues raised by the problems that the US Army encountered with 

its reserve forces. While these issues cannot be treated in depth, each is of importance in 

terms of what the Gulf War indicates about the character of future wars. 

 In regard to night vision systems, the anecdotal accounts of night vision systems 

during the Gulf War stress the value of thermal sights over the night vision equipment 

fielded at the time for several reasons: Value in poor visibility and weather conditions, the 

ability to target and detect at long ranges, to see targets partially covered by barriers or 

covered by camouflage, and the ability to function even under the darkest conditions.167 

These reports parallel the value that various air forces found in FLIR and other advanced 

infrared systems. It is also clear that Iraq suffered from a lack of adequate night vision 
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equipment, and from the fact that even its best tanks had inadequate Soviet-made night 

vision equipment. 

 At the same time, such reports scarcely mean that night vision systems did not 

complement FLIRs and thermal vision systems, that today's thermal vision systems are light 

enough to be made man-portable, or that advanced night vision systems are not cost-

effective ways of achieving "24 hours a day" warfare capabilities. The lesson is rather that 

night and poor weather warfare has become a critical part of modern warfare, and one 

where an advantage can often be exploited with decisive effect. It is also that simply 

providing night sights or night vision goggles is not a substitute for an integrated system for 

night and poor weather warfare which may often involve the use of other supporting 

systems and dedicated ergonomics.  

 A number of Coalition weapons suffered from the fact that night and poor weather 

visibility systems were not in balance with requirements. In some cases, the system 

provided inadequate range to allow the operator to exploit the range of his weapons. 

Visibility sometimes lacked a wide enough angle of vision to provide for wide area 

detection or surveillance, or could detect a target without characterizing it. Commanders 

sometimes lacked vision systems to match those of gunners, drivers sometimes lacked the 

systems provided to commanders, and some systems either lacked sufficient additional 

information to allow effective night operation (particularly of helicopters) or were 

vulnerable to plume out and IR-overload. 

 The fact that the Gulf War exposed many mismatches between night/poor vision 

warfare capabilities and total weapons system or tactical requirements is the lesson that 

must be explored in the future. This is particularly important as the range of all types of 

weapons increases, as fratricide problems increase with the tempo of combat, as helicopter 

flight profiles become more demanding, and as armored engagement rates at night become 

critical. Like many of the advantages that the Coalition enjoyed during the Gulf War, there 

is no guarantee that simply providing night vision capability and/or thermal sights will 

provide such an advantage in the future. "Owning the night" -- and fighting in rain, fog, and 

sand -- will become progressively more competitive with time.168    

Barrier Warfare and Mine Warfare 
 Chapter Three and Chapter Eight have discussed both the build-up of Coalition 

engineering and mine warfare capabilities, and the speed and success of the Coalition 

breaching operation. Even in retrospect it is difficult to determine why Iraqi minefields and 

barrier defenses were as ineffective as they were. Some Iraqi defenses were well laid out, 

and Iraq laid as many as 500,000 land mines in the border area. These included relatively 
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modern types of mines like the Chilean Cardoen directional anti-personnel mine, the OZM 

series bounding anti-personnel mine or the "Bouncing Betty," the Italian Vasella Valmara 

69 bounding anti-personnel mine, the Vasella VS 2.2 anti-tank mine, the Soviet PMN anti-

personnel mine, and the TM-46 Soviet anti-tank mine. 

 Several factors seemed to have been of critical importance: 

o In spite of the Coalition's intelligence problems, it was able to survey the barriers 

and minefields with considerable success and exploit what often were serious 

weaknesses in their layout and design.   

o The air campaign did not destroy such facilities or succeed in destroying mine 

fields, but it seriously weakened Iraq's forward deployed units, undercut their 

morale, and weakened their ability to defend. It also made Iraqi forces dig in and 

stay behind their defenses, rather than aggressively patrol in front of them. 

o The air campaign and the AirLand preparation for the battle destroyed much of 

Iraq's artillery and seriously affected the morale and capability of the surviving 

artillery. However, Iraqi artillery was critical to suppressing the Coalition barrier 

crossing and breaching operation, and forcing Coalition forces to advanced though 

areas that were still mined. 

o The Iraqis had been passive in patrolling and defending their barrier defenses even 

during the Iran-Iraq War, especially at night. They were even more passive during 

the final days before the land campaign began. 

o Most of the Iraqi towers and forward observers that might have given warning, or 

screened the barriers, had been killed, driven out, or suppressed before the land 

offensive began. 

o The Iraqis placed too much emphasis on artillery, and did not deploy effective anti-

armor capability and forward air defenses. They did not realize that the Coalition 

had the equipment to allow it to penetrate the mine fields and barriers without 

extensive dismounting or delay. 

o Coalition forces were very aggressive in training for the breaching operation, had 

ample time to acquire suitable equipment, aggressively entered the mined areas 

before the beginning of the land campaign, and maintained a high momentum of 

movement -- largely as mounted forces -- throughout the actual breaching operation. 

o The Coalition had a decisive advantage in indirect fire, air support, and mechanized 

infantry combat during the actual operation.  

 No mine warfare or barrier defense is effective, which is not aggressively defended, 

or linked to a realistic appraisal of enemy capabilities. As has been discussed earlier, Iraq 
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fundamentally did not understand either the air or AirLand threat that it faced, and was 

unable to aggressively defend its barriers.  

Barrier Warfare and Combat Engineering 
 At the same time, the Coalition could not have succeeded in rapidly breaching Iraqi 

forward defenses if it had not learned the lesson that combat operations must be supported 

by effective mine warfare, barrier crossing, and combat engineering equipment.  

 Counter-Mine Systems 

 As Chapter Eight has described, the equipment that the Coalition used to penetrate 

Iraqi minefields included a wide range of systems, ranging from soldiers and marines who 

penetrated the mine area and forward defenses on foot, to tanks using mine plows. It 

included fuel-air explosives, mine detectors, half-tracks with flails, equipment that shot 

long explosive hoses in straight lines to detonate mines, and systems that shot line charges 

across the mine fields to detonate mines. While one of the most important single counter-

mine capabilities that the Coalition employed was human courage, the US Army issued 13 

battalion sets of counter mine equipment to US Army. It used six main systems to penetrate 

the Iraqi minefields:169 

o  The APOBS anti-personnel obstacle breaching system is a portable explosive that 

clears a 0.6 X 45 meter area through wire and anti-personnel mines. It can neutralize 

single impulse anti-personnel mines. 

o The M-58 MICLIC single short line charge/mine clearing line charge is mounted 

on a trailer by an armored or wheeled vehicle and uses a rocket to lay a line charge 

over an 8 x 100 meter area. It can defeat single impulse, or-blast hardened pressure 

mines, and wire obstacles. 

o The M-154 Triple line shot charge consists of three individual line charges mounted 

on an AAV. It can clear an 8 X 300 meter area or single impulse, and pressure 

activated mines in land or waterborne operations. 

o The TWMR track-width mine roller consists of two reinforced weight devices 

extended in front of a tank on which it is mounted. Its primary purpose is to detect a 

mine field with single impulse, pressure fused mines, or verify that a minefield has 

been cleared. 

o The FWMR full width mine roller is mounted on the dozer blade of an M-1 tank, M-

60 tank or M-728 combat engineer vehicle. It can clear surface mines, or mines 

buried up to 12 inches, across the full width of the vehicle. 

o Mine plows: The US Army issued 118 countermine plows. These blades were 

mounted on tanks and were used to clear lanes through minefields, dig trails, level 
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paths through berms, bull doze sand into trenches, and bury Iraqi soldiers. Two 

brigade commanders felt after the war that these were so valuable that one blade 

should be issued to every two tanks involved in a breaching operation. One brigade 

commander also used a plow set just low enough to skim through the top of the 

sand to mark a trail visible in the night sights of advancing tanks. 

 The Coalition used many different approaches to mine clearing. The USMC 

emphasized the use of line charges, and fired 49 single shot and 55 triple short line charges. 

The M-58 presented problems because the system was difficult to tow while keeping it 

operational, because it was difficult to use the vehicle to align the charge, and because the 

vehicle towing the charge could not back out of a plowed lane with the trailer in tow. The 

M-154 was much more successful, but only about half were successfully deployed and 

command detonated as designed. 

 The US Army made limited use of the M-58, and depended heavily on the FWMR 

mounted on combat engineering vehicles when breaching suspected minefields. The 

FWMR was exceptionally effective because of the soft sand in the desert, and created easily 

visible lands for follow-on forces -- although its cleared lane marking system was not used. 

It was effective against blast hardened mines, and an M-1 with the FWMR would often lean 

the mine clearing operation, and explode mines directly in it s path, while other tanks with 

plows followed and shoved mines out of the way.170  

 The US Army did not use the TWMR; because it was so heavy, it required a 

separate semi-trailer and tractor to deploy, failed to breach mine fields with continuous 

pressure mines, was slow and cumbersome, and bogged down in soft sand. The APOBS 

anti-personnel obstacle breaching system proved ineffective, although this may have been 

largely a problem in training.  

 The US Army concluded after the war that the Mark 154 and FWMR were 

successful, but that the M-58/MICLIC were not as rugged or as easy to aim as was needed. 

It found all line charges to be ineffective against blast hardened mines, and that it lacked an 

effective system to properly mark lanes once they were cleared. The TWMR failed to 

provide either proper deployability or effectiveness.  

 The US Army also concluded that it would have had no way to counter rapidly 

scatterable mines if this had been encountered away from a deliberate breach site, and that 

it needed a stand-off minefield detection system to avoid a slow and cumbersome detection 

of minefields.171 These conclusions are important because they indicate that defended 

minefields and rapidly scatterable minefields could be significantly more effective in the 

future than minefields were during the Gulf War. 

Other Breaching and Defense Suppression Equipment 
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 The US used five major systems in breaching obstacles other than mine fields. 

These systems were typical of the combat engineering equipment used by a number of other 

Coalition forces:172 

o The M-9 ACE armor combat earthmover. This was a highly mobile tracked, 

amphibious earthmoving vehicle which moves between sites without a heavy 

transporter, keeps up with the flow of battle, removes enemy obstacles, creates 

obstacles, and anti-tank ditches, prepares fighting positions, and maintains roads 

and supply routes. It weighs 18 tons empty and 26 tons loaded. Its road speed is 30 

MPH, it is transportable by C-130, it is protected against small arms, artillery 

fragments, and NBC. The M-9 was rushed to units in Desert Storm during 

November-December 1990. It was used to prepare routes of advance, and then to 

break up tank ditches and sand dunes during the start of the ground offensive.173 

The Army issued ninety-nine M-9s for the first time during the Gulf War, and trained 

the new crews and mechanics in the theater. It issued 73 M-9s to US Army units, 24 

M-9s to the US Marines, and kept two in the theater reserve. The M-9 could keep 

up with the M-1 and M-2/M-3 -- although it encountered some traction problems in 

soft desert soil which could reduce its speed to as little as 20 MPH. This gave 

commanders bull dozing capabilities at decisive places and times, unlike it 

predecessor, the D-7 bull dozer, which was far too slow to actively support fluid 

armored maneuver.174 

o M-728 CEV combat engineer vehicle is an M-60A1 tank with a hydraulically 

operated debris blade, a 165mm. anti-demolition gun in the turret, and a retractable 

boom and winch.  It allowed engineers to fill in ditches, remove rubble, and reduce 

obstacles. It presented problems in the maneuver phase because it could not keep up 

with the M-1 and M-2, but the M-728 and FWMR was the only full-width 

breaching capability available to the US Army. 

o The AVLB armored vehicle launched bridge is an M-48 or M-60 tank chassis with a 

60 foot brigade. It can span barriers like tank ditches without exposing personnel. 

Like the M-728, it functioned well, but could not move as quickly as the M-1 or M-

2. 

o Pipe fascines are simply bundles of pipes used to fill ditches and gaps up to 10 

meters wide. The US Marines used pipe fascines for most ditch crossings. They 

were generally laid in four bundles by two AAVs, but they left the AAVs exposed, 

and sometimes required another vehicle to reduce the escarpment once the ditch was 

filled. 

o The D-7 protective tractor kit is a bolt-on armor kit for the D-7 tractor. 
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 This equipment is of interest for several reasons. It explains how US forces could 

breach barriers without fully securing a position or dismounting, it demonstrated the value 

of dedicate barrier crossing and obstacle reduction equipment, and it demonstrates the value 

of combat mobility. The US Army found that the ACE M-9's ability to keep up with M-1 

and M-2 proved critical in maintaining speed of maneuver and combat momentum, and 

demonstrated the need for dedicated counter-obstacle vehicles in modern combat. The US 

Army also found it had a need for a dedicated breaching vehicle.  It is currently developing 

a dedicated vehicle based on the chassis of the M-1 tank with a full width mine clearing 

blade and a power driven excavating arm.  

 The US Army is developing a new heavy assault bridge capable of crossing 24 

meter gaps and carrying MLC-70 traffic. It will use the M-1 tank chassis, and the bridge it 

lays will allow crossings at 16 kilometers per hour, is designed to be launched from under 

armor in 5 minutes, and retrieved in 10 minutes. These systems will be able to operate 

"buttoned up," which reinforces the lesson that effective breaching operations must be 

mounted and move quickly through the barrier area. The Army may, however, have to settle 

for an upgrade AVLB-70, with more power and acceleration, and an improved bridge with 

70 ton capacity -- because of growing fiscal constraints.175 

 The US Army concluded as the result of the Gulf War that it needed to strengthen 

the combat engineering capabilities of many of its major combat units and to develop next 

generation mine protection equipment. The equipment it is developing for this next 

generation of counter-mine equipment includes a close-in man-portable mine detector for 

use by both soldiers and vehicles that can detect metallic and non-metallic mines, and 

determine minefield boundaries. This detector will counter scattered and nuisance mines, 

and have suitable coverage to allow for rapid breaching operations and self-extraction of 

vehicles. It also includes development of off-route smart mine clear systems designed to 

deal with off-route, top-attack, and anti-helicopter mines. Such systems potentially include 

a remote controlled vehicle capable of emulating the acoustic and seismic signature of 

combat vehicles to cause premature mine detonation.176  

 Perhaps as a result of Iraq's experience, the US Army is also examining options for 

an "intelligent minefield" that will provide digitized mapping and target tracking of mines, 

and the use of smart anti-tank mines. Unlike the passive minefields used by Iraq, such a 

system would take advantage of smart scatterable mine with wide area capability, and 

would potentially involve control of the mine and coordination of different delivery 

systems. Such a system would effectively integrate the use of mines into maneuver warfare, 

although it is definitely a system for the 21st Century.177 
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Support Vehicles and Other Aspects of Combat Mobility 
 Each Coalition nation used its own solution to provide support and logistic vehicles. 

As Chapter Eight has pointed out, however, the US found that some of its logistic vehicles 

could not keep up with its armored forces. This experience has been a factor leading the US 

to develop a new family of medium tactical vehicles.178 

 As has been noted earlier,  the US had trouble with other vehicles. Its HET was 

overloaded by the M-1A1 and lacked overall mobility. It also had problems with its lighter 

logistic vehicles.  It deployed 2,337 line haul tractors but these had no real off-road 

mobility, its trailers could not be off-loaded in the forward area, and its 40 foot containers 

were difficult to handle. British and French forces solved some of their battlefield mobility 

problems by using palletized load vehicles to move fuel, water, ammunition, and MLRS 

rocket pods. This system was considerably more mobile and efficient than the US system, 

and the US Army is now developing its own palletized load system.179 

 Fortunately for the US, a number of vehicles did not exhibit these problems. These 

include the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), which is a family of 

four wheel drive vehicles using a using common 1 1/4 ton payload chassis, and which 

replaces the 1/4 ton jeep, M-78A1 ambulance, 1/2 ton M-274 Mule, 1 1/4 ton Gamma Goat 

and the M-792 ambulance. It can carry payloads ranging from 1,920 to 3,177 pounds, and 

can be configured with kits to create cargo/troop carrier, S-250 shelter carrier, two to four 

litter ambulance, or TOW missile carrier. The Marine Corps made extensive use of the 

reconnaissance version, with TOW and .50 caliber machine guns.180  

 The US also had success with two other vehicles: The M-977 HEMTT heavy 

expanded mobility tactical truck, and the new Marine LVS logistic vehicle system. The 

HEMTT proved critical to supporting the XVIII and XVII Corps because it could move off 

road and even through the quagmires formed by rains in the desert. A total of 4,410 were 

deployed, and the rate of US armored advances could not have been sustained without the 

HEMTT tanker and cargo carrier. The LVS is a two vehicle system coupled through an 

articulation joint to form an 8X8 vehicle.  The power unit can be combined with a container 

hauler, a recovery vehicle, a cargo hauler with crane, and a fifth wheel vehicle. When the 

LVS entered service in the Marine Corps in 1985, 615 were deployed. It provided most of 

the 1st I MEFs battlefield support mobility. 

 This US experience confirms the need to match the maneuver speed of armor, 

indirect fire weapons, combat support and engineering vehicles, and sustainability. While it 

is tempting to emphasize major combat weapons when resources are limited, such a policy 

is fundamentally unworkable in long distance maneuver and high tempo operations. The 
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fact that advances in sustainability must match advances in maneuver and fire power 

capability is one of the key lessons of the Gulf War. 

Support, Maintenance, and Logistics. 
   There is no sustainability without logistics, and logistics involved a massive effort 

during the Gulf War. All of the forces in the Coalition had to improvise new support, 

maintenance, and logistics systems. For Britain and France, this meant improvising new 

division-level and air force sustainability systems on what was often an ad hoc basis. For 

nations like Saudi Arabia it meant shifting to both a major new role in host nation support, 

and restructuring its system to support offensive operations across the Kuwaiti border.181 

 It was the US, however, that faced the most serious problems in terms of land force 

sustainment, because it had to deploy massive land, air, and naval forces, with two US 

Army corps and a USMC corps equivalent. US ground forces required logistic and 

sustainment supported for 300,000 men, 12,400 tracked combat vehicles, 114,000 wheeled 

vehicles, 38,000 containers, and 1,800 helicopters and Army aircraft during the ground 

offensive.182 

Deploying Sustainability: The Need for Strategic and Theater Lift 

 The US had to unload more than 500 ships and 9,000 aircraft to supply its ground 

forces, and ship 1,800,000 tons of cargo from ports to combat units. The total air and sealift 

effort for land forces is summarized in Table 9.3. The in-theater effort took 3,568 supply 

convoys traveling a total of 35 million miles over some 2,746 miles of roadway in the 

theater. It shipped and received more than 115,000 tracked and wheeled vehicles, and more 

than $2.5 billion worth of munitions.183  Logistics units also constructed more than $615 

million worth of support facilities. Logistics and sustainment units were also responsible 

for maintaining the Coalition's military equipment at readiness rates that generally exceeded 

peacetime rates -- in spite of desert conditions.  

 During the last 14 days before the air campaign, the US Army had to forward 

deploy almost 115,000 short tons of munitions before G-Day, and had to deploy more that 

29 million meals and 36 million gallons of fuel. The four US military services issued up to 

19 million gallons of fuel a day during peak operations. During the ground war, the XVIII 

Corps required 5,000 short tons of ammunition per day and 2.1 million gallons of fuel. The 

XVIII Corps required 9,000 short tons of ammunition per day and 2.5 million gallons of 

fuel. By the end of the ground war, logistics had served over 94 million meals, pumped 1 

billion gallons of fuel, delivered 31,000 short tons of mail, and shipped 13,000 short 

tons.184 
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 These land force logistics and sustainment efforts experienced a number of 

problems which have important implications for the future. USCENTCOM, the US Army, 

and the USMC had never really planned anything approaching the scale of the movement 

and logistic support required by Desert Storm.185 The gaming of Internal Look 90 had never 

led to realistic gaming and modeling of logistics, and there was no existing logistic support 

plan for the scale of logistic effort needed.  

 Similarly, the US Transportation Command was able to cope with many aspects of 

the required sealift and airlift, but it took time to organize so complex a lift effort, and the 

five and one-half months granted by Desert Shield were critical to its success. The 

Transportation Command did not have a detailed mobilization plan to shift to support of a 

major war, and had significant information and data processing problems. It took months to 

overcome lift shortfalls, and even after lift became available, deliveries often averaged a 

three week delay relative to the USCENTCOM's desired arrival in theater.186 

 The value of the US Army and USAF Afloat Prepositioning Ships (APS) was 

demonstrated early in the war, and is a major lesson for future conflicts. Four Army  APS 

arrived by August 17,  with rations, cots, tents, blankets, and medical supplies, refrigerated 

trailers, reverse osmosis water purification units, forklifts, packaged fuel, construction and 

barrier material, ammunition, and medical supplies. One semi-submersible heavy lift ship 

brought port operating equipment, including tugboats, floating cranes, landing craft, repair 

parts, and rough terrain forklifts. These capabilities proved essential in supporting the first 

forces arriving in Desert Shield. 

 Once major logistics movements began, a number of additional problems arose. 

Changes in USCENTCOM's requirements and priorities for land forces often created major 

new lift problems. USCENTCOM rarely informed the Transportation Command that 

changes might occur, and changes in sea and airlift had to be made without warning. Army 

units failed to provide the proper shipping data, and ships were misloaded or underloaded, 

air base facilities were over-saturated, and seaports often shipped cargo on a first-in first-

out basis, regardless of priority.187  

Creating In-Theater Logistics Systems 

 In-theater logistics presented a wide-range of problems. Although soldiers began 

arriving as early as August 9, 1990, the Army  -- as central manager for all of the services 

in-theater -- had no logistics C2 headquarters in the theater, and deployment of such a 

headquarters was delayed because it had to wait for the deployment of high priority forces. 

This meant that the US Army had to improvise a logistics staff, and it was only on August 

19, that the US was able to create an ARCENT Support Command (SUPCOM) 

(Provisional).188 This command eventually had more than 750 personnel, of which more 
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than 60% were from the reserve component. It also came to include both a theater support 

command and two corps commands. This experience indicates the need to fully plan for 

major regional contingencies before a crisis begins, and the need to have rapidly deployable 

logistics commands or maintain the cadre of such commands in theater.189 

 The ad hoc logistics command improvised in theater faced further problems because 

combat forces were sent ahead without their combat and service support units, and had little 

capability to support themselves. This made the US heavily dependent on host nation 

support, although no formal agreement existed for such support. This was resolved 

temporarily when Saudi Arabia agreed to provide all food, water, fuel, facilities, and 

transportation for free, but it was not until October 17, that the US began serious 

negotiations to create a more formal agreement, which was not completed until mid-

November. Saudi Arabia then gave the US $760 million in cash to cover past expenses. 

This indicates the need to reach such agreements before major contingencies arise.190 

 The US Army was dependent on reserve units for certain key functions like water 

purification, storage, distribution, petroleum operating units, supply and service companies, 

and truck units.191 This meant that it had to relay on host nation support and contract 

support until these reserves were called up and deployed. It became apparent that revisions 

are needed to the total force concept to ensure that US Army forces can be properly 

supported in rapid deployments without being dependent on reserve forces. 

 Changes in the timing, size, and character of the combat forces being deployed 

created problems for in-theater logistic, as well as strategic lift, because each change in 

combat forces meant new logistic requirements, and sometimes critical lift space delivered 

the wrong parts and equipment. The general problems in tactical communications in US 

forces meant that insufficient communications capability was available, and that logistics 

units often had to use commercial telephones.  In many cases, logistics requests had to be 

sent by courier, leading to delays of eight to 15 days from the company level to transfer to 

the US.192   

 During peak operations, requests rose to as many as 10,700 per day, choking the 

system, wasting manpower on courier operations, leading to multiple requests and status 

queries, and an abuse of the priority system that led 64.9% of all requests to be called high 

priority. The Army was also forced to deploy 72% of its truck companies to the region to 

support only 25% of its divisions.193 It could only do so because it mobilized large National 

Guard and Army reserve support forces.194 

 Chronologies of some of the daily logistic and support problems that the US Army 

and other services encountered during this period list an impressive series of detailed 

mistakes, misuse of lift capability, delays, and operational problems that might have been 
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largely avoidable with prior planning, proper communications, and proper automation of 

the logistic system.195 The US Army is already seeking some of these improvements as part 

of its Corporate Information Management and Total Asset Visibility systems.  

 Quick reaction logistics, however, require full scale contingency planning as well as 

an effective system. They also require careful consideration of joint needs and priorities -- 

an area where it is unclear that current improvements within the individual services will 

produce a cohesive joint communications and automated management system. The US 

Army encountered serious problems in acting as an executive agent for common use items 

like inland surface transport, port operations, food support, bulk fuel, common munitions, 

and medical and veterinary services, etc. The Army often lacked the supplies, and combat 

and service support personnel required, and the other services were forced to rely on their 

organic resources much longer than planned.196 This illustrates the need for "jointness" in 

logistics and sustainability, as well as operations. 

 The USMC had a somewhat easier task in establishing a logistic base because it was 

organized as an expeditionary force and force power projection, rather than around a 

primary mission of combat in Europe. The logistic units of the 7th and 1st Marine 

Expeditionary Brigades, plus the Maritime Propositioning Ships moving to the Gulf from 

Diego Garcia, formed the core of what became the I MEF's 1st Force Service Support 

Group by early September. The Maritime Propositioning Ships proved to be of major value 

to the Marine Corps both during its initial deployment and throughout the war.197  

 At the same time, the Marine Corps was not organized for high intensity combat 

away from coasts of the kind that became the mission of the I MEF, and is organized to rely 

on the Army for logistics after 60 days. This meant that the USMC had to improvise a new 

logistic system for the I MEF, which made the I MEF heavily dependent on host nation 

support from Saudi Arabia and the other US services -- once the Army logistics system 

began to function more effectively.198 As of August 1, 1994, Saudi Arabia alone had 

provided the US with host nation support worth $13.4 billion. US and other Coalition land 

forces were equally dependent on Saudi and Gulf sea and air ports, storage facilities, supply 

services, fuel and fuel distribution.199 

 These problems make it clear that the US found that its contingency planning for 

logistics and sustainment fell far short of its actual requirements to meet the new tempo of 

warfare employed in Desert Storm. These initial problems were compounded, however, by 

the failure to fully exercise logistics and support in the war games before Desert 

Shield/Storm, and by the decision on November, 1990 to massively reinforce US land 

forces for the liberation of Kuwait. This decision required the US to stock 60 days of supply 
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for a much larger force, when the defense concept for Desert Shield only required 30 days 

of supply in theater.200  

 This decision not only presented major new problems in stocking fuel and creating 

suitable distribution systems, it required major efforts to stock and deploy munitions -- 

which could only be moved efficiently in large quantities by sea. The US had already 

experienced serious problems in moving munitions. The Army lacked adequate active 

combat, service support manpower, and units to handle moving and deploying ammunition 

once the flow of movement by sea began on August 17, and many key munitions did not 

reach adequate levels even for defensive purposes until the USS Cleveland  reached the 

theater on September 21. New problems arose when the US decided to replace its tanks 

(with 105mm. guns) with M-1A1s (with 120mm guns), which required a swap-out of tank 

ammunition. The US could only meet many requirements by drawing down on its stocks in 

Europe. It took more than $2 billion worth of equipment and material (including 1,300 

tanks and armored vehicles) from its prepositioned material organized in unit sets 

(POMCUS) stocks.201 

 As time went on, the US had to build up a truly massive land theater lift system. As 

has been noted earlier, the US Army had to acquire twice as many HETs from other 

countries as it could deploy from within its own resources. It was also forced to deployed 

72% of its truck companies to the region to support only 25% of its divisions. This logistic 

lift, however, did not meet US Army or common user needs. The US had to obtain more 

than 4,000 trucks, flatbeds, lowboys, water and POL tankers, refrigeration, and trailers to 

supplement its medium and heavy transport assets, plus nearly 2,000 4X4s from Japan. 

During the 21 days before the land campaign began, 2,100 of the 3,500 convoy vehicles 

were Saudi, and 1,400 were US Army. Convoys logged more than 35 million miles, and 

included 1,700 moves by HET, 5,800 by low boys, and 10,100 by flatbed truck. The US 

Army had to use  more than 2,000 civilian drivers, and 3,000 US soldiers as back-up 

drivers, and CENTAF had its own truck fleet of 100 tractor trailers and tankers and 200 

drivers.202  

 Every increase in the amount of movement and stocks deployed also required the 

US to improve a new material distribution system and constantly improvise new 

approaches to consumables storage.203 The need for logistic and sustainment adaptations 

and fixes increased as US forces acquired more experience in operating equipment in the 

desert. In addition to the kind of adaptations discussed in depth for helicopters, these 

included tripling the level of depot level maintenance of VRC-12 radios, a 50% increase in 

major maintenance of Patriot power packs, a six-fold increase in overhauls of AH-1Fs, 

rushing assembly of 800 new tracks for the M-1A1, manufacture of 59 mine rakes for M-
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1A1s, and increasing depot level maintenance activity as a whole by 1,000 temporary 

employees and overtime from 7% to more than 20%.204 

 Further, the US then had to reverse much of its effort after the war to repair, clean, 

and reship the equipment that it sent over during the conflict. This effort created whole new 

set of problems. Cleaning equipment to meet US entry requirements was a far larger effort 

than had been calculated before the war. Most equipment showed considerably more wear 

than had been calculated. Reserve units that were specialized in handling the required effort 

used political contacts to return early -- abandoning their duty and forcing untrained full-

time actives to learn the task. Many items shipped to the Gulf, unused, could not be 

accounted for, and many packing materials had been used for other purposes. This included 

the crates for many TOW missiles, large numbers of which could not be accounted for after 

the war.205  

 The Gulf War indicates that land forces transport and sustainment may impose at 

least as many power projection and war fighting problems in major regional contingencies. 

This is particularly true in terms of intratheater lift, where land transportation moved nearly 

two orders of magnitude more cargo that airlift, and where the pre-Gulf War US Army 

force structure had only about one-third of the lift capacity and specialized sustainment 

equipment that it eventually needed during Desert Storm. 

Creating Improved Logistics and Sustainment Capabilities for Power 

Projection 

 This helps explain what the US has concluded as a result of the Gulf War that it 

needs to make the same kind of improvements in its land force logistic systems that 

Chapter Seven has shown are needed in its air force systems. It is working to fully automate 

its logistic system, improve its water distribution and purification equipment, provide more 

combat ready combat and service support forces, emphasize container packing of 

equipment for shipment and the use of palletized cargo in theater, and move munitions and 

key stores to maritime prepositioning. It has concluded that it needs to reorganize many 

aspects of its logistics and sustainment capabilities, to provide power projection forces for 

major regional contingencies and make it more responsive.206  

 These are all valid lessons of the Gulf War, as is the need to properly fund readiness 

and a related focus on improving US sealift and aircraft  capability. At the same time, such 

lessons may ignore a more important lesson. Logistic efforts similar to those in the Gulf 

War may not be possible in the future. The Coalition effort depended on several unique 

factors: Iraq's passivity during Desert Storm, and the comparatively high level of readiness 

that the US had built-up under the Reagan and Bush Administrations. It depended on 

extensive host-nation support from Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states, and it was 
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dependent on the ability of British, French, and US forces to draw down on their forces in 

Europe -- a draw down made possible by the end of the Cold War.   

 US land forces drew upon a world-wide pool of resources shaped by planning for a 

theater-wide war in Europe.207 They drew on much larger war reserves which were largely 

the result of peak funding during FY1984 to FY1987 that has never been repeated. They 

issued 117,000 contracts -- worth $9 billion -- to fill in gaps in its logistic and sustainment 

stocks, using an industrial base with nearly twice the procurement funding and surge 

capability that it had in 1994.208 Yet, they still took five and one-half months to organize 

and implement the land force sustainment effort, and the US Army and USMC were still 

rushing in sustainment capability until the end of the ground campaign. This effort required 

massive allied and host nation support, and extremely advanced ports, air ports, and logistic 

facilities in Saudi Arabia, and it produced some areas of massive over-supply. US ground 

forces had 29 days of food and water and 45 days of ammunition, and supply was coming 

in so fast that it had 60 days of ammunition on hand when the ground war finished.209 

 This is an argument for a comprehensive review of US Army and USMC planning 

for logistics and sustainment -- as well as for similar planning by any nation that is 

dependent on US power projection capability. The US used a system during the Gulf War 

that can only be described as "flood forward." The alternative is a much more selective 

system that carefully prioritizes expeditionary logistics and support requirements, 

deliberately rations logistic support, and carefully examines the trade-offs between high 

volume requirements, like those for indirect fire, with the overall needs of land force 

warfare. Logistics and sustainment are areas where the Gulf War sometimes does more to 

demonstrate a revolution in consumption than a revolution in warfare. 
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Table 9.3 

 

Air and Sealift Required to Deploy US Land Forces 
 
US Lift of Ground Forces 
                                                     Personnel                                      Cargo________ 
                                         Number              Percent                Number              Percent 
Airlift  293,000 99.05 175,000 7.68 
Sealift  2,800 0.95 2,105,000 92.32 
Total  295,800 100.0 2,280,000 100.00 
 
Historical Trend in Total Sea and Airlift  of Land Forces in First Six Months of Conflict 
 
                                                          Passengers                             Cargo (STons) 
Korean War 45,800 1,622,200 
Vietnam War (All of 1965) 168,400 1,376,400 
Gulf War 295,800 2,280,000 
 
Source: GAO. December, 1991 and Association of the US Army, "Special Report: Operations Desert Shield 
and Desert Storm, The Logistics Perspective, Arlington, Association of the US Army, September, 1991. 

Special  Operations and Special Forces 
 Some of the source material on the role of special forces during the Gulf War 

presents problems similar to the problems in much of the other material written on special 

forces over the years. It emphasizes adventure over professionalism, and it is difficult to 

separate reality from the resulting combination of mystique and security classification. 

Much of the material available on Special Forces in the Gulf War is anecdotal, and often 

spends much more time describing the human challenge involved in performing a task, 

rather than exactly what was accomplished. This romanticism does no real service to 

Special Forces, nor does a tendency to report on what has become almost ritual command-

level bickering as to who should command special forces elements. Fortunately, the 

Department of Defense analysis of the lessons of the war provides a much more balanced 

picture and one which shows the value of special forces.  

The Size of the Special Forces Effort 

 The Coalition deployed what seems to be the largest single mix of special forces in 

military history. It established its own Special Forces Command (SOCCENT). The forces 

under this command included 7,083 men directly subordinated to SOCCENT, including 

3,043 US Army, 1,443 USAF, 256 Navy, 735 Kuwaiti Navy and Marine, 181 direct support 

and 1,425 tactical control personnel. In addition, at least 150 British special forces (SAS 

and Special Boat Service), 250 French special forces, 1,025 Saudi and other Joint Task 

Force Arab personnel, and 181 other personnel were associated with SOCCENT 210
  The 

US  special forces under the control of SOCCENT are listed in Table 9.4. Additional 

special forces psychological warfare units were placed under USARCENT. In addition, 
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SEALS involved in the interception mission were kept under NAVCENT, and the two  AC-

130 and EC-130 squadrons were placed under USARCENT and USMARCENT control.211 

Data from the special forces command indicates that a total of 8,754 personnel were 

deployed, and that special forces lost 22 killed and two wounded during Desert Storm.212  

The Advisory Mission 

 Special forces performed a number of missions. Perhaps their most important 

mission was the mission performed by the US special forces teams and liaison officers that 

worked with other Coalition forces in the Eastern and Northern Area Commands, and 

which conducted foreign internal defense training. These liaison and training teams 

received almost universal praise from both senior US commanders and Saudi and Kuwaiti 

officers.  

 Special forces played a major role in reconstituting Kuwaiti forces. They began by 

training Kuwaiti special forces elements, and this mission was then expanded to training 

four new battalion-sized Kuwaiti brigades at King Khalid Military City. This training was 

critical to allowing Kuwaiti forces to participate in the liberation of Kuwait, and was 

carried out in the face of considerable organizational and practical problems imposed by the 

lack of coordination and direction within the Kuwaiti government in exile. (Training was 

suspended from November 7 to December 10, 1990 because of a lack of training 

ammunition and equipment.)213  

 Special forces teams also worked closely with Saudi land forces, the National 

Guard, and the Navy. As time went on, they provided additional training and support for 

Egyptian, Syrian, Omani, Moroccan, Bahraini, UAE, and Qatari forces in Saudi Arabia. 

This eventually led to the creation of 109 Special Forces Coordination and Training Teams, 

including one that worked with French forces. Special forces liaison teams with training 

specialists and linguists were a critical factor in coordinating operating and support 

requests, and in helping various Coalition forces develop realistic training methods.  

 These teams experienced problems because inadequate linguists were available, and 

US special forces units were unused to training forces in large scale conventional military 

operations. Nevertheless, they proved to be a critical factor in preparing other nations for 

Coalition warfare, and in easing the potential friction between different national forces at 

the tactical level. They also demonstrated a lesson of the Vietnam War. Highly motivated 

liaison and training teams, with suitable language and cultural skills, are critical to effective 

cooperative warfare. One of the major problems in US cooperation with the ARVN that 

developed later in the Vietnam War was the failure to provide properly trained and 

motivated US liaison teams, and there was a general decline in the quality of liaison 

between US and ARVN land forces. 
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Other Special Forces Activities 

 British and US special forces carried out a wide range of special reconnaissance 

missions. US special forces established bases in Saudi Arabia, ranging from Ar'Ar in the 

West to Dhahran in the East, and in Incirlik/Batman in Turkey. They set up a series of 

special reconnaissance based along the Iraqi and Kuwaiti borders from positions northwest 

of King Khalid Military City to Ras al Mishab in the east. They coordinated the passage of 

forces through friendly lines, prepared to carry out combat search and rescue activities in 

Iraq, and Kuwait, and were later assigned missions in support of the Scud hunt. British and 

US special forces carried out special reconnaissance missions throughout Desert Storm. 

They gathered data in the border area and deep penetration missions, collecting data on 

Iraqi capabilities and intentions, key target areas, and the geographic, meteorological, and 

hydrographic characteristic of possible advance and landing areas. US Special warfare 

teams carried out 12 deep reconnaissance missions after the beginning of Desert Storm, and 

US Army special force surveyed the line of advance, including soil conditions, for the 

XVIII and VII Corps.214 British SAS forces carried out a wide range of desert missions.215 

 Navy special warfare and SEAL units carried out missions along the Kuwait coast 

from August 23, 1990 to 12 September. These missions included securing the harbors 

where US forces off-loaded, surveillance of Iraqi mine warfare activities. After October, 

SEALs maintained a continuous north of Al Khafji, and they designated targets near the 

shore with lasers once the air war began. Navy special warfare units carried out 11 special 

reconnaissance missions along the shore north of Al Khafji once the offensive began, and a 

SEAL platoon became directly involved in the battle for Al Khafji.216  

 Special forces aircraft carried reconnaissance of the Mina Al-Ahmadi oil terminal 

once this began leaking oil into the Gulf, and the USAF and US Army MH-60 aircraft, 

special photography units, and SEALs continued reconnaissance to verify the success of air 

strikes in halting the flow of oil. Special forces electronic warfare teams carried out signal 

monitoring and direction finding efforts using land and air assets. They set up listening 

posts to locate and monitor key headquarters and the location of Iraqi artillery observers. 

 Special forces also performed direct action missions, including raids and ambushes 

once Desert Storm began. SOCCENT planned the mission that used special forces MH-53 

Pave Low and AH-64 attack helicopters. The MH-53s led the AH-64s to a holding position 

10 kilometers away from the radars 22 minutes before the offensive began, and the Apaches 

then moved forward and destroyed the radars at H-hour. Special forces MC-130E Combat 

Talons also dropped eleven 15,000 pound BLU-82 pound bombs on nine Iraqi positions, 

including Faylaka Island. While sources are conflicting, these BLU-82 strikes seem to have 

had no meaningful tactical effect on Iraqi minefields. Accounts indicating that they had 
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more psychological impact than other Coalition bombing seem to be anecdotal at best, and 

based largely on the opinions of those advocating the bombing.217 

 Special Operations AC-130 Specter Gunships -- armed with 20mm, 40mm, and 

105mm cannons, and equipped with advanced night vision devices -- began to operate over 

Kuwait, southern Iraq, and near Kuwait City in late January. They attacked Iraqi forces in 

the KTO, and provided significant support to Joint Forces Command-East in the battle of 

Khafji. They carried out armed reconnaissance in three areas in Iraq, some far to the west of 

Kuwait City. One aircraft was lost, largely because the pilot extended his mission time to 

the point where the aircraft became vulnerable to Iraqi defenses.218 

 Naval special forces seized Qaruh Island on January 24, carried out missions against 

oil platforms, and boarded and recaptured the offshore oil platforms for Kuwait's Ad-

Dawrah oil field. SEAL divers, dropping from helicopters, used demolition charges to 

destroy 25 mines, and other US and Coalition divers destroyed 145 more mines. Naval 

special warfare forces supported the deception plan to convince Iraq that the Coalition 

would carry out an amphibious landing by blowing up shore obstacles. Special forces 

helped coordinate the liberation of Kuwait City on February 26 and 27, and worked with 

the Kuwaiti resistance to seize and clear the Kuwaiti Police Headquarters and other key 

government buildings. British, French, and US special forces teams carried out a 

simultaneous effort to secure each country's embassies in Kuwait City. 

 Teams from a variety of services used helicopters and PRC-112 radios to carry out 

combat search and rescue missions. A total of 38 Coalition aircraft were downed over 

hostile territory, many in heavily defended areas. Special forces teams attempted seven 

rescue missions, and succeeded in three.219 Special forces aircraft were exploited in a 

number of other ways because of their stealth characteristics, and  special forces performed 

a number of anti-terrorism missions.220  

 Special forces also carried out civic action activities, and psychological operations. 

It is difficult to put the success of these psychological operations in perspective. The 

reporting on the subject is filled with a great deal of anecdotal self-praise. Special forces 

did, however, broadcast to Iraqi troops beginning on January 19, 1991, and dropped a total 

of twenty-nine million leaflets with various missions. Enough POW data seems to be 

available to indicate that the leaflets on how to surrender were effective in encouraging 

some Iraqi troops to give up. Loudspeaker broadcasts encouraging Iraqi troops in the 

forward area to give up also seemed to have had some effectiveness. 

Lessons from Special Forces Activity 

 It is clear that special forces performed a wide range of useful missions in addition 

to the liaison and training mission. There also seems to be little indication that command 
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friction between USCINCENT and the Special Forces Command in the US had a major 

impact on the success of special forces. USCENTCOM's rejection of many of the missions 

proposed by the special forces not only seems prudent, but typical of the "friction" between 

action oriented special forces commanders and theaters commanders in most wars. It is also 

clear that a wide range of special forces equipment worked well, including the new 

"Socrates" communications system. 221  

 The key lessons that emerges from the various roles of Special Forces in the Gulf 

War  are that their most important mission had nothing to do with "snake eating", mystique 

and adventure. They are also that expanded specialized teams are needed to deal with other 

critical regions and that, "Battalion and brigade level combined arms operations and 

doctrine should be part of SOF training programs and professional development."222 

Coalition warfare and cooperative security are not simply matters of good intentions and 

cooperation at the command level. They require effective liaison at the tactical level, 

training in multinational warfare, and the adaptation of tactics and methods to allow forces 

to cooperate effectively. This special forces mission was not only critical to the Coalition's 

success in the Gulf War, it is an important lesson regarding requirements for coalition 

warfare in the future. 

 Beyond this point, insufficient data are available to indicate whether many of the 

activities of special forces produced results worth the resources involved. Some operations, 

like the US and UK efforts to use special forces in the Scud hunt, and some of the deep 

penetration missions into populated areas -- which were executed in spite of warnings that 

they would fail -- raise questions about mission planning and the quality of the effort to 

appraise mission effectiveness.223 

 Interviews indicate that different opinions existed within USCENTCOM and 

component commands regarding the value of various types of special forces reconnaissance 

missions, although there seemed to be broad agreement as to the value of missions in the 

forward area and along the line of XVIII and VII Corps advance. It is not clear, however, 

that some of the problems in using special forces in reconnaissance missions in any way 

reflect on special forces; some seem to be the product of the overall lack of efficient 

coordination of tactical intelligence activity discussed in Chapter Five. 

 The Department of Defense examination of the lessons of the war found several 

detailed areas where special forces operations need to be improved: developing detailed 

contingency plans for all major regional areas to be prepared for rapid deployment, carrying 

out logistic planning and preparation for deployment of 30-day packages of supplies, 

providing more PRC-112 radios for aircrews to allow rescue efforts to be more successful, 

a need for improved joint operations doctrine for operations mixing different elements of 
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special forces, making more efficient use of special forces aircraft, training of naval special 

warfare units to act in joint forces, training advisors in combined arms tactical 

considerations for large mechanized forces, better civil affairs planning, and the 

streamlining of psychological operations to reduce delays and coordination problems.224 

 

Table 9.4  

 

US Special Forces in Desert Storm 
 

         US Army                                          US Navy                                              USAF_____  
 
5th Special Forces Group (Abn.)       Navy Special Warfare Group One 8th Special Operations Squad   
3rd Special Forces Group (Abn.) SEAL Team One (MC-130E) 
A Company, 10th Special Forces SEAL team Five 9th Special Operations Squad 
Group  Swimmer Delivery Team One (HC-130) 
TF 3-160 Spec Ops, Aviation Special Boat Unit 12 20th Special Operations Squad 
Regiment Mobile Communications Team (MH-53J) 
4th Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry Naval Special Warfare Develop- 55th Special Operations Squad 
528th Spec. Ops. Support Bn. ment Group (High Speed Boat) (MH-60G) 
112th Spec. Ops. Signal Bn.  71st Special Operations Squad 
   (HH-3) 
 
Source: Department of Defense, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report, Department of Defense, 
April, 1992, p. J-4 

Fratricide and Identification Of Friend And Foe 
 Fratricide -- the killing or wounding of forces by their own side or allied forces -- is 

one of the tragedies of war. It is particularly striking in the case of the Gulf War, because so 

many of the casualties in combat were the product of such fire. While sources differ, the US 

estimates that 35 of the 165 US killed in combat action were killed in fratricide (21%), and 

72 of 467 wounded were the result of fratricide (15%).225 Of this total, 15 were killed and 

18 were wounded in nine incidents during the air campaign, and 20 were killed and 54 were 

wounded in 11 incidents during the air campaign. As Chapter Eight has shown, cases also 

occurred where US or other allied nations killed the forces of another Coalition member. 

US air strikes on British armored forces that killed nine British servicemen, and wounded 

13, were a particularly tragic example of such a case.226 

 Studies by the Department of Defense after the war indicate that this fratricide was 

often the result of problems in target misidentification that are important for other reasons -

- either because they led to a mis-allocation of firepower or to a failure to fire in other 

cases. A US Army study indicated that there were 28 separate cases where US forces fired 

on US forces: 16 in ground engagements (35 killed and 72 wounded) and nine in air-to-

ground engagements (11 killed and 15 wounded). There were one ship-to-ship, one ground-

to-air, and one shore-to-ship incidents.227  
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 This study found that 39% of the fratricide incidents in Desert Storm (11 out of 28) 

appeared to be the result of target misidentification -- many because of long range 

engagements or the use of sensor systems. Coordination problems accounted for 29% ( 8 

out of 28). Six of the rest were caused by technical or ordnance failures, and three due to 

unknown causes.228 This experience compares with a historical trend in which 26% of the 

fratricide cases that the US Army had surveyed in ground fratricide in previous wars were 

caused by target misidentification, 45% by coordination problems, 19% by inexperienced 

troops and discipline problems, and 10% by unknown causes.229   

 As Chapter Eight has shown, fratricide was a serious enough problem to merit close 

attention, and its human costs were made worse by political and morale complications -- 

particularly in those cases where the forces of one Coalition country killed troops in 

another. A number of military vision and sighting systems -- including most thermal sights 

-- presented serious target identification problems. The number of casualties might also 

have been much higher if many incidents had not involved the use high velocity non-

explosive anti-tank rounds where the superior armor of the M-1A1 and M-2 reduced the 

lethal effect of the round.    

  During the war, the Coalition had deployed various panels and tapes using an 

inverted "V." These used fluorescent tapes and panels, paints, and thermal tapes, but had 

little effect since they were either too obscure at the range and visibilities involved, or 

required too much time for recognition. The US also began to deploy limited numbers of an 

anti-fratricide identification device (AFID) before the war ended. This was a battery-

powered beacon with two high-powered infrared diodes that can be seen with night vision 

devices at ranges of up to five miles, which was a workable solution in spite of its lack of 

secure identification because of the Coalition's near monopoly of advanced sensors and air 

supremacy.230  

  US forces had acquired a total of 10,000 AFIDs by 1992. As a result of the Gulf 

War,  the US placed a new added emphasis on anti-fratricide training, better control 

measures including more use of GPS, and changes to air control, rules of engagement, 

forward air control procedures, and control zones. The US Army found that the 

combination of AFIDs GPS, and better procedures reduced fratricide incidents at its 

National Test Center by 40%.231    

 The US also set up a joint office after the war to examine this issue, and its initial 

search for quick fixes created a list of 60 possible quick fixes to the problem, involving 41 

different technical solutions.232 The resulting effort has since experienced some serious 

criticism from bodies like the Army Science Board, and the Inspector General of the 

Department of Defense,  for a lack of coordinated effort and proper funding priority.233 
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Nevertheless, the US now seems committed to deploying a new Battlefield Combat 

Identification System using a digitized millimeter wave question and answer system that 

will provide an instantaneous, positive, and secure identification of friend and foe.234 The 

US Army has also concluded that,235 

"...The long term solution is...through insertions of information technologies in 

existing systems, such as the Abrams, Bradley, and Apache, or next generation 

systems such as Javelin, the Armored Gun System, and Comanche to provide 

real time battlefield awareness for all friendly forces and significantly improve 

the combat effectiveness overmatch of our weapons systems." 

  At the same time, fratricide is a difficult issue to address, and one where emotion 

often rules over reason. Every effort to analyze or reduce "fratricide," must be approached 

from one central principle: the ultimate goal is not to solve the problem of fratricide but to 

win with the fewest possible total casualties.236  

 The goals of reducing total casualties and fratricide can be mutually exclusive. 

Advances in tactics, longer ranges of engagement, faster rates of engagement, faster tempos 

of operation, greater speed of maneuver, night and low visibility warfare, complex mixes of 

combined arms, AirLand operations, and the use of advanced vision systems may well 

contribute to "fratricide," but strikingly reduce total casualties. Such advances in war 

fighting capability are almost certain to increase the proportion of casualties to fratricide in 

a war like the Gulf War where one side exploits such capabilities with such a high ratio of 

advantage over its opponent, and where the ability to document the precise pattern of events 

on the battlefield has improved in ways that make it clearer when fratricide is the cause of 

casualties in a given exchange.   

 Increases in casualties from fratricide are not, however, an argument for giving up 

key military advantages -- or limiting them -- if such action increases net  casualties. Such 

an action falls into the same fundamental trap as taking risks with live soldiers to recover 

the bodies of the dead. It may be sentimental, but it is not professional. Similarly, it is far 

better to educate legislators and the media as to the realities of combat, than to either 

constrain military operations in ways that kill or wound more soldiers, or to invest in 

systems to reduce fratricide whose cost is higher than an investment in any other aspect of 

military capability that would reduce the total of killed and wounded.237 

 This is why the cost of reducing fratricide must also be explicitly analyzed as well 

as the benefits. As the previous discussion of the electronic battlefield has noted, there is 

only a limited prospect that any steps taken to reduce fratricide can be taken without forcing 

trade-offs that will kill at least some other soldiers in other ways. Reductions in flexibility 

of maneuver, night operations, and the tempo of combat come at the cost of prolonging 
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combat and/or high casualties. Every investment made in improved technology and systems 

to control fratricide tends to come at the cost of investment in other military capabilities. 

The fact trade-offs exist between reducing fratricide and increasing "friendly death" must 

be accepted and addressed with honestly. Any effort to ignore its reality is an act of 

intellectual and moral cowardice. 

 As long as solutions do firmly meet the test of reducing net casualties, rather than 

simply focusing on reducing fratricide, they are proper reactions to the lessons of the Gulf 

War. One of the additional lessons of the Gulf War relating to fratricide, however, is the 

need for total honesty in reporting, explaining, and notifying next of kin. The US military 

services failed to provide timely and honest reporting and notification during and after the 

Gulf War -- sometimes misreporting or delaying for months while investigations were 

preoccupied with details that had nothing to do with the basic cause of death.238 This 

backfired in terms of negative publicity, media feelings that fratricide were inevitably the 

results of avoidable failures, followed by cover-ups, suffering by the families of those 

killed, and pointless tension with other countries.  

 No matter how fratricide is dealt with on the battlefield, honesty and education are 

the only answers in terms of public opinion. Further, the artificial distinctions sometimes 

made in terms of honors and rights between killed by the enemy and killed by a friend serve 

no conceivable purpose. Next of kin should not be confronted with the feeling that a loss is 

somehow less of a sacrifice or less meaningful because of fratricide.239   

Role of Reserve Forces 
 The United States was the only Coalition nation that made extensive use of reserve 

forces in Desert Storm. As Chapter Two has discussed, the US made its first major call up 

of reserve forces since the Korean War. This call up had several phases, but it eventually 

involved a total of over 200,000 personnel. By the time the air campaign began, reserves 

were 16% of the total US manpower in theater. By February 24, 1991, the US had activated 

17% of its Selected Reserves and 4% of its Individual Reserves.240 It had sent 105,000 

reserve component personnel to the Gulf, including 37,692 Army National Guard, 35,158 

Army Reserve, 6,625 Navy Reserve, 13,066 USMC Reserve, 10,800 Air Force Reserve, 

and 281 US Coast Guard Reserve.241   The broad trends in this call up are shown in Table 

9.5. 

 Much of this call-up worked well. The USAF Reserve system was highly effective 

in providing both combat and support units.242 The USMC system worked well. There were 

many volunteers in areas where the active forces had shortfalls -- although this sometimes 

created replacement problems when the US called up the reserve units from which such 
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volunteers had come. The major problems in the call-up effort were that it exposed yet 

another failure to standardize automated systems when it became apparent that the systems 

for reserve pay and manpower tracking were incompatible with those used for active forces. 

The reserve infrastructure also proved to lack the capacity to handle the scale of call-up 

involved, and other aspects of the reserve system -- like family preparation and support -- 

were inadequate.243 

 The Gulf War did, however, raise a number of deeper questions regarding the value 

of reserve forces in high intensity combat. Unlike the other Coalition land forces, the US 

Army is committed to a "total force concept" that is supposed to fully integrate National 

Guard and Army reserve combat, combat support, and service support units directly into its 

force structure for any major regional contingency.244 It was apparent long before the Gulf 

War that National Guard and Army Reserve combat units lacked the training and 

proficiency to compete with regular full-time US Army units in complex combined arms 

combat exercises, like those conducted at the National Test Center at Fort Irwin. The US 

Army failed to deal with this issue publicly because a reliance of reserve support forces was 

the only way that it could justify preserving a high number of active combat divisions, 

because the US Congress strongly advocated the "total force concept," and because of the 

lobbying power of the National Guard.  

Problems With Reserve Combat Units 

 During the Gulf War, the US Army "discovered" problems in calling up its up 

reserve "round out brigades" for deployment to the Gulf that it had actually known about 

for years, and had ignored for political reasons. After the war the Army explained that it 

delayed in activating reserve combat units until November 30 and December 7, 1990 

because it could not anticipate that Iraq would remain passive, because General 

Schwarzkopf had called for two full "active divisions", and because they could only be kept 

on active duty for 180 days without additional legislative action.245 However, this 

explanation ignores the fact that the total force concept the Army had agreed to before the 

Gulf War called for these brigades to be deployed.  

 It also ignores what actually happened once the Army activated such units. The 

three reserve brigades that it called up were the 48th Infantry Brigade of the 24th 

Mechanized Infantry Division, the 155th Armored Brigade of the 1st Cavalry Division, and 

the 256th Infantry Brigade of the 5th Infantry Division. All three round-out brigades were 

rated C-2 and C-3 and should have taken 15-28 days (C-2) or 29-42 days (C-3) to make 

them fully combat ready. Once these brigades were activated, the Army found that even key 

brigades, like the 48th Infantry Brigade of the 24th Mechanized Infantry Division took up 

to 120 days of the training time to bring them to combat readiness.246 The US Army's 
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readiness system, and many of its comments on deployment times before the war were 

found to have little relation to reality.247 Training time rose to 91-135 days, and it tied up 

9,000 active army and other personnel in training and supporting them.  

 The US Army found that National Guard and Army Reserve units lacked effective 

combat training, and that only 54% of their Bradley crews and 49% of their M-1 crews 

were really combat qualified. Many reserve units could not perform adequate combat 

maintenance, and key personnel burden were often too old or had medical problems. Many 

NCOs were in their mid-40s or even 50s, and could not really perform the physical tasks 

involved; a total of 33% of those subject to call-up were not really physically fit.248 

 Officers and NCOs in the units could not handle the command and specialized tasks 

necessary to allow the units to function effectively in combat, particularly in 24-hour a day 

high tempo complex combined arms operations. Units with mission ready firing scores 

proved to have high familiarity with a single range, and be unable to deal with other ranges 

and more realistic firepower units. As a result, these reserve combat units were kept in 

training until the war was over, even though at least one unit met the average standard of 

full time active III Corps units at the National Training Center. This eliminated the risk of 

sending forces into the XVIII Corps and VII Corps that were far less effective than the full-

time active combat troops actually committed.249  

 This experience argues for revisions of the total force concept which stress a mix of 

US Army and US Marine Corps forces that are capable of expeditionary operations without 

relying on reserve forces, and for a call up system that would provide realistic training 

times for National Guard and Army Reserve forces. It also seems to argue for a reserve 

concept closer to that of the USMC, which successfully called up smaller combat 

formations -- like tank and infantry battalions  -- which do not require the level of 

command proficiency of full brigades. 

Problems With Reserve Combat Support and Service Support Units 

 The Army also experienced problems with its reserve combat support and service 

support units.250 Such units were called up in large numbers during Desert Storm, and many 

such units performed well without major retraining and reorganization. The Army also 

successfully called up two  full artillery brigades -- the 142nd and the 196th. However, 

many combat support and service support units presented problems.251 US Army Reserve 

and Army National Guard support units often arrived in the lowest categories of combat 

readiness and would not have been combat effective if the US Army had not had the time 

granted by Desert Shield by the fact the air campaign lasted for nearly a month before the 

land battle began. Even after several months in theater, the Army was sometimes forced 

into retraining exercises, reorganizations, and work-arounds to compensate for the 
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problems in such forces, and at least some units had to be virtually bypassed or limited to 

simple functions that closely paralleled civilian skills and work tasks. 

 Some of the personnel in combat and service support units were not properly trained 

for their specialty. A significant percentage of those called up did not meet health 

standards. Reserves operating water purification units and many mechanics had never been 

trained to use the equipment that they were asked to operate in Desert Storm. Many Army 

reserves in support units required extensive post-mobilization training, and most reservists 

required additional training in chemical and biological warfare.252 

 For political reasons, the US Army generally understated or failed to report these 

problems with National Guard and Army Reserve combat and service support units during 

and after the Gulf War, concentrating on its problems with the round out brigades. The 

Army also had no real choice other than to draw upon such reserve support forces. They 

made up over two-thirds of its total pool of combat and service support units and had to 

make them work as best it could. 

 After the Gulf War, the US Army presented several plans to Congress that would 

have sharply reduced the level of integration of National Guard and Army Reserve combat 

and service support units into its force structures, and would have effectively created all 

active expeditionary forces. However, the Congress rejected such options, and forced the 

US Army to cut its regular manning more quickly than its reserve forces. Part of the reason 

for this action by Congress was that the US Army failed to document the problems that it 

had experienced during the Gulf War and justify its new proposed force mix. Part of the 

reasons was the fact that the supposedly in-depth studies of the Gulf War experience 

showed a political -- but analytically absurd -- lack of interest in examining any of the 

details relating to the readiness experience of the units called up, training problems, 

detailed readiness issues and the validity of the readiness rating systems used for units that 

were sent to the Gulf.  

 At the same time,  some of the problems in the ways that reserves were used during 

the Gulf War were the fault of the active Army, which sometimes exhibited a bias against 

National Guard and Army Reserve combat and service support units. This bias became very 

clear during the Army's testimony to Congress on the active versus reserve issue following 

the Gulf War. The Army would often praise the reserves in public testimony and then 

present a wide range of arguments against them in private discussions with Senators.253 

 The end result is a compromise that may or may not allow reserve forces to meet the 

far more demanding tests imposed by the kind of AirLand combat that took place during 

the Gulf War. The US Army had reached a compromise with the National Guard and Army 
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Reserve forces under conditions where politics and political imagery may have become a 

substitute for facts. One Army witness put this situation as follows:254   

"We must ensure that our Reserve Component units are ready and available 

when needed and that we focus resources consistent with the time required to 

achieve operational capabilities and the time restrictions placed on the Reserve 

Component's ability to train with and  maintain their equipment. In a historic 

agreement, we have rationalized the roles and functions of the Army National 

Guard and the Army Reserve with the Active Component. We have changed the 

focus of Guard and Reserve training proficiency to a pre-mobilization level of 

competence at the platoon and company-level, and revised the means by which 

we resource early deploying guard and reserve combat and combat service 

support units. We have revised the speed at which Reserve Component combat 

brigades can be made available by focusing on improving the readiness and 

capability of the 15 enhanced Reserve Component brigades rather than on the 

pre-Gulf War availability of divisional round-out/round-up brigades. Other 

reserve  component initiatives include Title XI, Bold Shift, and Standard Bearer 

programs, the Total Army Training strategy, and the Future Army Schools 

System". 

 While this debate may seem to be a somewhat arcane debate over the reserve system 

of one US service, it is important to point out that most of the world's reserve forces receive 

much less combined arms and AirLand training than the US reserves, have little training for 

night warfare and high tempo operations, and are a far more traditionalized and 

bureaucratic. The question that the Gulf War poses regarding reserve forces is, therefore, 

one that affects most reserve forces much more than the US Army Reserve or National 

Guard: If land warfare is changing fundamentally in depth, speed, attrition, tempo, and 

complexity, can reserve forces meet the needs of such combat without months and months 

or highly demanding additional training? The answer for US forces may be uncertain, but 

the answer for less well-trained reserves is almost certainly no. 
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Table 9.5 

 

US Activation of Selected Reserves in the Gulf War 
 
Service                                     Allocations During Desert Shield       Personnel Activated As of_                  
                                   August 24     November 14      December 1    January 13       February 24 
 
Army 35,000 80,000 115,000 102,828 125,704  
Navy 6,300 10,000 30,000 11,390 17,980 
Air Force 14,500 20,000 20,000 14,806 31,480 
Marine Corps 3,000 15,000 23,000 16,558 23,271 
Coast Guard 1,250 1,250 1,250 641 877 
 
Total 51,050 116,250 189,250 146,223 199,302 
 
Note: Figures do not include 13,841 Individual Ready Reserve personnel in the Army Reserve, 15 in the US 
Navy Reserve, 5,268 in the USMC Reserve, and 767 in the Air Force Reserve activated as of February 24, 
1991. 
Source: Adapted by the author from Department of Defense, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report, 
Department of Defense, April, 1992, Annex H, pp. H-8, H-12, H-21  

The Revolution and Non-Revolution in Land Warfare 
 As has been touched upon in earlier chapters, a  great deal of discussion has 

occurred since the Gulf War over whether the war represented a "revolution" in warfare. 

The answer, as is the case with World War I, World War II, Korea, the June 1967 Conflict, 

the 1973 October War, the Vietnam conflict and a host of other wars, is a firm "yes and 

no". All of the preceding chapters, and the chapters that follow, show that most of the new 

capabilities exercised in the Gulf War were transitional and suffered from serious 

limitations that prevented them from being fully exploited. All of these chapters indicate 

that substantial further advances will be needed in tactics, technology, and C4I/BM before it 

is possible to learn their full revolutionary potential. 

 At the risk of over-generalizing, the preceding analysis shows that many of the key 

lessons of the Gulf War are as old as warfare itself. There is nothing new about the need for 

preparation and adaptation, for readiness and training, for efforts to increase the tempo and 

intensity of war and decisively overmatch an enemy's decision-making cycle and reaction 

capabilities. There is nothing new about the need for fluidity of operations. -- and the 

importance of good leadership. 

 The Gulf War also validates the lessons that more recent wars have provided about 

the value of all volunteer forces, realistic training, improved combined arms/combined 

operations, the combined impact of superior maneuver and firepower capabilities, the need 

for logistics and sustainment capabilities that match maneuver and firepower capabilities, 

the value of an indirect approach to maneuver and attack, that attacks weakness with 

strength, the need for a single concept of operations, the importance of air superiority, the 
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destructive power of precision-guided weapons, and the value of superior intelligence and 

communications. These lessons are almost clichés -- although they are only clichés if one 

acts upon them, and they become fatal omissions if one does not. 

 At the same time, an analysis of the AirLand portion of Desert Storm reveals 

changes in warfare that are sufficiently revolutionary so that the cost of not providing and 

enhancing the capability of military forces to take advantage of these changes is likely to be 

as high as the cost of failing to learn from the past. The AirLand battle is transforming 

combined arms and combined operations into "joint" or "integrated" operations. Desert 

Storm indicates that the tempo of war is becoming much faster and that future mid and high 

intensity wars are likely to be continuous for 24 hours a day in spite of night and poor 

weather. The Coalition's success in the AirLand battle shows that high technology 

maneuver warfare can radically change the conventional wisdom regarding force ratios, 

losses in combat, and the speed at which combat takes place. It indicates that the land 

battlefield will never be as slow moving or attrition/force ratio dominated again. 

 The Gulf War indicates that changes in indirect fire, army aviation, percussion and 

smart weapons, sophisticated reconnaissance and surveillance operations, and C4I/BM can 

further radically increase the tempo and lethality of land warfare. They indicate that killing 

at long range is critical, whether this means direct fire engagements between armored 

weapons or strikes more than 100 kilometers into the battlefield. They indicate that the 

forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) no longer dominates combat as it has in the past. 

They indicate the need for finding new ways to integrate C4I/BM while preserving initiative 

at every tactical level, and for further progress in training, exercises, and simulation. The 

practical question is not whether these changes will occur, but rather, how quickly they will 

occur in a world that is no longer driven by the Cold War.  

 The impact of these changes in any future contingency will also be a function of 

how well the forces on each side have absorbed these lessons and prepared their forces to 

act upon them. If one side is more successful, the results may well be "revolutionary." 

Military planning and theory often assumes that the forces on each side have rough 

qualitative parity. Military  history, however, is filled with conflicts in which opposing 

forces have basic asymmetries that often produce a sudden and catalytic importance out of 

any proportion, to the perceived importance of such asymmetries before a battle or conflict. 

The Gulf War indicates that major regional conflicts are likely to reveal major qualitative 

asymmetries in both air and land conflict that dominate at least the near to mid term 

outcome of such conflicts. The changes now taking place in tactics, technology, and 

training provide a new ability to exploit such asymmetries that may well be a "revolution in 
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military affairs", and become the most important aspect of the operational art in land 

warfare.     
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